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Microtask Crowdsourcing as Means to Identify and Explain
Software Failures
Christian Adriano
System Analysis and Modeling Research Group
Hasso-Plattner-Institut
christian.adriano@hpi.uni-potsdam.de
This report describes my research on the feasibility of a novel and fast method
to identify and explain software failures, which I call “failure resolution”. The
method consists of partitioning complex work into small and independent tasks
(microtasks) that can executed by a crowd of anonymous programmers recruited
on a popular crowdsourcing platform (Mechanical Turk). My method automatically generates microtasks, distributes them, and aggregates their individual outcomes into a failure resolution result. This method was incrementally designed
and evaluated through experiments with software programmers and real bugs
from popular open source projects.

1 About this report
This is the second Fall report on my research. In the next two sections I review my
previous results and summarize the results obtained through the year of 2018.

1.1 Previous report
In the previous report, I investigated how to enable a crowd of programmers to work
within a feedback loop with mechanisms that generate, distribute, and aggregate
microtasks aimed at resolving software failures (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Failure resolution process

Feedback loop The goal of each loop cycle is to suggest the next microtasks to
be performed by a group of programmers (subcrowd). For that, the feedback loop
relies on five decision models, which I summarize below.
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• Feature selection model predicts and ranks the attributes of answers and programmers which can be used to prioritize microtasks.
• Sampling model determines how to combine multiple results from the same task
or from different tasks. The configurations available consist of under-sampling
and over-sampling, which allow to trade-off between accuracy and variance in
results.
• Aggregation model predicts the location of a root-cause by applying voting methods. We trained a set of machine learning models to predict the threshold for
three different voting methods.
• Subcrowd model predicts which sub-groups of programmers (subcrowds) perform better at identifying root-causes for software failures. These subcrowds
can be used to decide who should be prioritized to receive a certain microtask.
• Task selection model consists of determining which tasks should be executed
next based on the result of previous tasks. The goal is to minimize the number
of tasks needed. We report on this model in the current report.

1.2 Current report
My current report focuses on the last model (task selection) and two methodological
concerns: the practical application of my method and the generalization of it to
other domains distinct from software failure resolution. Moreover, this report also
discusses the motivation for this type of research, the corresponding related work,
and my research roadmap.

2 Motivation
Need for speed to resolve failures Quickly resolving software failures has been
part of the practice of agile teams, which since the agile manifesto.1 became widespread by achieving the goldilocks of shorter software release cycles without sacrificing quality, cost, or overloading the development teams [2]. Nonetheless, software
teams have come under renewed pressure by two external factors: the disruption
from failures that happen only in later stages of testing and the need to deploy software multiple times a day. A recent industry report [3] shows that top performing
businesses are deploying on average 32 times a day and are keeping lead times below
one hour, i.e., the time between committing the source code and running it on production. Hence, while teams used to have days to resolve failures, now many teams
have only a few hours. To alleviate this pressure on teams, many approaches have
been investigated, e.g., improve continuous integration environments, mandatory

1 http://agilemanifesto.org

(last accessed 2018-10-18).
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code reviews, and, finally, make failure resolution quicker to perform (my research
focus).
Automated methods solutions In response to more agility, software engineering
researchers developed various automated methods. Static analysis tools like PMC
and FindBugs are executed during compilation time to quickly weed out errors
that can become potential software failures. Continuous integration tools run unit
tests to expose failures before they are moved into production. Spectra-based fault
localization [11] methods run hundreds unit tests to identify the program statements
that the most probable root-cause of a software failure.
Besides creating a safety net to catch software failures introduced during short
development cycles, automated methods are also the pillar of many tools that automatically repair root-causes of failures [9]. Hence, agile teams, high frequency deployment, and automated program repair tools depend on the methods that quickly
identify root-causes of software failures.
Perfect fault understanding assumptions However, research has shown that identifying a root-cause is not a sufficient condition to resolve a failure. Even when programmers are given the root-cause, there is no guarantee that programmers will
unequivocally recognize the root-cause. Parnin and Orso [10] described this as the
“perfect fault understanding assumption”.
Difficulty to guarantee fault understanding is also an issue when fixes are automatically suggested. Research showed [12, 13] that programmers still need to be
involved to evaluate if the suggested fixes are not over-fitting the unit tests ,i.e., making the failing test pass but not generalizing to other test input data. Research also
confirmed the need for patches explanations [7], but this is hindered by the difficulty
of using “understandability” as a metric to select of patches [8].
Nonetheless, in my research I depart from the assumption that fault understanding can be made explicit in written explanations. This assumption is corroborated
by the studies on the performance of senior and junior programmers on debugging
tasks. Senior programmers are shown to require fewer [4] hypotheses (i.e., explanations) to correctly identify a root-cause of a failure. Moreover, senior programmers’
hypotheses have shown to present better quality [6] than the ones from junior peers.
Therefore, my research focuses on both the traditional problem of fault localization
(identifying failure root-causes) and how to obtain the explanations for the corresponding software failures. I named this dual outcome as a failure resolution process,
which I investigate with respect to its efficiency (speed) and efficacy (positive impact
on bug fixing).
My investigation approach I proposed a method to speed up failure resolution
by parallelizing its execution. My method obtains explanations to the failure rootcauses by the execution of human-judgment tasks. The method was inspired on a
MapReduce [1] model that has been successfully combined with crowdsourcing
[5] to partition complex work into smaller and independent tasks (microtasks),
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distribute them, and aggregate their individual outcomes into one failure resolution
result. My method has many challenges that I discuss in detail in the next section.

3 Research problems
Problem.1 The choice for task design is constrained by trade-offs between the speed
and quality of failure resolution. Trade-offs are present among the processes of
partitioning, distributing, and executing tasks. Partitioning work in many tasks can
increase failure resolution speed by increasing parallelization, which is achieved by
making tasks as small as possible. However, as the number of tasks increase, their
complete distribution might take longer because more capable programmers need to
be recruited. When executing a task that is too small, quality might decrease because
the programmer would have less information to make good judgments about the
failure root-cause. Moreover, a programmer could be less motivated to do quality
work, because each smaller tasks has a lower monetary pay. Fundamentally, the our
problem is to discover what is a feasible task size regarding speed and quality of
failure resolution. This might help understand whether it is better to have many
smaller or larger tasks distributed to many or fewer programmers.
Problem.2 As the execution of tasks are completed, we face the problem of aggregating the outcomes of multiple tasks into a consolidated failure resolution. This can
be challenging because programmers might have distinct beliefs about the root-cause
of the software failure. Furthermore, even after agreeing on a root-cause, programmers might provide distinct explanations. This is particularly difficult when more
than one root-cause and explanation are effective to suggest valid bug fixes. Ultimately, our problem is to learn how to identify valid root-causes and explanations
by aggregating competing beliefs.
Problem.3 As we aggregate task outcomes, we have the problem of how to improve
speed and quality from one failure resolution job to another. This is challenging
because we cannot guarantee improvement by redesigning the tasks, i.e., making
them larger or smaller depending on the current outcomes. The alternative is to
learn to identify the programmers who produce faster and higher quality failure
resolutions. This is particularly difficult when programmers have different levels of
programming skill, experience, and motivation. More fundamentally, our problem
is how to select groups of programmers (subcrowds) who consistently outperform
the average programmer in terms of speed and quality of failure resolution.
Problem.4 After guaranteeing some level of efficacy in failure resolution, we need
to solve the problem of speed. For that we need to minimize the number of tasks
necessary to correctly identify and explain a software failure. This is difficult because
at any given moment we have the option to obtain more results for the same task
(exploit) or execute a different task (explore), or decide to stop executing certain
tasks (expire). These decisions to exploit, explore,and expire are difficult because
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one cannot know for certain which of the previous task outcomes are correct (e.g.,
true positive and true negatives).

4 Method
I investigated these problems with a method that automatically partitions work in
small independent tasks (microtasks) and distributes them to programmers (crowd)
recruited on a crowdsourcing platform (Mechanical Turk). Microtasks are automatically generated from template questions that cover the program statements of the
source code that failed its unit test (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Questions and answers for each source code fragment

For each microtask, the programmers provide their beliefs on a root-cause of given
a software failure and justify their beliefs with a written explanation. Their beliefs
are expressed in an answer to a question about the possible relationship between a
program statement and the software failure. The answers are either YES, NO, or I
DON’T KNOW. Programmers are also required to provide their confidence for their
answers. To answer these questions, programmers receive the following information: the unit test assertion, the failure message, the source code of the method that
failed the test. This information is provided to programmers on web-based interface
(Figure 3) that also collects programmers’ answers.
The outcomes of microtasks are automatically aggregated by different voting methods. My method also selects the best performing subcrowds. This is done by prediction models that were trained with attributes of programmers and their corresponding answers.
Although I automated the processes of partitioning, distribution, aggregation, and
subcrowd selection, I did not apply any automated debugging method. I purpose-
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Figure 3: Web-based GUI for the microtask

fully did so as a first study because I wanted to evaluate a method that is independent
of automated debugging tools. This way I sought to avoid possible tool biases and
produce a baseline for future automation.

5 Contributions
I evaluated my method through three large scale experiments. The results of these
experiments are summarized in the following contributions:
1. I showed the efficacy of my method for two different designs of microtasks
and two sets of real software failures from 16 different popular open source
software projects. In the first design, I performed an experiment with 777 programmers, who executed 5705 microtasks. The best group of programmers
(subcrowd) located six out of the ten root-causes of software failures, but
with high levels of false positives (57% precision and 70% recall). For the
second microtask design, I performed an experiment with 654 programmers
who performed 2580 microtask. The most effective subcrowd comprised 133
programmers, who answered 836 questions in 33 minutes to resolve all eight
software failures with 94% precision and 65% recall at the program statement
level. Therefore, my method achieved a competitive efficiency in the second
experiment. Efficiency was measured in terms of the number of microtasks,
programmers, cost per failure, and the time needed to locate the root-causes
of all software failures.
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2. I showed that models can be built to predict the quality of microtask outcomes. Models were built with features (attributes) from programmers and
their answers to the microtasks. These predictive models were evaluated across
different types of software failures and source code with different sizes and
complexities.
3. The aggregation mechanisms based on cardinal voting method performs better
than majority voting, proportional voting, and absolute threshold voting. We
validated this for both microtask designs and across different software failures.
4. I showed that the root-cause explanations were meaningful and effective to help
programmers to suggest bug fixes. Meaningfulness stems from explanations
being categorized into distinct classes. We show efficacy by measuring accuracy
of bug fixes when programmers where provided with explanations and when
they were not.

6 Latest results
Since the last Fall report I have worked on three concrete topics. Below I discuss my
preliminary results.

6.1 Task selection model
To increase the speed of failure resolution I investigated how to minimize the number
of questions asked. My approach was to prioritize questions by the perceived utility
to the programmer. I experimented with two formulations: user perceived difficulty
and confidence. To evaluate these utility functions I designed an iterative algorithm
that samples, aggregates, and ranks questions (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Algorithm to evaluate the utility-based selection of microtasks. Hyperparameters of the algorithm in bold font
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I explored the hyper-parameter space for a utility function based on the answer
confidence. The best results were obtained for the following parameterization: sample one answer per question (A1), rank only the top question to be answered (U1),
and select the top three questions (R3) as covering the failure root-causes. This enables to locate and explain all software failures with more than 90% precision, 100%
recall (at program statement level) and requiring less than 20% of all questions asked
(Figure 5).
As future work I plan to compute the expected utility, which would require to
estimate a probability for each utility value. My approach for that will be to model the
stream of answers for each question as a Markov chain. The stationary distribution
of the Markov chain will provide me with the probabilities of the question receiving
either a YES, NO, or I DON’T KNOW answer. Since I am interested in the questions
with high chances of covering a root-cause, I can use the probability of a YES to
compute the expected utility of each question at any given time. Note that as more
answers are received, I will update these probability estimates.

Figure 5: Precision and recall for various hyper-parameter values

6.2 Practical application
I performed a third experiment to evaluate the impact of the explanations on the
perfect fault understanding assumption. The experiment involved 21 software programmers and three real software failures. These programmers were asked to suggest
bug fixes based on the failure resolution produced in the second experiment by the
crowd of programmers. I evaluated the correctness of the bug fixes in the presence
and the absence of the explanations for the root-causes identified in the second experiment. I found that programmers who relied on explanations were more accurate
in their bug fixes. The effect of explanations on bug fix accuracy was statistically
significant (two-tailed t-test, p-value=0.0014) and had a large effect (Cohen’s D =
1.13).
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6.3 Generalization
The generalization aimed to isolate the characteristics that are independent of the
failure resolution domain and to capture them in a software architecture. I proposed
a software architecture that allows to instantiate my method as an online hybrid
crowd-machine system. The goal of the system is to partition, distribute, aggregate,
and prioritize work that can be performed as microtasks. My software architecture
will be designed to satisfy two non-functional requirements: scalability (vertical
and horizontal) and adaptability (at deployment and at run-time). My future work
includes experiments to evaluate these two requirements.

7 Research roadmap
The roadmap is organized around paper writing and experiments.
• Perform a bug fixing experiment with the remaining 15 real software bugs
from experiments one and two,
• Submit paper about the three experiments to ESE Journal (December 2018),
• Submit paper on task prioritization to SASO conference (February 2019),
• Perform experiments to evaluate the scalability and adaptability of the online
hybrid crowd-machine system,
• Submit paper to ESEM conference (May 2019).
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Understanding Change-Behavior of Data and Metadata
Tobias Bleifuß
Information Systems Group
Hasso-Plattner-Institut
tobias.bleifuss@hpi.de
The following report gives an overview of my research activities in the field of
change exploration. It outlines our data model with its exploration primitives,
transformations of datasets into this model and the classification of changes represented in this model. Finally, an outlook on possible applications of the gained
insights presents ideas on how to predict future changes and build trust.

1 Change in Data and Metadata
Data change, all the time. This undeniable fact has motivated the development of
database-management systems (DBMSs) in the first place. While DBMSs are good
at recording this change, and while much technology has emerged to analyze this
data, there has not been much research on exploring and understanding the changebehavior of data and metadata over time.
Also: schemata change, quite often. While such metadata-change happens less frequently, schemata are much less stable than what is alluded to in DBMS textbooks,
and than what is desirable from an application developer’s point of view, in our experience. In particular, modern “schemaless” DBMSs exacerbate the need to explore
changing metadata.
The observed changes are manifold: values are inserted, deleted or updated; entities appear and disappear; properties are added or repurposed, etc. Explicitly recognizing, exploring, and evaluating such change can alert to changes in data ingestion
procedures, can help assess data quality, and improve the general understanding of
the dataset and its behavior over time.
With this work we address a common but less studied addition to the well-known
“V”s of big data [3]: To the common notions of volume, velocity, and variety that
characterize big data problems, we address variability. While variety is typically
viewed as differences in format, semantics and other properties between multiple
data sources, we introduce variability as describing such differences even within a
data source over time.

2 Change Exploration: our Model, its Primitives, and a Tool
We propose a generic model to represent changes to a dataset. In particular, our
model of change-cubes can reflect changes to both the data and its schema and integrate changes from various data sources. It includes the following four dimensions
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Data
sources

Transformation

Changecube

Exploration

Primitives

?

Delta

v5

Mining

Snapshots
…
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View
definitions
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…

Logs
…

Queries

Operator
sort
slice
split
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Description
sorts the changes within a change-cube
filters the changes in a (set of) change-cube(s)
groups changes and splits the cube accordingly
unions multiple change-cubes into one
sorts (a set of) change-cubes
filters change-cubes by threshold
selects change-cubes by relative position

Figure 1: An overview of the DBChEx workflow and a short description of the
devised exploration primitives on the change-cube

to represent when (time) what (entity) changed where (property) and how (new
value):
Time A timestamp in the finest available granularity.
Entity The id of an entity represented in the dataset. An entity could correspond to
a row in a relational database, a node in a graph, a subject of an RDF-triple, a
schema element, etc. Entities can be grouped or belong to a hierarchy, modeled
separately. In this way, we can recognize which rows belong to the same table,
which RDF-subjects are of the same class, etc.
Property The property of the entity. Properties can be entities themselves and correspond to columns in a table, properties of a graph, predicates of an RDF-triple,
schema associations, etc. Properties can be hierarchically organized, for instance grouped by semantic domain, such as person name, address, etc., or by
data-type.
Value The new value introduced by the change (or the null-value (⊥) to represent
a deletion). Values can be literals, which we denote in quotes, or ids of other
entities. Furthermore, values need not be atomic, they can be sets or lists.
Without the time-dimension, the cube represents the traditional model-independent representation of facts as triples. By including time we can define an individual
change and the change-cube as a set of changes:
Definition 1. A change c is a quadruple of the form htimestamp, id, property, valuei or
in brief ht, id, p, vi. We call a set of changes a change-cube C = {c1 , . . . , cn }. Among the
changes, combinations of (t, id, p) are unique.
A change ht, id, p, vi describes that at a certain point in time t (When?) the property
p (Where?) of an entity with the stable identifier id (What?) was changed to the new
value v (How?). Implicitly, a value of a change is valid from timestamp until the closest
succeeding timestamp of a quadruple with same id and property but different value.
Or it is valid until “now”, when no succeeding quadruple exists.
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2 Change Exploration: our Model, its Primitives, and a Tool
On top of that data model, we enable change exploration, which we define as: for
a given dynamic dataset, we aim to efficiently capture and summarize changes at
value-, aggregate-, and schema-level, and enable users to effectively explore this
change in an interactive and graphical fashion. We implemented a web-based exploration tool DbChEx that facilitates change exploration through a set of exploration
primitives. Figure 1 shows how we envision the general workflow using DBChEx
and a short summary of the implemented primitives. Because the defined operators
are closed (operators are defined on a set of change-cubes and their result is also
a set of change-cubes), we can compose them and we call such a composition of
operators an operator sequence. The operator sequences are the primary navigation
through the changes: they represent the current exploration path and show what
the user currently focuses on (comparable to the navigation bar in a web browser).
The user-interface is designed to keep the user engaged and reduce the amount
of required text input. In our tool it usually takes the user just a click to add, edit,
or remove new operators from the current operator sequence. A large portion of
the user’s findings based on exploration primitives are lead by serendipity, but also
by a number of statistics, such as a volatility measure. However, our tool also integrates results from change mining (see Section 4). We define change mining as the
automatic discovery of interesting change events and identification of underlying
structures and constraints of change. Change mining can provide an overview of the
vast amount of data, for example by clustering changes, which in turn can facilitate
exploration.
Change exploration requires access not only to the current dataset, but also to its
history. While all subsequent steps will profit by the unified change-cube model,
it entails the upfront overhead of transforming the changes into the change-cube.
The obvious problem is that there are many different ways of how the changes are
stored in the real-world, which implies a high variety of different input formats.
We transformed many datasets and their history into our model, for example the
changes of Wikipedia infoboxes and tables (see Section 3) or IMDB data.
These transformations from data sources to change-cubes can be relatively generic
in the beginning, because the user may not know and understand the previous
schemata. Hence, we propose an iterative, closed-loop approach that improves the
semantics of the change-cube over time. In this way, knowledge gained during exploration can be fed back into the transformation. For example, if users recognize that
a property has been renamed, they can merge these two properties at the click of
a button. Each of these transformations creates a view on the original change-cube.
The view definitions can also be implemented with the help of operator sequences,
in which the above operators are used to select the part of the cube to be transformed.
The transformation on the selected quadruples is then achieved either via templates
for frequent schema changes (such as renaming) or custom transformations defined
in SQL or an external program.
Related work. Because data change is a fundamental concept of databases, many
research areas are related, though none come close to covering what we envision. It
is impossible for space reasons to discuss them all here, but there is an overview in
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our vision paper [15], in which we for example compare our approach to temporal
or sequence databases [2] and time series exploration techniques and tools [6].

3 Tracking Changes: Wikipedia Table History
Many Wikipedia tables have a long and eventful edit history. Until now users could
only explore and understand the history of Wikipedia tables by manually browsing
through the past revisions of a Wikipedia article. However, this is a cumbersome
process as it is not obvious, which of the numerous revisions contain changes to a
particular table. For an automatic extraction of the changes in tables, there is one
big hurdle: given two consecutive revisions of the same Wikipedia article, the two
versions of Wikitext (the markup language used in Wikipedia) do not immediately
reveal what changes occurred.
Clearly, we can calculate a line-wise difference of two document revisions, but that
approach completely ignores any semantic information. Therefore, in many cases
the resulting diff-set does not represent the intentions the user had in mind when
performing a certain change. The line-wise difference assumes that the (relative)
position of an object stays constant over its lifetime and is incapable of identifying
moving objects. In particular, given a new document revision and a set of previously
seen tables in the same document, we want to determine which table is the successor
of which other table. And, in order to get an even more fine-grained picture of table
changes, we want to determine, which cell is the successor of which other cell within
a table. This allows us to track tables and their cells over multiple document revisions
in time. Our aim is not to calculate a minimal difference between two object revisions.
Instead, we want to link multiple versions of the same element over multiple revisions
in a semantically meaningful way.
We solve this task using the assumption that changes happen gradually, so that
the context of changed elements can still be used to identify elements over time. This
assumption allows us to use a rather simple similarity measure based on tokens.
However, because it is difficult to find a similarity measure that works well universally, our method combines several similarity measures in multiple matching steps.
The idea here is to first create obvious matches with as little computational effort as
possible and linear scalability in the number of tables and only then to match the
remaining candidates with more relaxed methods and potentially more expensive
similarity metrics. These relaxed procedures are necessary, for example, to cope with
the fact that tables can also grow or shrink, which has a negative impact on certain
similarity measures.
Our manually generated gold standard shows that this procedure works very
well on tables and our underlying assumption seems to hold. Our experiments also
show that, despite this assumption, our algorithm remains robust at higher temporal
resolutions. In this experiment, we simulated a scenario in which snapshots of the
table are only available at longer intervals, such as a monthly crawl of web pages. In
this case, too, our methods still achieve very good results. For the matching of cells it
was more challenging to create a gold standard, because of the sheer number of cells
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Figure 2: A browser plugin that displays the history of Wikipedia tables

even within one version of a table times the number of table versions. But we have
now found a suitable solution that assists the user in picking a good cell matching
and are confident to publish results soon.
We also developed a browser plugin that makes such histories accessible and
explorable by the users. By tracking the history of tables and also their cells, we
can enrich each table in a Wikipedia article by a timeline that displays revisions
that contain changes to this particular table (see Figure 2). The user can examine
the table in any of these revisions by simply clicking on that revision in the timeline.
Furthermore, the history of individual cells allows us to draw a heat map that reflects
certain cell metadata, such as the volatility of a cell or the age of the current value.
The past values of a cell can be explored by hovering over a cell. These means allow
users to gain insights on how the table developed over time, which can influence the
trust in its content or give inspirations for future edits.
Related work. Related datasets have been extracted from the web and Wikipedia
before. WebTables [4] are an extract of static versions of tables on the web. The
infobox history [8] comprise an orthogonal subset of structured information on
Wikipedia, namely However, the problem is different, as each property of an infobox
has a unique identifier. Additionally, they ignore the fact that a Wikipedia article
can contain multiple infoboxes. The tracking of individual rows has parallels with
linking temporal records [7], but we do not assume a static schema.

4 Change Mining: Distinguish Different Change Types
Often it is necessary to distinguish different types of changes. For example, if you
take a closer look at the changes in the change-cubes, you will notice that a large part
of the changes will appear as noise. What exactly is considered noise is of course
dependent on the use-case. While for some applications one user might want to
ignore, e.g., vandalism in Wikipedia, another user might be particularly interested
in vandalism. Besides vandalism, other types of noise exist, such as schema or format changes. In our change-cube format, these result in many changes and quickly
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Figure 3: An example for subtle vandalism in Wikipedia, which tampered with
the ratio of nationalities of Berlin citizens

dominate in number and size. Nevertheless, in both cases it is necessary to have a
way of distinguishing between the different types of changes. If the different types
are known in advance, a method method to distinguish them is called classification,
but we also have published results on how to perform a clustering of change-cubes
through mapping them to time series [16]. These clusterings are especially useful
for exploration as also mentioned in Section 2.
Our master project in the last semester dealt with the detection of vandalism in
Wikipedia tables. In particular, the three students examined whether the structure
of tables could improve the results compared to purely text-based methods. Interestingly, we have found in tables a very subtle kind of vandalism which can only
be detected with considerable background knowledge (see Figure 3). However, the
results show that this is not an easy problem, because it is relatively difficult to
find features that perform better than the already known, more general features
from related work. Without external knowledge, it is even difficult for humans to
distinguish between vandalism and non-vandalism in the case of the subtle type
mentioned above.
Another classification problem is the following: When thinking of database changes,
the first thing that comes to mind are changes that insert new elements or delete
old ones or adjust values based on new factual information. However, because not
only the information stored in the database changes over time, but also the requirements placed on the database, the representation of the information in the database
also changes. These new requirements may have operational reasons, such as a new
database system or performance optimizations, but also functional reasons, such as
the need to store additional information about existing entities. I am currently working on distinguishing these two types of changes. I intend to use a machine-learning
method, which also includes elements of rule-mining. For example, an approach that
mines frequent itemsets of attributes that are added to or removed from an entity,
can already find results like this one:
delete:placeofdeath, delete:born, delete:died,
delete:placeofbirth, add:birth_date, add:birth_place,
add:death_place, add:death_date
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This result shows, for example, how four attributes were renamed. However, it also
leads to new questions, such as which attribute pairs belong together, so which new
attributes store the information that were stored in one particular deleted attribute.
In addition, such changes will also change the format or domain of the values. So
another question would be, whether we can derive automatic transformation rules
for the values? If we had such rules, then we could also check whether the schema
changes were also accompanied by simultaneous value changes. Furthermore, we
could apply those rules to other entities for which that schema change was not
performed yet and check for the other entities whether it was applied consistently.
Related work. There is related work on ontology change [5] and database schema
evolution [9]. These works assume that you have multiple versions of an explicit
ontology/schema, while we try to infer that an implicit schema changed based on
observed data changes. There is also work on schema inference [13] that tries to
infer schema on schemaless datasets, which, however, assume a static dataset and a
static schema. If we apply this schema inference on multiple snapshots, though, and
compare the inferred schemas, we might also recognize schema changes.

5 Future Work: Change Prediction and Trust
One step further than change mining is the change prediction: given a set of past
changes can we predict which future changes are likely to happen and when they
are going to happen? This problem is related to the problem of knowledge graph
completion [12], which deals with the prediction of missing links between entities.
The works in this field often assume a static knowledge graph, however there have
been recent works that recognize that this assumption might be too strong for realworld datasets and therefore deal with dynamic knowledge graphs [10, 14], which
are much more related to our problem than static graphs. There is also work that
leverages schema information [11] for that task, but we are not aware of any work
that tries to solve the problem on dynamic knowledge graph with a dynamic schema.
Besides these probabilistic models, we also want to look into rule-based approaches.
As an initial inspiration, we consider temporal association rules [1] and how we can
adjust and apply them to the change-cube.
The insight we gain from our analysis will not only give the user a better understanding of their data and its behavior over time. In fact, it is possible to draw profit
from these insights through application in, e.g., increasing data quality through notification of unusual change events and database tuning. For example, the discovered
knowledge can support decisions on which indices and materialized views to choose,
because it can serve as an input for predictions of their update costs. More importantly, it can help users decide which data to trust and which not to trust, which
appears more important than ever today.
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Human actuation is the idea of using people to provide large-scale force feedback
to users. While the experience of human actuators was decent, it was still inferior
to the experience these people could have had, had they participated as a user. We
address this issue by making everyone a user. The key idea is to run pairs of users at
the same time and have them provide human actuation to each other. Our system,
Mutual Turk, achieves this by (1) offering shared props through which users can
exchange forces while obscuring the fact that there is a human on the other side,
and (2) synchronizing the two users’ timelines such that their way of manipulating
the shared props is consistent across both virtual worlds. We demonstrate mutual
human actuation with an example experience in which users pilot kites though
storms, tug fish out of ponds, are pummeled by hail, battle monsters, hop across
chasms, push loaded carts, and ride in moving vehicles.

1 Introduction
Many researchers argue that the next step in virtual reality is to allow users to not
only see and hear, but also feel virtual worlds [10]. Researchers initially explored
the use of mechanical machinery for that purpose, such as exoskeletons [1] and
robotically actuated [7] props.
Unfortunately, the size and weight of such mechanical equipment tends to be
proportional to what they actuate, often constraining such equipment to arcades
and lab environments.
Researchers therefore proposed creating similar effects by replacing the mechanical actuators with human actuators. Haptic Turk, for example, uses four such human
actuators to lift, bump, and shake a single human user [2]. TurkDeck brings human
actuation to real walking [3]. It allows a single user to explore a virtual reality experience that is brought to life by ten human actuators that continuously rearrange
physical props and apply forces to the user.
While both systems produced highly-rated experiences for their users during user
testing, unfortunately (1) the need to recruit four to ten human actuators means that
these systems require a non-trivial amount of preparation, and (2) unsurprisingly,
human actuators rated their experience significantly lower than the user’s experience.
In this paper, we address this issue by making everyone a user. We introduce
mutual human actuation, a version of human actuation that works without dedicated
human actuators.
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2 Mutual Turk
Mutual Turk is a real walking virtual reality system that implements mutual human
actuation. The key idea behind Mutual Turk is that it runs two users at the same
time, synchronizing their experience so that every time one user is manipulating an
object in her virtual world, the other user is subjected to forces presumably caused
by something in his virtual world.

Figure 1: (a) This user, alone in his virtual world, is trying to pull a huge creature
out of the water. (b) At the same time, this other user, also alone in her virtual
world, is struggling to control her kite during a heavy storm. (c) While users’
experiences of force might suggest the presence of a force feedback machine,
Mutual Turk achieves force feedback instead by orchestrating users so as to
actuate the shared prop at just the right moment and with just the right force
to produce the correct experience for the other user.

Figure 1 shows an example. (a) One of the two users, alone in his virtual world,
is trying to pull a huge creature out of the water. Through the fishing rod he feels
how the creature is struggling. (b) At the same time, the other user, also alone in
her virtual world, is struggling to control her kite during a heavy storm, which she
feels pulling at her kite. (c) In reality, both users are connected by means of a shared
prop, so that all forces they output become input to the other user. This is the main
concept behind Mutual Turk. Mutual Turk’s main functionality is that it orchestrates
users so as to actuate props just at the right moment and just with the right force to
produce the correct experience for the other user.

2.1 Shared Props
The key to enabling mutual human actuation is the use of shared props – props allow
users to exchange forces without revealing that these forces are generated by another
human (through, e.g., skin softness, temperature, moisture, shape of hands).
Different prop designs enable different levels of expressivity. We explored five:
continuous force (most expressive), moving, impact, contactless sensations, and
rearranging props (least expressive).
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1. Continuous Exchange of Force Between Users’ Hands The kite/fishing-rod
prop from Figure 1 uses string to connect the two handles. This specific design
allows the prop to eliminate much of the information about what is located at the
other end of the prop – the only information that is transmitted is the direction and
magnitude of the tension. This allows the system to re-envision the many dimensions
that were filtered out, such as to render the kite at the end of a 100x longer tether.
2. Continuous motion In Figure 2a, the user pushes an empty cart under a faucet.
He watches as the faucet drops water into the tank. (b) Meanwhile, in the other
user’s world, she hops onto the escape pod. (c) She then rides the automated pod
down an evacuation tunnel – propelled by the first user pushing his cart, as the first
user starts to push his (now much heavier) cart on to next destination.

Figure 2: One user pushes cart around while the other enters and rides an escape
pod

The office chair prop transmits movement and rotation in one direction. In return,
the user sitting on the chair affects the chair’s inertia. Unlike the interactions in the
previous category, only one user’s hands are involved in driving the office chair. This
allowed us to drop the tether and use a rigid prop instead.
3. Impact The user in Figure 3 sees himself walking in stormy weather; he sees
huge hailstones shooting down from the sky at an angle, hitting his body at various
locations. (b) In the meanwhile, the other user is fighting back a monster using an
improvised weapon made from a plastic tube she found at the lab.
The foam stick used in this scene touches the other user for only very brief periods
of time, which properly obfuscates the origin of the force.
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Figure 3: One user is getting bombarded by hail, as the other user is fighting a
monster

4. Contactless sensations In Figure 4a, our user is trying to fight her way back to
lab against very heavy wind. (b) Meanwhile, our user in the other world is trying to
get a fire going to distill the emulsion created earlier.
The forces exchanged in this scene are obviously minimal. However, the interaction
produces a strong tactile sensation (and certainly properly obfuscated).

Figure 4: One user is trying to fight her way through heavy winds, while the other
is trying to get a fire going

5. Rearranging props Finally, Figure 5a shows a user waiting for a series of pillars
to rise in order to allow her to cross the pit ahead of her. As she lowers her right foot
to probe the space below, she can feel the void. Once she sees that the pillar has fully
risen, she can step on it. (b) In the meanwhile, the other user is solving a puzzle that
requires him to place numbered boxes on matching tiles.
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This is the least expressive type of exchange between two users as no physical
contact between the two users is ever established. It thus is also the most obfuscated
type of interaction.

Figure 5: One user is waiting for the next pillar to rise, while the other user rearranges boxes to solve a puzzle

2.2 Synchronizing Users
As discussed earlier, the main function of the Mutual Turk system is to serve as
scheduler, i.e., to orchestrate the two users in a way that their experiences are properly
synchronized in time and space.
So far, we only looked at what we call action sequences, i.e., sequences during
which the users already hold the shared prop and the subsequent interaction emerges
largely from the use of this prop.

user 1

user 2

scene 2

disposal

acqusition

scene 1

coaction

disposal

acqusition

coaction

unlinked
Figure 6: Mutual Turk experiences typically consist of multiple scenes, each of
which consists of prop acquisition, use, and disposal
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As illustrated by Figure 6, complete Mutual Turk experiences are more encompassing than this. Mutual Turk must not only synchronize the use of the shared
props, but also their acquisition and disposal. A typical scene consists of a period of
real walking within a designated area, the acquisition of a prop, the use of the prop
forming an action sequence, the disposal of the prop, and return to unencumbered
real walking. Experiences are then sequences of such scenes.

3 Implementation
As illustrated by Figure 7, Mutual Turk runs inside of Unity 3D and is written in C#.
This includes (1) a native OptiTrack NatNet Unity plug-in that receives the tracking
data directly from OptiTrack Motive, (2) Petri net server and client and (3) our demo
experience called “Edison, Jr.” (in which users have to perform a series of experiments
to help their ancestor regain physical form).
Optitrack Prime 17w

markers

Gear VR
Samsung S6

Linksys WRT1200ac
wireless router

NETGEAR ProSafe
GS728TPP switch

mocap suit

tracking system
3D adventure
skeletons/rigidbodies
Petrinet

transition

MotiveDirect Mutual
Turk
client
Petrinet
Unity Engine

Mutual Turk server

GearVR Platform

Figure 7: The Mutual Turk system diagram

Headsets to allow for unencumbered real walking, we used Samsung S6s mounted
into GearVR headsets with earphones attached. Both headsets run their own Unity
app where a Mutual Turk client and the adventure experience are embedded. Via
our wireless network, the Mutual Turk client receives the tracking data and com-
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municates with the Mutual Turk server to synchronize its Petri net with the other
Mutual Turk clients.
For tracking, we use nine OptiTrack Prime 17w cameras to track a 5 m x 5 m
tracking space, running the OptiTrack Motive 2.10 tracking software. Users wear
motion capture suits. To make props trackable, we attached rigid body markers, 6.7
mm to 9.5 mm.
Mutual Turk runs in real time with two users. We achieved 40+ fps by making VR
scenes low-poly, simple lights, etc. In addition, we enabled time warping to guarantee
interactive rates. The maximum delay between visual and haptics was around 25ms.
The devices receive tracking updates wirelessly at 120 Hz with ping interval 5ms in
average.

3.1 Tracking Acquisition and Disposal
Mutual Turk determines when to advance the global timeline using simple rules,
such as “fishing rod user is touching the fishing rod and the fishing rod prop has
started to move”.
Internally, Mutual Turk considers the two users and their acquisition and disposal
of props as a concurrent state machine. It manages this state machine as a Petri net
[8]. This allows Mutual Turk to ensure that the overall story arc does not progress
until both users are ready for it. The Petri net is also useful for level designers to
detect and avoid potential dead locks, i.e., situations where both users would be
waiting for each other.
drop rod

anchor move

get rod

anchor still

no rod

got rod

fishing
kiting

fishing
ready

steer left

action 1

stand still
idle

get
kite
handle

action 2

kiting
ready
move

Figure 8: The Petri net diagram that governs the acquisition sequence of the
fishing-vs.-kite scene

Figure 8 shows the Petri net of the fishing rod vs. kite acquisition sequence described earlier. As we see, in the first half of the Petri net, the fishing user and the
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kite user have no influence on each other. The fishing user has the freedom to pick
up or drop the fishing rod anytime and the kite user has the freedom to walk around
as well. Only when they both are in their correct respective locations and the kite
user has grabbed the handle, both users get to move on. One can extend the Petri
net to continue the experience of the remaining user as a single-user without mutual
haptics experience if one of the users refuse to progress.

3.2 Tracking and Extrapolation During Action Sequences
In the fishing rod vs. kite scene, Mutual Turk needs to know the amount of tension
on the tether, e.g., in order to determine whether the user is pulling hard enough
to reel in the creature, but also to render the kite and fishing line visuals properly.
Figure 9 illustrates how the fishing rod/kite prop allows Mutual Turk to sense this
tension. The key idea is that the prop bears two markers on the fishing rod side. The
angle between the two markers indicates how much the rod is currently bent, which
indicates the applied force.

Figure 9: Mutual Turk computes the tension applied to the fishing line based on
how much the prop is bent

4 Related Work
This work is based on haptics and motion experience devices, passive haptics, and
in particular human actuation.

4.1 Haptics and Motion Experience Devices
A wide range of devices has been created in order to provide users with a sense
of touch and motion. Many of the standard stationary platforms are based on the
6-DOF Stewart platform based on six hydraulic cylinders [9]. Force feedback can be
realized through a variety of approaches. FlexTorque creates force feedback using an
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arm exoskeleton using retractable belts [11]. Seminal work by McNeely introduced
the idea of using a robotic arm to repositioning a single prop so as to simulate a
surface wherever the user tries to touch [7].

4.2 Passive Haptics
Previous work shows that props, also known as passive haptics can enhance the
sense of presence [4]. Several “passive haptic” systems use physical props in real
walking environments. Low et al., for example, use Styrofoam walls onto which
they project augmented reality experiences [6]. Similarly, mixed reality for military
operations in urban terrain [5] uses passive haptics to add a haptic sense to otherwise
virtual objects, terrain, and walls.

4.3 Human Actuation
Haptic Turk [2], for example, uses four such human actuators to lift, bump, and shake
a single human user in the form of a human motion platform. By making human
actuators perform movements according to timed motion instructions, Haptic Turk
assures that users’ physical experience matches their virtual experience. TurkDeck
extends the concepts of human actuation to real walking [3]. It allows a single user
to explore a virtual reality experience that is brought to life by ten human actuators
that continuously rearrange physical props and apply forces to the user. Mutual Turk
builds on Haptic Turk and TurkDeck, but eliminates the need for dedicated human
actuators.

5 Conclusion and Future Work
We have introduced the concept of mutual human actuation, presented the implementation details and demonstrated this system at the example of a demo experience.
The main benefit of our approach is that it eliminates the need for dedicated human
actuators and instead allows everyone to enjoy their experience in the role of a user.
The main limitation of Mutual Turk is that designing experiences for mutual human actuation requires additional care, as each scene is subject to at least twice the
number of design requirements as regular scenes. As future work, we are planning
to develop a design tool based on the Petri net model and extend mutual human
actuation to more than two users.
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Process mining is a discipline that exploits real life data recorded in organizations’
information systems to facilitate business process monitoring, analysis and improvement. As a relatively young research area there are a number of challenges
unsolved in regard to process mining projects. My research will focus on methodologies to conduct a process mining project considering different requirements
and objectives. My research is still in its beginning phases of exploration, and
observation which will drive the research to the phases of building the theory,
evaluation and deduction.

1 Overview
In every organization a variety of processes exist and are performed. These processes
are a set of connected activities performed to realize a business goal, create or deliver
value to customers. A few examples of such processes are sale processes, manufacturing processes, handling a purchase order, etc. Business process models are an
abstract graphical representation of processes. Business Process Management (BPM)
is a field concerning the design, modelling, execution, analysis, optimization and
improvement of business processes and uses process models as its basis [4]. One
important phase in BPM is the analysis and improvement of processes. On one hand,
most classical process-oriented analyses in BPM (such as simulation) do not incorporate available data, while on the other hand, data-based analysis do not consider
the end to end processes. Process mining however, bridges this gap between classical
data analysis and process-oriented analysis [3]. Process mining incorporates data
recorded in various information systems and ERP systems to analyze processes and
generate insight on the process models and their performances. The starting point
for process mining is an event log found in various information systems, usually
consisting of a case id, the performed activity and a timestamp. Process mining takes
the event data recorded by the software system and enables three main types of
analysis: process discovery, conformance checking and process enhancement and
performance analysis [2]. Process discovery is the automatic generation of process
models using the event data. It answers the questions of what really happened and
what the process actually looks like. Conformance checking takes both the event data
and the process model and compares them by replaying reality on top of the model.
It identifies differences, deviations and the desired paths. Conformance checking
can be used for auditing and fraud detection among others. Enhancement takes
the log and the model and enriches the model with performance related information such as waiting times, throughput times, and bottlenecks. It enables various
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performance related analyses. However, process mining is not restricted to these
types. Process mining can be used in online settings. Monitoring processes as they
are being executed and incorporating data in real time to facilitate process monitoring, deviation detection, performance prediction (such as remaining flow time
for a running case), and recommendation (e.g. identifying the next best activity to
perform depending on the case). During the last few years, various process mining
techniques, algorithms, and tools have been developed and have been used in different domains and scenarios. However, as e relatively new field, various challenges
still exist. As identified in the process mining manifesto published by the members
of IEEE task force on process mining, these challenges range from data collection,
preparation and cleaning to dealing with concept drifts, providing operational support, etc. Various further challenges have been identified in different case studies
when applying process mining techniques in different domains. Addressing these
challenges has been the focus of process mining researchers in recent years. However,
many challenges have remained unsolved and new challenges are emerging as a result of wider applications as use cases. This specifies the various potential research
problems in the field of process mining. Currently, different case studies have been
conducted in different ways and arising issues and challenges have been addressed
in an ad-hoc manner. A more structured methodology for conducting case studies,
tackling challenges and extracting valuable insights can have a significant impact on
the quality of case studies and identifying process mining best practices. While, techniques and algorithms are reaching a relatively mature level, applications, use cases
and a specific methodology to conduct process mining projects in different domains
have not followed suit; while, for example, in the field of data mining a dominant
methodology called Crisp-DM (short for Cross Industry Standard for Data Mining)
has been suggested and successfully used for some years. Therefore, my future work
will focus on process mining methodologies and application and use cases. Starting
with a systematic literature review of use cases in different domains and structuring
projects based on different characteristics such as project goals and objective, techniques, algorithms, tools etc. Further use cases will be conducted and an analysis
of different process mining tools will be performed. This will tie to our projects in
the Business Process Technology group at HPI. My research can contribute to these
projects and can be positively influenced by the project, the collaboration and its
result.

2 Approach
The starting point is a systematic literature review of available process mining use
cases in different settings, domains and with various objectives. Structuring these
case studies and identifying the best practices will contribute to the development of
new methodologies to conduct process mining projects in real life. Furthermore, we
will conduct case studies to develop, test and improve these methodologies through
real life challenging projects.
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3 Related Work
As mentioned before, there are not many works concerning methodologies for process mining. Three methodological frameworks have been published to support the
execution of a process mining project: (i) the process diagnostic method [1], (ii) the
L* life-cycle model and (iii) the PM²-methodology. Non of which are comprehensive
and does not provide a generic approach and method to conduct process mining
projects in real life setting with various requirements. The process diagnostic method
(PDM) consists of 6 high level steps starting from log preparation and log inspection
to control flow analysis, performance analysis, role analysis and transferring results.
Their methodology is rather high level and do not specify further detail on each
step. Furthermore, It does not consider one of the most important factors in process mining projects which is identifying project goals, objectives and requirements.
It also neglects techniques and tool requirements. The L* life-cycle model encompasses steps such as plan and justify, extract, create control flow and connect it to
the data, create integrated process model, and operational support. Although the
L* life cycle model considers the process goal and objectives in the first two phases,
it is rather too broad. It includes the whole spectrum of process mining capabilities from process discovery to operational support. Tailoring it to specific project is
therefore, not a straightforward task and it can lead to ineffective use of resources
for conducting the project and results which were not the main focus of the project.
The third method PM²-methodology attempts to improve the two previously mentioned methodologies and includes six phases. Planning, extraction, data processing,
mining and analysis, evaluation and process improvement and support. While this
methodology is certainly an improvement of the previous methods and addresses
some of their problems, there are still lacking areas. The method focuses on narrow
perspectives of process mining (e.g. Control-flow), and more importantly neglects
the domain in which the project is being conducted and its specific requirements.
Therefore, there is still work that needs to be done in this area to drive projects more
effectively and with less manual and unstructured effort.

4 Future Work
My future work will focus on process mining methodologies and application and use
cases. Starting with a systematic literature review of use cases in different domains
and structuring projects based on different characteristics such as project goals and
objective, techniques, algorithms, tools and etc. Further use cases will be conducted
and an analysis of different process mining tools will be performed. This will tie to our
projects in the Business Process Technology group at HPI. My research can contribute
to these projects and can be positively influence by the project, the collaboration
and its result. During my Master thesis, I have been working on business process
simulation tools and their capabilities, limitations and potential improvements. The
use of real data through process mining for input to simulation scenarios has a
significant impact on the reliability and precision of the final result of the analysis.
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This report describes my recent activities on Service-oriented Systems Engineering in the HPI Research School as a continuation of my Spring Report 2018. Furthermore it summarizes my research and teaching activities since my joining the
graduate school in mid-October 2017.

1 Overview
Because of its transdisciplinary nature, geoinformation science integrates research
and development of different disciplines to generate solutions for complex research
and application problems with a spatial component. Current R&D, however, largely
disregards the complexity to model multidimensional geodata from various sources
in order to build – in this case – more than a visually represented city model for various applications (such as maps, data, analysis, apps). Such complexity is required
to cater for different domains, and heterogeneous user groups (universality). This
development is paralleled by the ubiquity of geodata and geodata processing systems [8], facing experts and users alike with modern data and software engineering
concepts, such as SOA/SOC or open source software [6].
To enable efficient utilisation of heterogeneous geospatial software systems and
data pools, key challenges to build (transmit, harmonise, transform, combine) smart,
integrated virtual city model as a digital twin of the urban environment – regardless
of potential users’ domains or expertise. Dedicated web-services are required to
provide non-professional users with the necessary knowledge to make full use of
potential to present such higher dimensional information spaces [6, 15].

1.1 About the previous report
The previous report in spring 2018 dealed with the simple integration of initial
services to real-world problems. Thereby a simple seen but more complex task is two
combine heterogeneous geodata from different origins, but identical area coverage.
Concept and procedures were aligned with the framework of the Open Geospatial
Consortium (OGC). An issue in this context was to assess if existing standards could
be applied here or a specific service standard will have to be defined. Another issue
was related to how services can be linked in an intelligent way. The previous main
research focus was how intelligent services are transferable to different application
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fields in a generic way and what kind of granulation therefore is needed. The aspect
of domain-less services was under consideration due to a generic conceptualisation.

1.2 About this report
This report will give a summary about the application of the concept based on a realworld scenario of a virtual city model. This city model is the preparation for an smart
digital twin of an urban environment. At the outset a fundamental view on the terms
Digital Twin and Digital Model will be pointed out, while this outset highlights the
access to the subject matter in general. Afterwards the case of application is described
while important aspects are emphasised. Finally the past research activities were
summarised and a short outlook will been given.

1.3 Digital Twin or Digital Model?
The scientific disciplines Computer Graphics and Geoinformatics differ. In contrast
to geoinformatics, the Digital Twin in Computer Graphics is seen as the most accurate
image of a real-world object. However, in geoinformation science the focus is always
on the digital model, whose level of abstraction serves as a basis for a wide variety
of applications. They differ in the degree of similarity defined and required by a
particular application [4].
The Digital Gemini, on the other hand, is usually the most accurate image of reality,
although it represents only a model of it, due to possible fine granular differences to
the reference, the reality. Therefore, Digital Twins are also called “Look-a-Like”, “Feela-Like”, “Work-a-Like”, since the focus is often not solving an application problem,
but much more expressing reality in certain forms [18].
The functions of a digital twin are usually limited to a few individuals [17]. While
the spatial reference and application context usually plays a minor role. The Computer Graphics has a technical application reference, as an example the calculation of
lighting in a rendered scene of different objects or as a technical limitation factor in
the process flow. Geoinformation science is application-oriented due to its domain.
Thus, each digital modelling, the degree of similarity, and abstraction grade is defined by the application itself, research question and target group, as an example a
spatial planning application.
Against Digital Twin as a model, on the other hand, has a very low modelling depth
in terms of classical spatial applications, because its abstraction level is very low. The
realization level is very high, therefore it is realistic, although the focus still is on the
technical processing and presentation [1]. Nevertheless, this is a limiting factor to
that degree as the limit of perception in terms of similarity to reality is undershot
[4]. However, for a large part of the applications this is technically conceivable but
irrelevant, as it does not help to represent or solve a problem in a better way [7].
At this point, the different approaches of the mentioned scientific disciplines becomes apparent, although both use the example of the virtual city model to work
on the same application. Viewed on a continuum that reflects iconicity [10]. Both
disciplines approach each other bipolarly, but always with different foci of modelling
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Figure 1: An urban agglomeration. Source Wikimedia: 2018.

and “look-a-like”. However, there are points of contact that constitute the basis of
this research. But without further effort, those views on the same object or application cannot be combined. Certainly, by combining various concepts, techniques, and
processes in a complementary way, the application that is based inter alia on spatial
data can benefit [6].

2 Approach
As mentioned the use case scenario for the adaptation of web-services in a smart
process chain is a virtual city model for a Middle Eastern metropolitan city. The conceptual work will be applied to a current R & D project base. In this project, different
user groups with different geospatial expertise collaborate to acquire and process
geodata to build a smart 3D model of an urban agglomeration for exploration, analysis and decision making. Figure 1 gives an impression of potential granular object
categories a smart 3D model has to cope with. Benefits and limitations of servicification [22] in the geospatial domain will be demonstrated by discussing, firstly,
the service-based generation of a geospatial database from a variety of heterogeneous sources [6], secondly, any further analytics and provisioning [20], and thirdly,
visualisation modules as well [9].
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2.1 Use case objectives
In this context, the objectives discussed here are to build an integrated database for
a Middle Eastern urban agglomeration. Modelling such agglomerations, the city
centres of which constitute a highly developed form of densely integrated urban
structures, requires a variety of geospatial data with different geometric, semantic
and temporal features and granularity [3, 12]. Dealing with such complex spatial
structures calls for efficient and effective handling systems [13, 14]. The architecture, following the concerns of service-oriented systems, is designed to address
requirements, focusing on processing scalability (performance) and interoperability
(parametric polymorphism) [5]. A modular process chain implements generic processing strategies to speed up individual tasks and facilitate the distribution of those
tasks alongside corresponding datasets within a distributed infrastructure for data
storage [6]. The integrated geospatial database mentioned above serves as a basis
for the generation of a smart 3D city model with GIS functionalities. The database is
therefore populated with a range of data from heterogeneous sources, such as remote
sensing imagery, geotopographic base data, building-related data, various thematic
data stocks, etc. The city model is conceived as a flexible, service-based, modular
structure, allowing for a variety of applications and analyses, such as map generation,
locational and network analysis or planning and citizen participation instrument.
In short, the 3D city model provides an intuitive, transparent, and informative decision support system for local communities and stakeholders, i.e. heterogenous user
groups. Proper use of the system requires considerable knowledge and skills on the
part of local administrators, planners, decision makers, interested citizens and their
associations. However, most of the targeted users as well as a number of the collaborating partners do not have a domain-specific background or professional expertise.
Besides the characterisation of users it is important to highlight the characteristics
of existing heterogeneous data pools as well.

2.2 Multidimensional Geodata
What does multidimensional mean? In many disciplines, two-dimensional data
sets are the ones to chose. While two- and higher-dimensional data sets are multidimensional, the term multidimensional tends to be applied only to data sets with
three or more dimensions. Normally when thinking about multi-dimensional data
they are characterised by time or multiple phenomena obtained [2]. Typically the
geographical dimension is limited to 3 + 1 D (spatially and temporally) [21]. In fact
combining time series and cross-sectional data can be thought of as daily issues in
the geospatial domain. But often these analyses or standard tasks are limited to one
dimension only. As an example, weather forecast data sets provide forecasts for multiple target periods, conducted by multiple forecasters or automated models, and
made at multiple horizons [21]. The multiple dimensions provide more information
than can be gleaned from two-dimensional data sets. Therefore, multidimensionality has two meanings which both are important but require different strategies.
The tricky task is to combine both in an flexible process chain to take advantage of
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different perspectives of one and the same object. The solution are partly reverse
engineering techniques where key facts are:
1. Multidimensional database based on various resources
2. Reverse engineering
find identical features in different scales
harmonise geodata
homogenise geodata
3. Enabling geoprocessing at runtime

2.3 Requirements for Digital Modelling and Data Integration
The geographic dimension or the scale of geographic research includes a specific
spatial order of the objects studied and a certain scale-adequate intensity in the
analysis and synthesis. The equality of methods used and the same intensity of
the exploration are reflected in the selection of parameters for characterization of
objects (natural space or landscape space and their components [20]. Following
this theory, within a geographical dimension, the objects under investigation are
strictly comparable, the methods used have the same degree of exactitude about the
nature of objects and these are described at the same level of abstraction [16]. Indeed
models, as simplified representations, come in many different “flavours” and are
defined as a schematisation of reality with operational potentials [11]. This points
to the intimate relationship between the type and degree of schematisation and the
objectives for the call on the operational potentials. It is targeting to scale down and
convert reality to a form which is comprehensible. Hence, a model is a manageable,
comprehensible and schematic representation of a piece of reality [19].
Technically the modelling can be utilised “rule-based” and “constraint-based”.
Whereas “rule-based” includes an expert systems legacy (“if something then action”)
with a blind end. The generalisation has a high level of complexity and it is not easy to
identify rules because of its rigidity. This is a not exactly generalised modus ponens,
and therefore the reverse engineering approach is called, because there are no generic
non-inventoried objects. In contrast the “constraint-based” approach can be broken
down to a set of numerical conditions (size, distance, ...) but there it is impossible to
satisfy all. It is a kind of an optimization as a synthesis of conditions. Flexibility is
granted due to the method choice. But this approach is more result-oriented in case
of the application domain. A combination of both approaches is the result due to
holistic software-agents. Each software-agent is represented as a generic service and
exemplified in 2. To take advantage of geodata’s multidimensionality it is needed to
explicitly define objects and it relations. Thus, it follows an incremental model and
is therefore complex as well as complicated to implement in a generic way. This is
described as different services of “amplified intelligence” or geospatial intelligence
[6] and illustrated as follows:
1. Data Distribution
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Figure 2: Schematic overview of the concept structure

Access, Shaping, Characteristics
2. Data Integration
Structure Recognition
Congestion, Coalescence, Complication, Inconsistency, Imperceptibility
3. Data Modification
Spatial Transformation and Semantic Enrichment
Incremental Adaptation or Generalisation
4. Data Analytics
5. Data and Service Provision
Rule- or Constraint-based
Concatenating Applications
6. Quality Assurance
Maintain Accuracy, Consistency, Logical Hierarchy, Cartographic Quality
Computational Issues, Algorithm Costs, Maximum Data Reduction

2.4 Generalisation of multi-criteria geodata as Data Integration
Generalisation is known and needed for many different tasks, domains and applications unless its fundamentally equal meaning could be described as simplification
or abstraction to get in the end a more universal insight/evidence for an inspected
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behaviour. The process encompasses in general the reduction of complexity, the
emphasis of essential and suppress unimportance, the maintenance of relationship
among objects while preserving a defined quality [4]. Not least it is a process of
semantic and numeric resolution reduction. Quality is seen as a selection and simplified representation of a detail, appropriate scale and/or purpose of an application,
different processes deriving from data source through the application of transformations, whereas derivation objectives are to reduce data in scope of amount, type and
cartographic portrayal with maintenance of consistency and clarity of the presentation. Thus, the term generalisation is separated into two main parts [20]. Model
Generalisation as a new conceptualisation of phenomena (mostly extending qualitative) and Visual Generalisation as a new structural phenomenon representation
(mostly quantitative). However, both generalisation types aim to isolate the characteristics that are independent to both feature and domain resolution. Furthermore it
defines the capture in a software architecture as well. The proposed software architecture allows to instantiate this method as a web-based service system. That means
users – regardless of their expertise level or domain affiliation – could adapt the system to their specific (micro-)task or workflo [6]. It is designed to enable a complete
process chain split as micro-tasks. The architecture will be designed to satisfy two
non-functional requirements: scalability (vertical and horizontal) and adaptability
(at deployment and at run-time). The future work includes experiments to evaluate
these two requirements in terms of quality assurance and performance issues.

3 Research Activities
Since joining the Research School in October 2017 I have been able to benefit from
the versatility of specialist groups at HPI and regular events, such as the last fall
retreat in 2017 and the Symposium on Future Trends in Service-Oriented Computing in spring 2018. The interdisciplinary perspective is very important and helpful
especially in the geodomain, because of its mentioned interdisciplinary character. To
conceptualize and sharpen my dissertation project, I can already count on a contribution in the German geo-community (DGFK, DGPF, Runder Tisch GIS) and the
international branch of growing Geo-IT Experts in the International Cartographic
Association (ICA) in terms of cartographic relevance and the informatics community
of service-oriented systems engineering. It has been shown that geo-servicification
in general is on the rise, but not yet a research topic, because of its continuum sphere
demonstrated within the IT-disciplines. The next steps are to highlight the domainless aspect of the approach described to cover up the mentioned continuum and
to bridge the application focus of this conceptualisation. It is planned to consider
methods and techniques of this approach in the community as well at international
conferences and paper contributions.
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There is a disconnect between the behavior of modern SMP systems and the
expectations of application programmers and system software routines about the
behavior of these systems. One of the more notable manifestations of this disconnect are the punishing effects of the non-uniform memory access (NUMA)
architecture on the performance of unaware applications, that operating systems
are still not able to mitigate satisfyingly. Another example is the introduction of the
big.LITTLE architecture on mobile devices, in order to balance the requirements of
efficiently handling compute load spikes while maintaining low power consumption. Although the big.LITTLE architecture has shown to be a success, unmodified
schedulers of general purpose operating systems are not yet capable of utilizing
the strengths of the heterogeneous compute resources.
At the core of this phenomenon seems to be the notion that SMP systems are
homogeneous structures of memory resources and compute resources, which
leads to numerous assumptions that are made by system software and application
developers that do not hold on real hardware. I have identified four sources of
heterogeneity in SMP systems, that are discussed below in terms of their purpose,
as well as their impact on the behavior of applications, and what utilization or
mitigation strategies exist in systems software and operating systems.

1 Symmetric Multiprocessing
The term Symmetric Multiprocessing (SMP) describes a type of multiprocessing system in which concurrent units of work (Processes) are executed in parallel, distributed
on a homogeneous set of independent processing units. The processes are assigned
slices of runtime on the processing units by the scheduler, which is a component of the
operating system that balances and orders the workload in a way that is optimized
for certain criteria such as throughput, responsiveness and fairness.
Virtually the only types of multiprocessing system supported by todays generation
of general purpose operating systems – such as Windows or GNU/Linux – are SMP
systems. This is due in part to the constant and continued ubiquitousness of SMP
systems and their ability to scale up and get a lot of work done quickly, and also in
part to the three decades these operating systems and their predecessors have had to
be adapted and optimized for efficient operation in multiprocessing environments.
Specialized versions of UNIX supported SMP Systems as early as 1984, motivated
by the arrival of the Balance 8000 and Balance 21000 machines [4], and the necessity for
the pivotal turn towards ubiquitous multiprocessing and SMP has been described
by Herb Sutter in 2005 in his article “The Free Lunch is Over” [6]. Today, while
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SMP is deeply rooted in all areas of computing, from IoT devices to server blades,
the further advancement of technology has introduced aspects of heterogeneity to
SMP systems, that have proven to be detrimental to the performance and stability of
unaware software.

2 Sources of Heterogeneity
The homogeneity assumptions of SMP – and the decades of adaptation and optimization of SMP-capable scheduling algorithms to this assumption – are disconnected
from the actual structure and the behaviour of real hardware, where technological advancements or specific problems have necessitated the introduction of heterogeneity
in the memory- and compute resources of the system.
In following, as outlined in Figure 1, are described four common sources of heterogeneity in SMP systems, two of which focus on the systems main memory latency
and throughput characteristics, and two of which outline ways in which the compute
resources in a system can be heterogeneous.

Figure 1: Four sources of heterogeneity in an SMP system. I – non-uniform memory segments caused by hardware properties. II – non-uniform memory access
topologies. III – non-uniform CPU capabilities and big.LITTLE systems. IV –
non-uniform CPU ISA.
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2.1 Non-Uniform Memory Segments
To the application, the main memory available in the system appears as a continuous,
byte-addressable array of numbers that is homogeneous in regards to access latency
and throughput. However, in reality the access latency is hard to predict due to
the effects of caching. Additionally, the physical address space of a system is only
partially backed by physical memory modules and hardware registers.
If memory modules of different technologies were used to provide different segments of physical memory, then the latency and throughput of memory access in
the system would depend on the physical properties of the backing module of the
given target address, which would introduce heterogeneity in the memory access.
This effect, while benign, is especially common in embedded devices, where different memory technologies, such as Flash and SRAM are utilized in significant amounts
and generally available in the same address space.
On devices that support an operating system, this problem is typically solved
through a virtual memory abstraction, where the different memory regions are used
for different purposes and only the SRAM is typically utilized by the operating
system for dynamic memory allocation by the application, partially restoring homogeneity of the address space available to the application. On deeply embedded
devices without an operating system, virtual memory abstractions and dynamic
memory allocation methods typically do not exist and the application operates on
physical addresses. In this case, the developer is responsible for placing variables in
a suitable memory region.

2.2 Non-Uniform Memory Access Topologies
Assuming a set of uniform memory modules in a given system, heterogeneity is
still not impossible. In fact, the majority of multi core SMP systems adhere to the
Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) Architecture to combat the effects of the vonNoumann bottleneck.
In the NUMA Architecture, the processing units in a system are linked through a
network of interconnects, and the physical memory modules are each attached to a
separate processing unit, as opposed to a global shared memory bus. This has the
advantage that a processing unit has full and undisturbed access to its local memory,
and is not limited by the congestion of a global shared bus, meaning systems can
scale up further.
This scale up is in turn limited by the overhead of maintaining cache coherence
among the processing units, which requires a constant communication on the interconnect network. Additionally, accessing memory not local to the executing processing unit invokes a communication through the interconnect network and is orders
of magnitude more expensive than a local memory access.
As a result, the latency and throughput of a memory access depends on the distance of the originating processing unit to the memory module containing the target
address in hops, as well as the congestion of the interconnect network.
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This is a challenge for operating systems, since the scheduler as well as the virtual memory manager need to be aware of the NUMA topology of the underlying
hardware, as well as the projected memory access and compute resource utilization
behavior of the application, to be able to make optimal work and data placement decisions in the system. This information is not known a-priori, and may be difficult to
gather at runtime, depending on the actual system. Estimating application behavior
to control future placement strategies is not straightforward, and optimal placement
might not even be possible, or may be futile if a later task migration destroys the
maintained locality.
The field of NUMA penalty mitigation is a vast area of active research, with varying strategies being implemented and evaluated, and constantly improved upon. One
strategy to mitigate the performance adverse effects of the NUMA architecture is
implemented by numad on GNU/Linux. numad is a system daemon that will monitor
task behavior and data access to incrementally improve the placement of tasks and
core affinity. Other approaches try to dictate new programming models to help developers create NUMA aware applications through explicit language constructs [3],
and many more techniques and approaches exist.
In the context of the Shared Something architecture, an effort has been made to
generalize the properties of the NUMA Architecture and to allow the specification
of arbitrary interconnect networks between compute and memory components in
the system through introduction of the Generation Z architecture specification [2], as
illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2: The GenZ Architecture specification generalizes the NUMA Architecture and provides a means to describe memory access topologies of arbitrary
complexity.
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2.3 Non-Uniform CPU Capabilities
The processing units in an SMP system can be heterogeneous in ways beyond their
connection to segments of the main memory. While still maintaining binary compatibility, they can differ in their functional and non-functional capabilities, such
as power efficiency, instructions per second, or the availability of functional units
such as vector- or floating-point units. This type of heterogeneity is less common,
but such systems do exist.
For example, handheld devices such as mobile phones need to conserve energy
during phases of low activity to extend their battery life, while also being able to
process short to medium bursts of high compute load during user activity. These
scenarios pose conflicting requirements to the hardware, where smaller, more powerefficient processing units would benefit battery life through the long phases of low
activity, while bigger, more performance focused processing units would improve
the peak performance of the device during the short bursts of high activity.
To meet these conflicting requirements, ARM has introduced the big.LITTLE architecture in 2011, where different types of processing units – a cluster of energy efficient
cores, and a cluster of performance optimized cores – are combined on the same
chip, allowing the system to switch between energy efficiency and peak performance
at will, in three possible modes of operation.
The first two modes of operation only ever utilize half of the available cores.
Clustered Switching In Clustered Switching the operating system can choose to
utilize either the complete cluster of energy efficient cores, or the complete cluster
of performance optimized cores. The active cluster can be switched at any time,
resulting in all active tasks to be migrated to the activated cluster.
Regardless of which cluster is active, within the active cores the homogeneity
is maintained and SMP scheduling can proceed as usual. Switching between the
clusters only switches the entire system to power-saving, or to high-performance
mode.
In-Kernel Switching In In-Kernel Switching or CPU Migration, the clusters are split
up into pairs of one power-saving core and one performance optimized core each.
At runtime, in each pair only one core is active and the operating system can switch
between them, resulting in the active task on that pair of cores to be migrated. This
allows to selectively enable a process that is compute heavy to complete faster, while
still keeping the majority of the system in a power-saving state and vice versa, allowing for more fine grained control.
In this mode, the active cores are not necessarily homogeneous, and a combination of power-saving and performance optimized cores may be active simultaneously.
However, while the active cores may be heterogeneous, the available compute resources are homogeneous since every pair of cores is equal. This means that placement decisions do not matter, since the scheduler can simply choose to enable a high
performance core for a task that needs it.
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Table 1: Specifications of the Odroid-XU4 test system
Odroid-XU4
Processor
Memory
Operating system

Samsung Exynos5422 Cortex-A15 2Ghz and Cortex-A7
2GB LPDDR3 RAM PoP stacked
modified Ubuntu Linux 16.04

Heterogeneous Switching In the Heterogeneous Switching mode, the operating system has access to all cores simultaneously and no cores are switched off, resulting
in an SMP configuration with truly heterogeneous compute resources.
This poses a challenge to the systems scheduler, since tasks will behave differently
on the different cores. A compute intensive task will take longer to complete on
a power-saving core, while a memory intensive task will waste cycles waiting for
data when running on a performance optimized core. Additionally, activating a
performance optimized core in addition to its corresponding power-saving core puts
stress on the system, and should be done sparingly. In this scenario, in order for the
scheduler to fulfil its goals of optimizing throughput and system efficiency, it needs
to take into account the projected behavior of the tasks to be scheduled when making
a placement decision. Additionally the scheduler becomes responsible to answer a
new dimension of questions, that is which cores to keep active, and which cores to
turn off, if any.
In the mainline Linux kernel, there is currently, as of version 4.18, no support for
these scenarios, and the scheduler will treat all cores equally, resulting in a suboptimal schedule and high stress on the system. As a result, attempting to run all cores
under high load on the mainline kernel will lock up the system reliably. This has
been shown by running a set of virtual machines on an Odroid-XU4 as a testbed for
the Fabric-Attached Memory emulation [1] as shown in Figure 3 and the details of the
testbed are listed in Table 1.
The virtual machines were pinned to individual cores to investigate the behavior
of heterogeneous shared-something computing, where otherwise independent virtualized systems running on heterogeneous hardware have access to a shared memory
segment.
While there is currently no consensus on how to proceed with these problems in
the mainline kernel, there are several out-of-tree attempts at implementing support,
one of which is headed by Qualcomm, and another by Linaro, but both still have
shortcomings and are not likely to be included in the mainline linux kernel soon.
Both approaches try to sample the behavior of running tasks to distinguish between
compute dominant and memory access dominant tasks, and also provide a concept of
big and small tasks, and important and unimportant tasks, that should allow for more
informed scheduling decisions. However, in practice these sampling approaches are
expensive to perform and do not adapt well to tasks with switching runtime profile.
Both approaches also include a load balancing algorithm to try and reduce the system
load if a cluster is overloaded and in danger of overheating.
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Figure 3: A set of virtual machines on an Odroid-XU4 demonstrating the properties of the fabric-attached memory on the big.LITTLE heterogeneous platform

However, these types of scheduling shortcomings might be typical to monolithic
operating system kernels and other types operating systems, such as the multikernel
operating system Barrelfish might be better suited for heterogeneous SMP systems
due to their inherently distributed nature [5].
In 2017, ARM have announced the successor of the big.LITTLE architecture, called
DynamIQ. DynamIQ relaxes the homogeneous cluster requirement imposed by the
big.LITTLE platform and allows any combination of up to 8 power-saving and up
to 4 performance optimized cores per cluster, and an arbitrary amount of clusters
per chip. It remains to be seen what configurations of this architecture are being
implemented by hardware manufacturers and how scheduling approaches will be
able to evolve to accommodate for these configurations, while still being universal,
and imposing a manageable overhead.

2.4 Non-Uniform CPU Instruction Set Architecture
The processing units in a system can be even more diverse than described before, if
the requirement of binary compatibility is dropped. Binary compatibility between
a set of processing units and a program image is a property that describes that the
program image compiled once from a program can be executed on either of the
processing units without change. This requires the processing units to understand
the same bytecode, or to have the same Instruction Set Architecture (ISA).
Dropping this requirement means that the processing units in a system can be
truly heterogeneous, arbitrarily connected to the systems main memory, and capable
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Table 2: Specifications of the parallella test system
parallella
Processor
FPGA
Accelerator
Memory
Operating system

ARM Cortex-A9
ZYNC Artix-7
16-core Epiphany RISC SOC
1GB SDRAM
modified Ubuntu Linux 16.04

of executing arbitrary program images. This type of heterogeneity is very common,
albeit not usually associated with SMP scheduling. All kinds of accelerators, such
as General-Purpose GPUs (GPGPUs), FPGAs and others can be counted into this
category. Generally, these sorts of devices are not controlled by the system scheduler,
but by applications acquiring dedicated access, and provisioning special program
images made for the accelerator for execution, sometimes even written in special
programming languages. In the context of a GPGPU, this program image would be
a shader, or an OpenCL Kernel, deployed by an application directly to the accelerator.
Scheduling tasks on a heterogeneous cross-ISA SMP system is challenging. The
program images could function only on a subset of the available cores, and the
available cores could only process a subset of the available workload. To limit the
possibility of starvation due to overload of a certain type of core, fat binaries can be
utilized, effectively allowing a single binary to function on more than one type of
the available cores. This results in a possible n-to-m mapping of available tasks to
available cores that a scheduler would need to accommodate at runtime. A task broker
would be needed to match the capabilities of the available compute resources to the
requirements of a given task.
In order to investigate the behavior of this type of SMP system, I created a prototypical system by deploying a RocketCore riscv64 softcore CPU to the FPGA of a parallella
SoC board, as shown in Figure 4 and the specifications of the parallella board are
listed in Table 2. For SMP scheduling to function on such a platform, the task model
of the Linux kernel needs to be extended to accommodate for the differences in ISA
support of a program image and its process. Cross-ISA task migration could also be
conceivable.

3 Conclusions
Heterogeneity in SMP systems is unavoidable and can cause major problems in
system performance and stability, if the system software and the application are
unaware of it. For example, managing the NUMA characteristics of the hardware in
a transparent and portable manner is still challenging, and newly emerging systems
supporting heterogeneous processing unit configurations have yet to be recognized
and fully supported by leading general purpose operating systems. With the growing
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Figure 4: A RocketCore deployed as softcore CPU onto on FPGA in a parallella
SoC configured as an SMP system

complexity of heterogeneous characteristics of announced future architectures, such
as DynamIQ, these effects are only going to get stronger.
Heterogeneity is embraced by hardware manufacturers as a solution to scalability
problems, or energy efficiency problems, or as a means to solve one very specific
set of tasks, but this introduces new challenges in the system software or in the
application that are not sufficiently addressed.
I have identified four major sources of heterogeneity in SMP systems, and outlined
their impact on the systems they are a part of, as well as some of the mitigation
strategies that currently exist to reduce the problems they introduce.

4 Future Work
I would like to revisit the big.LITTLE architecture and propose an efficient scheduling
algorithm for SMP systems, and extend the linux kernel with an implementation of
this algorithm. I would also like to investigate how multikernel operating systems
such as Barrelfish handle the pitfalls of heterogeneous compute resources.
I also want to extend the cross-ISA prototype to successfully schedule tasks of
different binary architectures and study their behavior in order to try to implement
a task broker and a concept of fat binaries on a single system.
Additionally, I want to further my understanding of the Generation Z architecture
specification and look into the specifics of the DynamIQ architecture proposed by
ARM, and see how the heterogeneous SMP scheduling algorithms proposed for
big.LITTLE perform on DynamIQ.
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Raw data comes in many shapes and forms, most of which are not what a data
engineer, data scientist, or an analytics tool desires. The tedious task of preparing
data dominates time and effort spent in data science and on data analytics projects.
Its ad-hoc nature also impedes transparency and reproducibility of analyses and
experiments. We lay out a path for a systematic framework to specify and execute
a comprehensive set of operations related to data preparation. To this end, we
propose a formal and comprehensive taxonomy of preparation operators based
on metadata extracted from data at every stage of the preparation process. On
top of the extensible framework, we propose many useful components, such as
optimizing the pipeline of preparators, suggesting useful preparation steps, or even
automatically inferring an entire preparation process given some input data and a
desired output format as prescribed by subsequent analytics or other processing
tasks.

1 Overview
1.1 Motivation
Data preparation is the process of obtaining, cleaning, transforming and storing
raw data before serving them to downstream applications, such as data analysis,
machine learning, and visualization. Coming from various sources, raw data do not
always meet the requirements of the following applications, leading users, including
both expert data scientists and novice data workers, to frequently conduct data
preparation tasks. It is reported that preparing data is a labor-intensive yet tedious
work for users, and this phase accounts for 50 %–80 % of the time spent in the whole
data analysis lifecycle [9, 19, 24]. In business scenarios, users spend a lot of time
and budget to support their data preparation work, reducing resources that should
be devoted to interesting downstream applications. In academia, scientists massage
data in various ways and usually omit to document each step, leading to the nonrepeatability of experiments and evaluations.
To create prepared data that are valid input for further applications, a common
practice is to conduct many trivial but critical transformations on raw data, such
as tuning field delimiter, reformatting strings, and conducting arithmetic calculation on specific fields. Building ad-hoc scripts to prepare such kind of datasets is
a common practice. The drawbacks of these approaches are obvious. First, writing
ad-hoc scripts requires certain programming skills, which many analysts do not have,
and implementing these solutions possibly produces large time expenses, impairing
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Syntactic transformation

Semantic transformation

Data cleaning
Data preparation
Change
delimiter

…

Normalize
date format

…

Deduplication

Figure 1: Data preparation versus data cleaning

the overall efficiency of data-driven businesses. Second, these scripts are specific
preparation task oriented, and thus reusing them may be hard. Furthermore, ad-hoc
scripts may not support the management of critical information, such as metadata,
provenances, and preparation errors, which all contribute to execution robuesness
and preparation repeatability.

1.2 Data cleaning vs data preparation
Data cleaning is a frequently used term for the activity to handle these data quality problems in the research community. However, it differs from data preparation
in our context, although the border between them is blurry. Figure 1 indicates the
explanation of their difference. Both are data transformation activities aiming at ensuring data quality. However, in this work, data cleaning refers to transformations
that are more semantic (e.g., de-duplication), whereas data preparation comprises
more primitive transformations (e.g., changing delimiter of a delimiter-separated
file). Both types of transformations may appear at any position of a data transformation pipeline. Nevertheless, we expect data preparations to be applied more towards
the beginning while data cleaning towards the ending stages.

2 Approach
To solve the above issues, we propose a framework for systematic data preparation,
named Data-Knoller.1 The framework aims to provide an easy-to-use platform for
robust, efficient, and repeatable data preparation. It accepts input data in any supported format and data model, creates a data preparation task as a preparation pipeline
of transformations on data, and eventually produces prepared data that are valid

1 Knolling

is the art-form of neatly arranging related objects in parallel or 90-degree angles
as a method of organization.
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Figure 2: A pipeline describing a data preparation task

input for further applications. We give the name preparator to each transformation
operator in our context, and the pipeline considers each transformation as an individual preparation on data. Figure 2 illustrates an example of a preparation pipeline
with seven individual preparators performed frequently by analysts.
We propose a comprehensive taxonomy of preparators to formalize the specifications of transformations, as well as a taxonomy of metadata that specifies the metadata employed in the system. Due to the space limitation, we do not display them
in this report, but have placed them on our web page.2 Data-Knoller incorporates
six components: a metadata manager, an error manager, a provenance manager, and
a preparation suggester, a pipline optimizer, and a pipeline adapter. These components contribute to the robustness of results and efficiency of data preparation. The
metadata manager is in charge of collecting, validating, and maintaining metadata
during preparation processes. The correctness and consistency of metadata play a
critical role for executability of preparators and generation of expected results. The
error manager deals with preparation pipeline errors and data errors that possibly
appear before and during the execution of data preparation tasks. In order to enable
effective data preparation, the system shall be capable of telling users the positions of
the exact errors occurred while executing preparators. Analysts may be interested in
not only the data results produced by executing a pipeline, but also how the results
were produced and where they originated. The provenance manager captures and
stores provenance information produced by preparation pipelines while they are
running. As we notice that users spend a lot of time figuring out what is the next
transformation on data, we propose a suggestion component, which is based on
available metadata and a specification of the expected result. The pipeline optimizer
re-schedules the executing order of the preparators of a pipeline, ensuring that the
execution is most efficient in terms of time and memory expenses. We propose a
pipeline adapter to trace the evolution of data schema, and adapting the pipeline
used to prepare data to the new schema accordingly.

2.1 Architecture
Figure 3 illustrates the architecture of Data-Knoller. It composes of a preparation
pipeline that comprises a couple of preparators, along with six components that
assist data processing, i.e. metadata manager, error manager, provenance manager,

2 https://hpi.de/naumann/projects/data-quality-and-cleansing/data-preparation.html

cessed 2018-10-18).
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Figure 3: The architecture of data preparation framework

preparator suggester, pipeline optimizer, and pipeline adapter. In the rest of this
section, we introduce the principles and details of these components.

2.2 Data preparation pipeline
The preparation pipeline is the main component of Data-Knoller. It composes of a
chain of preparators, each of which performs a specific data transformation, such
as changing the data type of a column or filling the empty slots of a column. Starting from the input data, each preparator consumes the output data from the last
preparator as its input data, producing the output data for the next preparator. The
pipeline eventually produces the data that meet the requirements of the downstream
application.

2.3 Metadata manager
Metadata are inevitable and important for a data preparation pipeline, because
these metadata maintain the properties of data that determine the executability of
the preparators. Applying preparators without validating corresponding metadata
may fail the transformations, whereas well-managed metadata ensure preparation
pipelines produce expected results. For example, misinterpreting the delimiter of a
data file may cause the truncation of values in some columns.
The metadata manager serves to manage the metadata and dynamically maintain
them during the execution of a data preparation pipeline. It serves multiple functionalities, including generating, validating, and updating metadata as requested by
preparators in pipelines. To this end, the metadata manager maintains a metadata
coordinator, which communicates with the metadata generator, the metadata validator, and the metadata updater that perform the aforementioned actions, respectively.
In order to maintain runtime metadata, the metadata manager additionally holds a
metadata repository to store the created or updated metadata.
It is worth mentioning that metadata generator is extendable, because the performance of generating a single metadata could be largely diverse among different
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implementations. The system provides users with default solutions to generate metadata, as well as the space to let users bring their own implementations.

2.4 Error manager
Data preparation tasks may fail in various ways, usually because preconditions of
the preparator are not met by its input data. In many cases, locating which part of the
data results in the failure of the data preparation task is overwhelmingly expensive.
For example, when changing the data type of a column from string to double fails,
users possibly need to spend a lot of time locating and analyzing the value on which
and the reason why the preparation does not work. Therefore, In order to reduce this
time overhead, an efficient and robust data preparation system needs to incorporate
an error handler that can tell users the what and where is the error occurred while
executing the preparation.
It can be assumed that the more fine-grained reason of an error the system gives
users, the faster they can figure out how to fix it. Therefore, we define three levels
of data preparation errors: pipeline-level, metadata-level, and data-level errors. Pipelinelevel errors occur during specification of the preparation pipeline and are thus independent of the actual data. Metadata-level errors occur before execution of a preparator
by identifying a mismatch between the known properties (metadata) of the data and
the preconditions of the preparator. Finally, data-level errors occur during execution of
a preparator. The error manager captures the incurred errors during the executions
of preparation pipeline, and report them to users while the executions terminate.

2.5 Preparation suggester
At any time during data preparation, analysts need to persistently ask themselves
two questions: 1) which transformation do I need to perform; 2) which parameters
do I choose for this particular transformation. To obtain the answers for these two
questions, they need to carefully inspect the data, come up with some hypotheses
for the statistics and structure of the data, and possibly make a few trial and error
to realize the specific hidden features of the data, for which they choose a proper
preparator or parameters. However, these processes may take an unpredictably long
time and become the bottleneck of efficient data preparation [15]. The condition becomes deteriorated in business scenarios where data has large capacity and complex
structure.
Realizing that most of the time expenses are essentially donated to inspecting and
trying out preparators and parameters, which can be easily delegated to machines,
we propose a preparation suggester to search for ideal preparator candidates and
their corresponding parameters. Taking the previous preparator, the data at the
current stage, the metadata context as input, the preparation suggester traverses the
search space of the preparators and produce a list of parameterized preparators as
suggestions, from which analysts can then choose the most suitable preparator. It is
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notable that traversing the whole search space is in most cases not feasible, due to
the large amount of parameters that could be assigned to each preparator.

2.6 Provenance management
Provenance refers to arbitrary information that explain the origin of and the processes applied to data [17]. This information is of wide usage in many cases, such as
enabling scientific experiments repeatability [8], data processing and debugging [5,
18]. In the context of data preparation, depending on whether we consider preparator
mechanisms as black boxes, provenances fall into two groups, i.e. pipeline provenance (a.k.a. workflow provenance in some literature [3, 11]) and data provenance.
Pipeline provenance captures the processes applied to data, as well as the run-time
setup of specific executions. It represents coarse-grained provenance, interpreting
that the full output of a preparator come from its input data as a whole. Such information could be useful in the cases where users want to repeat the same processes with
the same setups. Data provenance, on the other hand, produces more fine-grained
information. It determines which part of the input data contributes to a specific output data item. A data item is shaped as a particular forms in different data models,
such as a tuple of a relational data model, or an element or subtree of an XML file.
Data provenance is capable of giving an explanation of how data are created from
particular sources throughout data preparation pipelines.
Data-Knoller maintains a provenance repository to store and manage provenance of
the aforementioned types. The repository records heterogeneous types of provenance
compose of different pieces of information. For example, pipeline provenance only
tracks the steps of a preparation pipeline along with run-time environment setup,
whereas data provenance tracks the input and output of a preparator to a particular
degree of concreteness, depending on the semantics of data provenance required to
record. The implementation of this component provides a storage of provenance of
various types, as well as an convenient query to this information.

2.7 Pipeline optimization
So far, we discussed the architecture of Data-Knoller based on the assumption that
the preparators in a pipeline are executed in the order they are specified. However,
this order, which follows the preparation as designed by the user is not necessarily
the most efficient solution. In fact, the execution order of some preparators can be
exchanged without modifying the result of the whole pipeline, whereas the time
and memory cost of the two orders might be largely different. For example, suppose
a user specifies the following four preparators in a row in the preparation pipeline,
1. removeExactDuplicates();
2. select(predicate: orderPrice>20);
3. normalizeDateFormat(field: shipDate,
targetFormat: YYYY-MM-DD);
4. deleteField(field: telephone)
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Removing exact duplicates can be exchanged with selecting all the records whose
‘orderPrice’ is larger than twenty, and the same for normalizing the value format of
field ‘shipDate’ with geocoding ‘shipAddress’, because the results of the preparators
in each pair are independent from each other. However, removing duplicates first
means to examine also the records that do not fulfill the predicate of the next selecting preparator, which could be omitted by executing the select first. In the second
aforementioned case, the two preparators operate on different data fields, leaving
the space to reduce execution cost by switching their execution order as well.
Some preparators must be executed in an certain order strictly, for not changing
the execution result. For example, removing duplicates cannot be executed after normalizing the format of ‘shipDate’, because the latter one may reconcile the different
format of date for the same entity, and thus producing exact duplicates afterward.
The goal of the pipeline optimizer is to find out the optimal pipeline execution
order that obtain the same output with the least time expense. Given a preparation
pipeline with n preparators specified in a certain order, there are possibly up to n!
different orders, meaning that a brute-force approach is not feasible. The pipeline
optimizer is further obliged to evaluate the costs of different execution orders by
estimating the overall cost of individual preparators in a certain order, and thus
produce the optimal execution order with the least cost. Currently we are designing
the mechanism to discover the most efficient executable pipeline order.

2.8 Pipeline evolution
In many real-world cases, users face a large number of datasets defined with schemata
similar to one another. Such data might come from different sources that define the
essentially same schema in similar ways or the same source with evolving schema
definitions. An extreme case of such a situation is the preparation of web tables: The
emergence of collaborative online knowledge services, such as Wikipedia, enables
individual users to revise contents on web pages with significant freedom. Therefore,
web tables are subject to more frequent changes than traditional relational database
tables in terms of both values and schema. In order to re-use existing pipelines on
data with evolved schema, users need to revise the existing pipeline so as to fit the
new schema. However, manually doing this can be time-consuming and error-prone.
We are currently exploring the approach to automate the adaption of preparation
pipeline based on the evolution specification and the pipeline logic.

3 Related Work
Each of these components incoporated in Data-Knoller is backed by an interesting
research area and we have seen numerous academic efforts on each of them. Parallel
to research activities, the industry has turned the fruits of academia into actual
products. In this section, we summarize representative work in each relevant field
and highlight popular data preparation tools.
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Data quality and data cleaning. Data quality issues arise in different forms and
shapes. For example, there might be inconsistencies of date or phone number formats,
extra or missing characters, duplicate records, etc. Compiling the variety of error
types helps the research community recognize the complete family of data quality
issues and possible challenges of cleaning them.
Some endeavors have been made to collect various forms of data errors to certain extents. Researchers have proposed various taxonomies of dirty data types to
describe possible data quality issues [21, 22, 23, 25]. The preparator taxonomy we
build is inspired by these previous work. Note that some preparators in our taxonomy reflect an interesting and challenging research topic themselves, e.g., automatic
string transformations, such as automating string transformation [2, 14, 27]. In the
implementation of preparators, we employ the techniques from previous work.
Metadata management. Regarding data preparation, a metadata standard is needed
to interchange and manage metadata within the system. A number of metadata have
been recognized and categorized to different extents [1], facilitating the creation of
our metadata taxonomy. Capturing and storing metadata are two of the traditional
research concerns of metadata management [10, 28], which are of importance for
our data preparation framework as well. In a typical data preparation pipeline, data
are modified frequently, leading to numerous metadata changes. Thus, keeping
metadata up-to-date and consistent is yet another issue.
Preparation suggestion. In many cases, users might not know what preparation shall
be done on data. This is a common situation where preparation suggestion comes
into play. Wrangler [20] is a research prototype based on the prior interactive data
cleaning system Potter’s Wheel [26]. It introduces an inference engine that takes data
context, transformation context and the selected data units in the interface as input,
producing a list of ranked candidate transformations accordingly. Wrangler later
became the foundation of Trifacta [16], a commerical data preparation system. To
promise an agile self-service data preparation, our system incorporates preparation
suggestion as well.
Provenance management. Provenance is useful in the context of a data preparation
system: by tracking the origins of data, the system enables users to debug preparation
pipelines. Provenance provides an insight of the transformations that have been
done on data, thus enabling repeatability of preparations. A lot of efforts have been
undertaken to capture [6, 13], store [4, 7, 12], and query [12] provenance, inspiring
us to build a data-preparation-specific provenance management system based on
them.
Data preparation tools. Seeing the importance of a systematic data preparation
system for the day-to-day data preparation effort, several industrial products have
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been built, such as Open-Refine,3 Tableau Prep,4 Trifacta,5 and Talend.6 These tools
provide users with interactive interfaces to conduct direct manipulation for data
preparation and visualize data properties, such as statistical data characteristics,
data type, and data histogram.

4 Future Work
There are three obvious things that we are going to explore in future work. First,
we will look for a solution to prune the search space of preparators and different
paramters so as to enable more efficient preparation suggestion. Second, we will
explore the exchangeability of different preparators under particular conditions and
employ it to prune the search space of execution order. Last but not least, we will
explore the approach to enable preparation pipeline evolution with the evolution
specification of schema.
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TrussFormer is an integrated end-to-end system that allows users to 3D print
large-scale kinetic structures, i.e., structures that involve motion and deal with
dynamic forces. TrussFormer builds on TrussFab, from which it inherits the ability
to create static large-scale truss structures from 3D printed connectors and PET
bottles. TrussFormer adds movement to these structures by placing linear actuators
into them: either manually, wrapped in reusable components called assets, or by
demonstrating the intended movement. TrussFormer verifies that the resulting
structure is mechanically sound and will withstand the dynamic forces resulting
from the motion. To fabricate the design, TrussFormer generates the underlying
hinge system that can be printed on standard desktop 3D printers. We demonstrate
TrussFormer with several example objects, including a 6 legged walking robot and
a 4m tall animatronics dinosaur with 5 degrees of freedom.

1 Introduction
Personal fabrication tools, such as 3D printers, afford rapid prototyping [10] as well
as to fabricate interactive objects [7]. The latter includes animated objects, such as
kinematic animals [4] or actuated paper origami [14], and simple machines [18].
More recently, HCI researchers have started to explore how to enable non-expert
users to fabricate large-scale structures. While professional users may have access to
large-scale 3D printing equipment, non-experts are generally limited to the use of
desktop 3D printers, causing these systems to achieve scale by combining 3D print
with ready-made objects, such as empty plastic bottles [8]. The resulting systems also
support users in creating structures capable of dealing with the substantial forces
such structures are subject to. TrussFab [8], for example, achieves this by allowing
users to combine already sturdy primitives and by checking stability during editing.
While large-scale fabrication systems like TrussFab have been shown to support
a wide range of applications, from furniture to trade-show pavilions, such systems
are limited to creating static structures.
In this paper, we present a system that allows users to create large kinetic structures, i.e., structures that involve motion and deal with dynamic forces, as they occur
as part of animatronics devices, such as the animated Tyrannosaurus Rex, illustrated
by Figure 1, and other large-scale machinery. TrussFormer embodies the required
engineering knowledge from creating the appropriate mechanism, verifying its structural soundness, and generating the underlying hinge system printable on desktop
3D printers.
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Figure 1: TrussFormer is an end-to-end system that allows users to design and 3D
print large-scale kinetic truss structures. TrussFormer verifies that the designed
structure can handle the forces resulting from its motion, as shown on this
animatronics 4m tall T-Rex.

2 Related Work
TrussFormer builds on previous efforts in animatronics, robotics, software tools for
creating mechanisms in HCI and graphics, and creating variable geometry truss
mechanisms.

2.1 Software tools for Animatronics
Many HCI researchers have built software tools to empower users to animate robots
[17]. This is especially challenging when the users are novices and the intended
results are expressive movements, such as imitating animal (organic) movements,
i.e., animatronics. Animatronics interfaces follow several designs, from manual control [9] to puppeteering using skeletal tracking [19]. Marti et al. designed an early
example of an animatronics software tool for a small (puppet sized) phone call
handling agent, demonstrating two methods: manual control (user directly controls
each single actuator using one GUI fader) and programming motion patterns using
a sequencer [9].

2.2 Software tools for designing mechanisms and dealing with forces
TrussFormer draws from work on systems that assist users with creating mechanisms that involve motion or forces. Algorithmic tools can help users create moving
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mechanisms. For example, kinematic synthesis of mechanisms [22], or generation
of personalized walking toys from a library of predefined template mechanisms [1].
These can be embedded in design support systems, for example, generating moving
toys from motion input [24].
Researchers in the domain of personal fabrication have started to investigate the
effects of dynamic forces in the resulting models, such as balancing rotating objects
[13] and interactively designing model airplanes [23]. TrussFormer extends these
approaches by using physical simulation interactively in its editor. This combination
is necessary to provide an editor that embodies the domain knowledge needed to
produce large scale animated truss structures.

2.3 Variable geometry truss mechanisms
TrussFormer’s mechanisms are based on variable geometry trusses (VGT) [15, 16,
21]. VGTs have been used extensively in robotics. Tetrobot [5] is built by chaining
the tetrahedron edges with linear actuators, which unite at a vertex in a spherical
joint. The design and mechanics behind this type of spherical joints have been extensively analyzed [2]. Tetrobot was designed to enable robots to reconfigure into
different usages by reusing the same basic primitives. Researchers and engineers
have explored variations of this VGT design in different contexts, for example: space
applications [15], reconfigurable robotic manipulators [5], and shape morphing
trusses [20]. Other researchers introduced design variations in this basic cell, allowing the resulting structure to afford new qualities. For instance, the Spiral Zipper
[3] is an extendable edge, based on extending a cylinder that allows for extreme
expansion ratios (e.g., 14:1). Similarly, Pneumatic Reel Actuator [6] is based on a
mechanism that extrudes and retracts a plastic (tape-like) tubing, to act as an actuator. The mechanism is designed to be lightweight and low-cost while being limited
in its robustness.
TrussFormer takes inspiration from VGTs and builds on the conceptual design
of Tetrobot. To this work, TrussFormer contributes a spherical joint design that is
automatically generated based on the designed truss geometry.

3 Creating kinetic structures using TrussFormer
TrussFormer helps users to create the shape and design the motion of large-scale
kinetic structures. It does this by incorporating linear actuators into rigid truss structures in a way that they move “organically”, i.e., hinge around multiple points at the
same time. These structures are also known as variable geometry trusses [15]. Figure
2 illustrates this on the smallest elementary truss, (a) the rigid tetrahedron. (b) We
swap one of the edges with a linear actuator, (c) resulting in a variable geometry
truss. The only required change for this is to introduce hubs that enable rotation at
the nodes. We call these hinging hubs.
This simple approach to create variable geometry truss mechanisms scales well
to arbitrary larger structures. Our T-Rex model from Figure 1 contains five linear
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Figure 2: (a) The static tetrahedron (b-c) is converted into a moving structure
by swapping one edge with a linear actuator. The only required change is to
introduce connectors that enable rotation.

actuators and thus offers five degrees of freedom (DoF). It can (a) lift or lower its
neck (1 DoF), (b) turn its head left and right (1 DoF), (c) sweep its tail (2 DoF), and
(d) open its mouth (1 DoF), as shown in Figure 3.
In the following, we demonstrate how TrussFormer allows non-expert users to
create such structures in six steps.

3.1 Step 1: Creating the static structure
As shown in Figure 4, this particular model was created by first modeling the T-Rex
as a static structure in TrussFormer. Our editor’s ability to create static structures
is based on TrussFab [8] : users design the shape of their T-Rex using structurally
stable primitives (tetrahedra and octahedra).

Figure 3: Modeling the static shape of the T-Rex. Here, the user creates the jaws
of the T Rex by attaching tetrahedron primitives through the steps (a, b, c).
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3.2 Step 2: Adding movement
To add movement to the static structure, users select the demonstrate movement tool
and pull the T-Rex head downwards, as shown in Figure 5. TrussFormer responds
by placing an actuator that turns the T-Rex body into a structure that organically
moves and bends down. Together with the Demonstrate movement tool, TrussFormer
provides three different approaches to animating structures, ranging from this (1)
automated placement (for novice users), through (2) placing elements with predefined motion, called assets, to (3) manual placement (as users acquire engineering
knowledge). We discuss these in section “Adding motion to the structure”.

Figure 4: (a) The user selects the demonstrate movement tool and pulls the T-Rex
head downwards. (b) TrussFormer responds by adding an actuator to the TRex body so that it is capable of performing this type of motion. At this point
the system also places 9 hinging hubs to enable this motion (marked with blue
dots).

3.3 Step 3: Stability check across poses
During this step, TrussFormer also verifies that the mechanism is structurally sound.
In the background, TrussFormer finds the safe range of expansion and contraction of
the placed actuator by simulating the occurring forces in a range of positions. If there
is a pose where the forces exceed the pre-determined breaking limits or the structure
would tip over, TrussFormer sets the limits for the actuator so it will not extend
beyond them. This check prevents users from producing invalid configurations.

3.4 Step 4: Animation
To animate the structure users open the animation pane in the toolbar, as shown
in Figure 6. First, they control the movement of the structure manually using slid-
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ers, to try out the movement. When they find the desired pose, they simply add
it as a keyframe to the animation timeline. With this TrussFormer allows users to
orchestrate the movement of all actuators using a simple timeline/keyframe editor.
In Figure 6 we program a “feeding” behaviour, where the T-Rex opens its mouth
while reaching down and waving its tail.

Figure 5: Animating the structure. Users sets the desired pose using the sliders
in the animation pane and orchestrates the movement by placing key-frames
on the timeline.

3.5 Step 5: Checking forces during the motion
Once a movement has been defined, TrussFormer computes the dynamic forces. As
shown in Figure 7a, the user creates an animation that moves the T-Rex body up
and down. (b) TrussFormer computes the forces while T-Rex’s body comes back
up quickly after dipping down; the large acceleration of the long neck leads to very
high inertial forces, exceeding the breaking limit of the construction, (c) causing
the structure to fail at the indicated time point. These situations are hard to foresee,
because the inertial forces can be multiple times higher than the static load in the
structure. (d) TrussFormer addresses this by automatically correcting the animation
sequence by either limiting the acceleration or the range of the movement, assuring
that the structure will now withstand the movement.

3.6 Step 6: Fabrication
When users are satisfied with their design (structure, movement and animation),
they click the fabricate button, shown in Figure 8a. This invokes (1) TrussFormer’s
hinge generation algorithm, which analyzes the structure’s motion and generates
the appropriate 3D printable hinge and hub geometries, annotated with imprinted
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Figure 6: Verifying the inertial forces: (a-b) The forces are increasing with the
acceleration of the structure. (c) The structure breaks when the direction of
the movement changes rapidly. (d) TrussFormer resolves this by making the
movement slower.
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IDs for assembly. In the case of the T-Rex, the system exports 42 3D printed hubs,
consisting of 135 unique hinging pieces. (2) Next, TrussFormer exports the created
animation patterns as Arduino code that users upload to their microcontroller. (3)
Lastly, it outputs a specification, containing the force, speed, and motion range of
the actuators, in order to achieve the desired animation pattern. Users find these
actuators as standardized components.

Figure 7: (a) To fabricate our T-Rex model, TrussFormer exports: (b) the appropriate 3D printable hinging-hubs, (c) and the specifications for the actuators
that inform the users which one to buy. TrussFormer also exports the animation
sequence for an Arduino.

3.7 Implementation
3.7.1 Software system
We extend the TrussFab editor [8], which provides the core functionality to create, save, load, and export static structures. TrussFormer further allows users to
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add movement and animate these structures. Like TrussFab, TrussFormer is also
implemented as a plugin for the 3D modelling software SketchUp. The native programming language for SketchUp plugins is Ruby, which most of the features that we
described throughout the paper, such as the hinge placement algorithm, are written
in. To simulate the movement and the force distribution in the 3D model, we use the
physical simulation engine MSPhysics, a Ruby wrapper for the C++ physics library
Newton Dynamics [11]. To achieve interactive performance, the only simulated components are the hubs, the edges are just animated on the scene. The hubs contain all
the necessary information, such as weight, breaking force, and the stiffness determining how much hubs can move in relation to their neighbors. User interface elements
(e.g., the control or the animation pane) are displayed in a SketchUp-integrated Web
Browser View. We implemented the UI in HTML and JavaScript to take advantage
of UI frameworks such as React. To generate the 3D printable hinge, we use the parametric 3D modeling tool OpenSCAD [12]. When users export their kinetic structure,
TrussFormer determines the hinges and static hubs and calls the pre-defined OpenSCAD scripts with the relevant parameters (e.g., angle, connection type, or length of
the connection). These scripts describe the resulting parametrized 3D model, which
are rendered in OpenSCAD as .stl files.
3.7.2 Control system and actuators
Figure 24 shows the hardware we use to actuate our T-Rex example. We use pneumatic actuators with interfaced with proportional valves (Festo VPPE and MPYE
series) that are controlled by an Arduino Nano. The pneumatic cylinders have diameters from 25 to 35 mm and produce forces between 390 N and 770 N. We use an
Airpress HL 360 compressor that can provide up to 8 bar of pressure.

4 Conclusion
We presented TrussFormer, an end-to-end system that enables novice users to design
and build large animated structures. Such structures are usually a privilege of industry such as theme parks. TrussFormer encapsulates domain knowledge about the
occurring dynamic forces so that even novice users can build such animated structures. We showed how TrussFormer enables users to add motion to static structures
in three ways, including simply pulling on the virtual model and letting the system
find the placement of an actuator to enable this motion. Furthermore, we showed
how TrussFormer finds valid motion and force ranges for actuators to realize userdefined animations. TrussFormer detects and automatically suggests corrections
for animations that would break the simulated structure, thereby ensuring that the
physical structure will function as desired. As a last step, TrussFormer generates all
connectors and hinges that users print on their desktop 3D printer and exports the
actuator specifications.
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Estimation-of-distribution Algorithms (EDAs) are randomized search heuristics
and general-purpose optimizers that create a probabilistic model of the problem’s
domain and iteratively refine it using samples. Due to their flexibility, they are
most often used when there is little problem-specific knowledge or when there is
too little budget to implement or set up highly specific solvers.
Our focus lies on theoretically analyzing EDAs in order to gain insights into
their key features, with the aim of answering important questions, such as how
to overcome noise, how fast these algorithms can optimize at all, and how they
compare to classical evolutionary algorithms (EA). We present our latest results,
which are a new type of EDA that is fast on different classes of functions – a feat
that, up to now, no other EDA or EA has achieved – and better tools for analyzing
random processes theoretically.

1 Introduction
When facing real-world optimization problems, it is sensible to use state-of-the-art
solvers. Due to the NP-hard nature of many of these problems, one does not necessarily expect to get optimal results but a fair approximation. However, if the problem
cannot (easily) be transformed into the form that the solver accepts, if there is no
good solver for the problem, or if one is interested in a fast (and hopefully good)
preliminary solution, one may consider using alternative approaches like randomized search heuristics. One class of such heuristics are estimation-of-distribution
algorithms (EDAs) [20], which can produce good solutions in little time. They have
been applied to a variety of different problems, where they proved to be superior to
competing algorithms, oftentimes yielding better solutions or any solution at all [20].
In a broader sense, EDAs belong to the class of evolutionary algorithms (EAs) [12],
which are optimization algorithms that mimic behavior seen in natural evolution,
such as mutation or crossover. Classical EAs maintain a (multi)set (the population)
of candidate solutions (the individuals) over the space of all potential solutions of
the optimization problem and iteratively create new individuals by modifying the
existing ones and then discarding bad individuals, creating a new population (see
Figure 1a). In contrast to that, EDAs store a probabilistic model (which implies
a probability distribution) of the problem space, which they evolve by learning
from samples of the model (see Figure 1b). Thus, EDAs do not only show which
individuals are good but, additionally, show which areas of the solution space are
more beneficial. From this point of view, EDAs can be considered more insightful
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Iteration

Variation

Population

Selection

Offspring

(a) The schematic view of a classical EA. The population first increases through variation
(that is, mutation or crossover) and then gets reduced by selection.
Iteration

Sampling

Update

Distribution

Offspring

(b) The schematic view of an EDA. The algorithm samples offspring from a distribution and
then performs an update.

Figure 1: A comparison of the main differences between classical EAs and EDAs.
A classical EA (Figure 1a) works with an explicit population, whereas an EDA
(Figure 1b) uses a probability distribution instead. Both algorithms create offspring and perform an update afterward.

than classical EAs. Therefore, it is interesting to study the differences between EDAs
and classical EAs.
EAs in the broad sense are general-purpose heuristics that only need a problemspecific quality measure (called a fitness function) that says how good or bad each individual is. Thus, from a theoretical point of view, these algorithms fall into the blackbox model. Theoretical analyses then follow black-box complexity, which means that
only the number of function evaluations – the supposedly most costly operation – is
considered.
When performing such analyses, the function class is usually limited to certain
benchmarks that exhibit a desired property. In this context, pseudo-Boolean functions are the most commonly analyzed class, that is, functions f : {0, 1}n → R. The
function analyzed the most in this class is OneMax (equation (1)): a function that
returns the number of 1s of a bit string, thus, each bit string (but the optimum) has
a neighbor (of Hamming distance 1) that is better. When considering this function,
one is interested in how well an algorithm is able to follow a simple gradient in
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fitness (also called hill climbing). Another common function is LeadingOnes (equation (2)), which returns the number of consecutive 1s starting from the left. This
function resembles the process of finding a hidden permutation, and it shows how
well an algorithm can handle dependency in the bits, as information about bits more
to the right of a bit string is only revealed once all bits to the left are 1. In Section 3,
we go more into detail about the run times of many EAs and EDAs on these two
functions (Table 1).
Our first result introduces a new EDA, the sig-cGA (Algorithm 1), that is able to
optimize both OneMax and LeadingOnes in O(n log n) in expectation – a feat that is
up to now unique for any EA or EDA. The algorithm works by saving a (condensed)
history of samples and then searches for significances, that is, a far higher number
of 1s or 0s than expected. If such a significance is found, the probabilistic model of
the algorithm is adjusted accordingly.
Our second result is concerned with drift theory – the essential toolbox of theorems
used when analyzing EAs and other random processes. We improve the applicability
of the most basic theorem (the additive drift theorem; Theorem 1). As it is used to prove
many other drift theorems, our result entails that these theorems are improved as
well.
We now proceed by stating some notation and terms in Section 2 that we need to
explain our results presented in Section 3. We conclude with an overview on future
work in Section 4.

2 Preliminaries
Recall that we consider pseudo-Boolean optimization, that is, our fitness functions
f : {0, 1}n → R are defined over the discrete hypercube. Let n ∈ N+ always denote
the dimension of the search space. For an individual x ∈ {0, 1}n , that is, a bit string of
length n, we call its respective value f ( x) fitness. Further, we call every component xi
of x a bit and index i the position of that bit. Last, we denote string concatenation
with the ◦ symbol.
In Section 3, we investigate the following two functions, which we already discussed in Section 1:
n

OneMax( x ) =
LeadingOnes( x ) =

∑

xi
i =1
n i

and

∑ ∏ xi .

(1)
(2)

i =1 j =1

Our algorithm of interest is the sig-cGA (short for significance-based compact genetic
algorithm; Algorithm 1), which we recently introduced [3]. It works with a very simple probabilistic model that assumes independence between all bits of the hypercube,
that is, its model is univariate. This model is represented by a vector τ (the frequency
vector) of n probabilities. Each component τi (a frequency) denotes the probability
to sample a 1 at position i (and a 0 with probability 1 − τi ) independently from all
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Algorithm 1: The sig-cGA [3] with parameter ε and significance function sig
(equation (3)) optimizing f
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

t←0
(t)

for i ∈ {1, . . . , n} do τi ← 12 and Hi ← ∅
repeat
x, y ← offspring sampled with respect to τ (t)
x ← winner of x and y with respect to f
for i ∈ [n] do
Hi ← Hi ◦ xi
(t)

( t +1)

if sig(τi , Hi ) = up then τi

← 1 − 1/n

(t)
( t +1)
else if sig(τi , Hi ) = down then τi
( t +1)
(t)
else τi
← τi
( t +1)
(t)
if τi
6= τi then Hi ← ∅

← 1/n

end
t ← t+1
until termination criterion met

other positions. Every iteration, two individuals are sampled and compared via their
fitness. We call the better individual the winner and the other the loser (breaking ties
uniformly at random). Additionally, the algorithm keeps a history of bit values for
each position and only performs an update when a statistical significance within
a history occurs. This approach aligns with the intuitive reasoning that an update
should only be performed if there is valid evidence for a different frequency being
better suited for sampling good individuals.
In more detail, for each position i, the sig-cGA keeps a history Hi ∈ {0, 1}∗ of
all the bits sampled by the winner of each iteration since the last time τi changed –
the last bit denoting the latest entry. Observe that if there is no bias in selection at
position i, that is, each individual has the same fitness, the bits sampled by τi follow
a binomial distribution with a success probability of τi and | Hi | tries. We call this
our hypothesis. Now, if we happen to find a sequence (starting from the latest entry)
in Hi that significantly deviates from the hypothesis, we update τi with respect to
the bit value that occurred significantly, and we reset the history. We only use the
following three frequency values:
• 1/2: starting value;
• 1/n: significance for 0s was detected;
• 1 − 1/n: significance for 1s was detected.
We formalize significance by defining the threshold as follows for all ε, µ ∈ R+,
where µ is the expectedp
value of our hypothesis and ε is an algorithm-specific parameter: s(ε, µ) = ε max
µ ln n, ln n .
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For an ε ∈ R+, we say that a binomially distributed random variable X deviates
+
significantly from a hypothesis
 Y ∼ Bin(k, τ ), where k ∈ N−c and τ ∈ [0, 1], if there
exists a c = Ω(1) such that Pr | X − E[Y ]| ≤ s(ε,E[Y ]) ≤ n .
We now state our significance function sig : n1 , 12 , 1 − n1 × {0, 1}∗ → {up, stay,
down}, which scans a history for a significance. However, it does not scan the entire
history but multiple subsequences of a history (always starting from the latest entry).
This is done in order to quickly notice a change from an insignificant history to a
significant one. Further, we only check in steps of powers of 2, as this is faster than
checking each subsequence and we can be off from any length of a subsequence by
a constant factor of at most 2. More formally, for all H ∈ {0, 1}∗, we define, with ε
being a parameter of the sig-cGA, where H [k ] denotes the last k bits of H,

m
m
up
if ∃m ∈ N : k H [2m ]k1 ≥ 22 + s ε, 22 ,

1  
m
m
sig , H = down if ∃m ∈ N : k H [2m ]k0 ≥ 22 + s ε, 22 ,

2

stay
else.
(
m
m

down if ∃m ∈ N : k H [2m ]k0 ≥ 2n + s ε, 2n ,
1 
sig 1 − , H =
(3)
n
stay
else.
(
m
m
1 
up
if ∃m ∈ N : k H [2m ]k1 ≥ 2n + s ε, 2n ,
sig , H =
n
stay else.
We stop at the first (minimum) length 2m that yields a significance. Thus, we check
a history H in each iteration at most log2 | H | times.
Observe that in line 14, the termination criterion is not specified. When we consider
the run time of the sig-cGA, we mean the number of iterations the algorithm needs
to sample an optimum for the first time. This means that the termination criterion
could also say until optimum found. However, since this is a piece of information the
algorithm does not have, we assume that it keeps iterating forever, and we just stop
all further considerations once the optimum is found.
Note that the first-hitting time is a random variable because the individuals in each
iteration are random variables, due to the random nature of the sampling process.
The most valuable piece of information about a random variable is of course its
distribution. However, determining the exact distribution of such a complex random
variable is basically impossible. Therefore, the standard approach is to calculate its
expectation. We call this value the expected run time of a randomized algorithm. The
prevalent way of determining this expected value when analyzing EAs theoretically
is to use drift theory.
Drift theory is a toolbox of various theorems that bound the expected first-hitting
times of random processes. The core idea of these drift theorems is to bound the
expected progress of a random process during a single step. They then yield a bound
on the overall first-hitting time. Hence, drift theory transforms information on local
changes to global information about the process.
The initial drift theorem was proven by Hajek [8] and later introduced to the theory
community analyzing EAs and restated in a different fashion by He and Yao [9, 10].
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It is called the additive drift theorem because it bounds the expected change of the
process by a global constant. We state it in its most general form.
Theorem 1 (Additive Drift Theorem [13]). Let (Ft )t∈N be a filtration, let ( Xt )t∈N be a
random process over R adapted to F , and let T = inf{t | Xt ≤ 0}. Furthermore, suppose
that,
1. (non-negativity) for all t ∈ N, it holds that Xt · 1{t≤T } ≥ 0, and that
2. (drift condition) there is some value δ > 0 such that, for all t ∈ N, it holds that
( Xt − E[ Xt+1 | Ft ]) · 1{t<T } ≥ δ · 1{t<T } .
Then
E [ T | X0 ] ≤

X0
.
δ

Note that 1{t<T } is the indicator random variable for the event that the random
process did not reach 0 yet. This effectively means that we are only interested in the
process as long as it did not reach 0. What happens afterward is irrelevant for T.

3 Results
We are not going to discuss our prior results that we already discussed in great detail
in the last reports [21, 22]. Here, we discuss our run time results of the sig-cGA [3]
as well as our results on drift theory [13]. We start with the former.
As already discussed in Section 1, two common benchmark functions for the theory
of EAs are OneMax and LeadingOnes. We show various run time results of different
algorithms on these functions in Table 1. The usual expected run time for OneMax is
Θ(n log n), as many algorithms perform a process known as coupon collector, which
has an expected time of Θ(n log n) [18]. The reasoning behind this is that, intuitively
speaking, at the beginning, the optimization process progresses quickly and finds
many of the n correct bits. However, the process slows down over time, as it is harder
to find incorrect bits, adding a factor of log n to the run time in total. In contrast,
the usual expected run time for LeadingOnes is Θ(n2 ), as the bits have to be found
sequentially and each position takes, on average, a time of Θ(n) to optimize.
The main point for the slower run time on LeadingOnes when compared to OneMax for EAs is that the mutation probability is commonly very low (at 1/n) in order
to have a constant number of changes per iteration. Hence, when only a single position is relevant, the waiting time for a correct mutation to occur is in the order of n.
If the mutation probability is increased, the algorithm performs more and more of
an unbiased random walk, which is detrimental for the overall optimization process.
We propose the sig-cGA (Algorithm 1), which starts, so to speak, with a constant
mutation probability. However, it circumvents the aforementioned problem in two
ways: first, once a bit value seems to be significant, the respective frequency is set to
an extreme value (of either 1 − 1/n or 1/n), making it very likely to sample the same
bit every iteration without being stuck with this decision. Second, the sig-cGA only
performs an update once a significance (see function (3)) is detected. This way, the
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µ = Θ(λ)

unknown

√
Ω(λ n + n log n) [14]
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1/ρ = Ω(log n), a = Θ(ρ),
d = Θ (1), c > 0
ε > 12

Θ(n log n) [19]


Ω min{2Θ(n) , 2c/ρ } [3]

O(n log n) [3]

1-ANT

scGA

sig-cGA (Alg. 1)

O(n log n) [3]

O(n2 · 25/(nρ) ) [5]
2Ω(min{n,1/(nρ)}) [5]
O(n log n) [7]

ρ = Θ (1)

√

Ω ρn + n log n [23]
√ 
O ρn [23]

cGA/2-MMASib

O(λn) [15, 25]

√
µ = Ω(log n) ∩ O( n), λ =
√
Ω(µ) or µ = Ω( n log n), µ =
Θ(λ) or µ = Ω(log n) ∩ o (n),
µ = Θ(λ)

1
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ρ = O poly( n )

√
1
ρ = Ω ( n log n ) ∩ O poly( n )

O(nλ log λ + n2 ) [1, 16]

O(n log n) [17]

unknown

CSA

1
λ

Θ(n2 + λn) [11]

λ = O ( n 1− ε )

(1 + λ) EA

1 + (λ, λ) GA
p = λn , c =

Θ(n2 ) [6]
Θ(µn log n + n2 ) [24]

none

µ = O poly(n)

Θ(n log n) [6]
Θ(µn + n log n) [24] 
λn log log λ
Θ n log n + log λ
[4, 11]

n
o
n log n nλ log log λ
Θ max
,
[2]
λ
log λ

(1 + 1) EA
(µ + 1) EA

LeadingOnes

constraints

OneMax

Algorithm

none
none
1/ρ = Θ(log n),
a = O( ρ ), d = Θ (1)
ε > 12

–


µ ≥ 8 ln (4n + 6)n ,
restarts
λ = Ω(log n), µ =
Θ(λ)

–

none

µ = O poly(n)

λ = O poly(n)

constraints

Table 1: Expected run times (number of fitness evaluations) of various algorithms until they first find an optimum for the two
functions OneMax and LeadingOnes (equations (1) and (2), respectively). For optimal parameter settings, many algorithms have
a run time of Θ(n log n) for OneMax and of Θ(n2 ) for LeadingOnes.
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decision of setting a frequency to an extreme value is not arbitrary but well-founded.
Together, these properties achieve that the search process does not degenerate into a
random walk but into a somewhat directed search process.
Our main result is that the sig-cGA has an expected run time of O(n log n) on
both OneMax and LeadingOnes [3]. This is the first time this has been proven for
any EA or EDA. Although the run time is the same on both functions, the reasons
are quite different. For LeadingOnes, the leftmost position whose frequency is not
at 1 − 1/n samples drastically more 1s than 0s (by a constant factor larger than expected). Hence, it only takes O(log n) iterations in expectation to optimize such a
position instead of the usual O(n) iterations. Note that this is the minimum number of iterations necessary in order to perform an update, due to how we define a
significance. Once a frequency is increased, it will not decrease with high probability. After setting a frequency to 1 − 1/n, the next position gets a significant boost
in saving 1s and gets increased after O(log n) iterations in expectation. Thus, the
optimization process advanced sequentially. Consequently, since n frequencies need
to be optimized, the expected run time is O(n log n).
For OneMax, a single frequency is increased during O(n log n) iterations in expectation. This is by a factor of n longer when compared to LeadingOnes. The reason
is that all of the bits influence the fitness of an individual drastically at the same
√
time – the probability to save a 1 in the history is only by a factor of 1/ n larger
than expected. Thus, it takes some time in order to collect enough samples before
a significance occurs. However, all of these frequencies are optimized at the same
time, that is, in parallel. Thus, the overall run time is still O(n log n).
These results show a stark contrast in how the sig-cGA optimizes different functions: LeadingOnes is optimized fully sequentially, whereas OneMax is optimized
fully in parallel. Nonetheless, in the end, the same run times result.
Another result of ours is the improvement of the classical additive drift theorem [13]. Our main contribution is to remove all prior assumptions that are not
necessary for proving the theorem. Such unnecessary assumptions included the
state space to be finite, discrete, or bounded, which all imply (albeit indirectly) that
the expected first-hitting time E[ T ] of the analyzed process is finite – a property
that is necessary, as the theorem would not hold otherwise since it yields a finite
upper bound. Our new theorem works for any process over R≥0 (Theorem 1). This
means that we show that the finiteness of E[ T ] already follows mainly from the drift
condition (condition 2). This makes the theorem easier to use and less error-prone,
as fewer requirements have to be checked.
Further, we provide examples that show that the theorem does not hold anymore
if one of the two conditions are not met. For condition 2 this is trivial, as the bound
provided does not make any sense without it. However, condition 1 is also necessary,
as it provides (indirectly) a bound on how close the process can get to 0. If the process
can get up to a value of a ∈ R+, then the drift can be at most a for condition 2 to hold.
This implies a lower bound on the bound provided by the theorem, assuring that it
cannot get below the actual expected first-hitting time of the process. These insights
are very helpful when coming up with new drift theorems or trying to improve
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existing ones, as one has a better understanding of what properties are important
and how they interact with each other.

4 Future Work
Over the last three and a half years with the Research School, I co-authored many
publications on EDAs, mainly analyzing the run time behavior of these algorithms.
Hence, my current focus is on writing my PhD thesis.
Independently of my current activities, the introduction of the sig-cGA provides
plenty of new research possibilities. One important goal are more lower bounds
(especially on LeadingOnes) of EDAs in order to see if the sig-cGA is strictly better
than other EDAs on certain functions. Further, the sig-cGA should be analyzed on
more functions, for example, the Jump function or linear functions. In addition to that,
the algorithm can be thought of as a regular EA (as briefly discussed in Section 3).
Hence, it would be interesting to see if run time results of EAs carry over to the
sig-cGA in the spirit of that the sig-cGA is only by a constant slower than most EAs.
Since many run time results are known for EAs, this would increase the results for
the sig-cGA tremendously.
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Event Handling in Business Process Enactment
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Business process management (BPM) enables modeling, executing and monitoring organizational processes to achieve certain business goals. Organizations continue to strive for agility and take advantage of the digital era to bring flexibility
in their processes, for example by integrating complex event processing (CEP)
techniques. Event handling specifies how a process interacts with its environment
and how the environmental occurrences influence the execution of the process.
Though highly expressive and feature-rich languages like BPMN exist for process
specification, they still lack the flexibility required for event handling in different
real-life scenarios. In this work, an event handling model is proposed that take
into account the possibilities of event subscription at different points in time with
respect to process execution. The model is grounded formally and provides mapping to Petri Nets as implementation semantics. Further, trace analysis ensures
correct execution of process behavior while maintaining the temporal dependencies intact among event subscription, event occurrence, event consumption and
event unsubscription.

1 Introduction and Motivation
Process implementation in an organizational context is model driven, where a process model defines a set of activities to achieve certain business goal(s) [16]. The
activities are connected with causal and temporal dependencies for their execution
using control-flow. The process model also specifies how a process is supposed to
interact with its environment. The environmental occurrences are represented as
events [7]. Process engines subscribe to event sources and react to events emitted
by them following process specification. Often, a separate complex event processing engine is used to abstract from the complexity of connecting to different event
sources, parsing events in different formats and aggregating events from multiple
event streams [8]. The CEP engine or an event publisher registers subscription for
specific event(s) and notifies the process engine when matching events occur [11].
Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) [13] is the de facto standard for
modeling and executing processes. BPMN includes explicit event constructs to depict
the production and consumption of events, message flows to link external process
participants, and control-flow routing based on events such as event-based gateways
or boundary events. However, the event handling semantics in BPMN is quite limited
while it comes to specify when to subscribe to an event source or when to stop
listening to an event stream [12]. BPMN specification [13] states:
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Figure 1: Process collaboration involving travel agent and customer.
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is enabled and the process instance waits for the event occurrence. Once it happens,
the control-flow is passed to downstream activities. As a result, a process instance
may not react to an event that occurred before the control-flow enabled the respective
event node. The above semantics is a severe limitation as the event sources might
be unaware of the process execution status and therefore the events can occur anytime irrespective of the process being ready to consume it. Figure 1 shows a process
collaboration diagram for booking
flights withFinalize
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before the previous activity Send Offers has been completed, as ConfirmationSent has to be produced for receiving the confirmation, which in turn depends on
the intermediate catching message event OffersReceived as a result of the activity
Send Offers. Thus, the causal dependencies bound the order of event occurrences.
Additionally, the travel agent sends some local travel plan once the customer books
the flight, as shown in Figure 2. The research about the sights and ongoing events
at the destination and planning the travel accordingly take some time. After having
the initial plan, the flight update is considered to make sure the time of arrival and
departure and based on that, the plan is finalized. Here, the FlightUpdate can be
released before or during the planning as the airlines (shown as a grey box as the
internal processes are not visible to travel agent) is independent of the processes the
travel agent might execute. In these situations, BPMN semantics restrict the process
to access the events that have already occurred and are still relevant for the process
execution.

Travel Agent

Customer
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2 Foundations
The major share of adopting complex event processing concepts from a BPM perspective is application oriented, such as using external events to monitor business
processes [1, 3, 8], predicting deviations [4], checking compliance to the process
model [15] and so on. The CASU framework proposed in [5] talks about the (un)subscription of start events to instantiate a process. Though our work is hugely
inspired by this research, the work in this paper addresses the shortcomings of event
handling semantics and proposes a formal operational semantics to BPMN events
supporting high degree of flexibility. Possible usages of an intermediate event in process are defined as event constructs. The occurrence and consumption possibilities
of events are considered based on a timeline starting from the initiation of process
engine and ending at the termination of engine. To this end, a formal framework is
proposed that specifies the semantics for event subscription, occurrence, consumption and unsubscription with the help of Petri Nets. Trace analysis shows correct
execution behavior complying with the new semantics.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. section 2 introduces the fundamentals of business process model and Petri Nets later used for the event handling
model. The conceptual framework for event handling is introduced in section 3. Next,
the Petri Net mappings and trace analysis in section 4 show the correct execution
behavior for each scenario derived from the framework. section 5 discusses the application of the concepts to two different use cases and finally, section 6 gives concluding
remarks and outlines future research directions.

2 Foundations
This section presents a brief introduction to the concepts and formalism based on
which the event handling model has been built up. Namely, we introduce business
process management (BPM) and Petri Nets in this section.
Business Process Management. A process model consists of nodes and edges [16]
where nodes can be activities, gateways and events. A process model is a blue print
for a set of process instances which are the individual executions of this process.
Each process instance consists of several activity instances which traverse through
different life cycle states such as ready, running, terminated among others.
Business processes modeled with BPMN may include start, intermediate or end
event constructs to represent the interaction with other processes as well as with
the environment. These are different from transitional events logged during process
execution. Rather, these event constructs represent something that has happened
in a particular system or context [7] and can influence process execution to a great
extent [10]. BPMN offers several event types to represent the interaction between a
process and its environment. Start events are needed to instantiate a process model.
An intermediate event can be produced by the process (throwing event) as well as
it can be received by the process (catching event). A start event or an intermediate
catching event can be engine generated, such as timer event or received from outside
of the process pool, e.g., a message from another process, a sensor update, or simply
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an email from a user. An end event is always a throwing event. Based on the above
discussion, we formally define the relevant concepts for our work in the following.
For simplicity, we consider only structurally sound processes.
A Process Model is a tuple M = ( N, c f ) with
• a finite non-empty set of nodes N = NA ∪ NE ∪ NG where NA , NE and NG are
pairwise disjoint sets of the activities, the events and the gateways, respectively,
and
• a control flow relation c f ⊆ N × N.
• NE = {es } ∪ E I ∪ {ee }, where es is the start event, E I is the set of intermediate
events, and ee is the end event.
• E I = E IC ∪ E IT where E IC and E IT are pairwise disjoint sets of intermediate
catching events and intermediate throwing events, resp.
• The function B : NA → 2EIC maps the activities to the associated boundary
event(s).
• NG = G A ∪ GX ∪ GE , where G A , GX , and GE are pairwise disjoint sets of AND
gateways, XOR gateways, and event-based gateways.
For an activity A ∈ NA , let Ab , At , Ac be the beginning, termination and cancellation of A, respectively. A start event is always a catching event, whereas an
end event is always a throwing event. The preset of a node n ∈ N is defined
as •n = { x ∈ N | ( x, n) ∈ c f }. The postset of a node n ∈ N is defined as
n• = { x ∈ N | (n, x ) ∈ c f }.
Petri Nets. Petri Nets are one of the most popular and standard techniques to
represent the behavior of concurrent systems [9]. The net is composed of places
and transitions, connected with directed arcs between them in a bipartite manner.
The transitions represent active components of a system, such as activities, events or
gateways in a process. On the other hand, the places are used to model the passive
components, e.g., the input place models the precondition and the output place
models the postcondition of a transition. We chose Petri Nets for our mapping since
it gives clearer implementation semantics than BPMN. The Petri Net semantics used
here follow the definitions proposed in [9] and [14].
A marking of a Petri Net signifies the system state. A marking is calculated using
the distribution of tokens over the places of the net. The firing of a transition can
change the marking, i.e., the state of the system. Firing of transitions are considered
as atomic step. The behavior of the system is described by all firing sequences of a
net that start with an initial marking. A single firing sequence is named as a trace.
The relevant definitions are quoted in the following.
A Petri net is a tuple N = ( P, T, F ) with
• a finite set P of places,
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• a non-empty, finite set T of transitions,
such that T ∩ P = ∅, and
• a flow relation F ⊆ ( P × T ) ∪ ( T × P).
A marking of N is a function M : P → N0 , that maps the set of places to the
natural numbers including 0. M ( p) returns the number of tokens on the place p ∈ P.
Let M be the set of all markings of N. A Petri Net system is a pair S = (N, M0 ),
where N is a Petri net and M0 ∈ M is the initial marking. A sequence of transitions
σ = t1 , t2 , . . . , tn , n ∈ N0 , is a firing sequence, if and only if there exist markings
M0 , . . . , Mn ∈ M, such that for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, transition ti changes the system from
(N, Mi−1 ) to (N, Mi ). The set of traces = of S contains all firing sequences σ, such
that σ is enabled in M0 .

3 Flexible Event Handling Model
The proposed event handling model supports flexible event handling notions introduced in [12] and extends it. We first classify the intermediate catching message
events into four types of event constructs depending on their behavior. Next, we
define the possible points in time when the subscription for events can be done.
We assume that early subscriptions do not have any unresolved data dependency,
i.e. subscription is independent of any data that must be generated during process
execution and therefore, feasible even if it is done earlier than process instantiation.
The BPMN to Petri Net formal mapping proposed by [6] is followed in our work for
mapping the semantics of a process model to a Petri Net, added with the event handling semantics enhancing flexibility. The Petri Net mapping is discussed in detail
in section 4.

3.1 Event Constructs
We define the following event constructs with respect to the position and behavioral
semantics of an intermediate event.
Mandatory Event. An event e ∈ E IC is a mandatory event iff ∀σ ∈ =, ∃ j such that
t j = e. Let E M ⊆ E IC be the set of mandatory events in M.
These are the events that have to occur in order to complete the process execution.
If an event is located after an XOR gateway, then it is not mandatory for all instances of
the process, but if an instance follows that particular branch, then the event becomes
mandatory to complete the instance execution. Note that, this is not what we refer
to as mandatory events. According to our definition, a mandatory event can be
identified directly from the model, for example, an event in the main process flow
or an event inside a parallel branch that is in the main process flow.
Boundary Event. An event e ∈ E IC is a boundary event iff e ∈ image(B) where
the function B maps the activities to its associated boundary event(s). Therefore,
image(B) is the set of events associated with activities. Let E B ⊆ E IC be the set of
boundary events in M.
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Figure 3: Process execution timeline
The interrupting boundary events in BPMN, once occurred, cancel the associated
activity and trigger an exceptional branch. The relevance of the event occurrence
here is the duration of the associated activity being in running state, i.e. the event
must happen after the activity begins and before it terminates in order to follow the
exceptional path. Since we are considering only sound processes, we do not include
process patterns with non-interrupting boundary event.
Racing Event. If there exists a gateway g ∈ GE such that ∀ei , 1 ≤ i ≤ n ∈ N, •ei =
{ g}, then the events e1 , e2 , ..., en ∈ E IC are racing events. Let E R ⊆ E IC be the set of
racing events in M.
The event-based gateway in BPMN is a special gateway where instead of data, the
event occurrence decides which branch to follow further. The gateway is immediately
followed by the events and whichever event occurs first, the process takes the branch
lead by that event. Therefore, the events after an event-based gateway are in a race
with each other.
Exclusive Event. An event e ∈ E IC is an exclusive event iff e is in σ = gi , . . . , e, . . . , g j
such that gi , g j ∈ GX ∧ @ g ∈ GX such that gi < g < e. Let E X ⊆ E IC be the set of
exclusive events in M.
A specific process execution follows only one of the paths after an exclusive gateway. This makes the events on the branches after an XOR split and before an XOR
join exclusive, i.e. when one of the branches is chosen, the events in other branches
are not needed any more.

3.2 Point of Subscription
The milestones of process execution starting from the engine initiation until the engine is shut down is shown in Figure 3. An event independent of process causality
can occur before, after or during the whole process execution, basically anytime
throughout the timeline and beyond that. Since we assumed that there is no unresolved data dependency for the event subscriptions, we can subscribe to the events
at several milestones. The notion of Point of Subscription (POS) listed below controls
at which point in time events start to become relevant for a process.
POS1: At Event Enablement. A subscription is made only when the event construct
is enabled by the control-flow. This is completely in line with the BPMN semantics
and should be implemented when subscription for an event can be done only af-
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Subscription at Event Enablement
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Figure 4: Petri Net modules for mandatory event construct
ter completing the previous activity. Subscription at event enablement means the
following for the event constructs described before:
Given e ∈ E IC \ E B and x ∈ NA ∪ NE such that x • = {e},
subscribe to e when x terminates.
Given e ∈ E B and A ∈ NA such that A → e,
subscribe to e when A begins (Ab ).
POS2: At Process Instantiation. A subscription is made as soon as the process is
instantiated, i.e., ∀e ∈ E IC , subscribe to e when es occurs. This is required when the
subscription is done separately for each process instance, but the event can occur
earlier than scheduled in the process.
POS3: At Process Deployment. According to subscription at process deployment,
∀e ∈ E IC , subscribe to e at process deployment (PD). Here, the subscription for all
the intermediate catching events are created as soon as one of the process patterns is
deployed. This is almost always true for subscription to a start event, as it is needed
for process instantiation. For an intermediate event, this should be implemented
when all instances of a process model might need the event.
POS4: At Engine Initiation. A subscription is made by the process engine itself at the
time when the engine starts running. So, following subscription at engine initiation,
∀e ∈ E IC , subscribe to e at engine initiation (EI).
This is helpful in a situation where the engine already knows which events might
be needed by the processes to be executed and already subscribes to the events. In
such scenarios, an event information is often shared by several processes. When one
process starts executing, it can then immediately access the events already occurred
and stored by the engine.

4 Petri Net Mapping
We have defined the Event Constructs and Points of Subscription in the previous section.
In this section we map each set of event construct and point of subscription to corresponding Petri Net modules. We take the BPMN to Petri Net mapping prescribed
by [6] as basis and extend it to enable flexible event handling.
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Figure 5: Dependencies among event subscription, event occurrence, consumption, and unsubscription

Figure 5 is an extended version of the causality proposed by [2] that said an event
can only be consumed if both, a subscription has been issued earlier and the event
actually occurred already. We argued that this provides only a partial order [12]
and proposed that to make an event relevant for a process, the subscription should
be done before the event occurrence. Yet, the unsubscription was not part of the
model. As obvious, the subscription should exist before an unsubscription can take
place. But an unsubscription is independent of the event consumption, or even event
occurrence, e.g., if at certain point of process execution the event becomes irrelevant,
unsubscription can be done. Formally, the temporal dependencies can be expressed
as Se < Oe < Ce ∧ Se < Ue where Se denotes the subscription of event e, Oe denotes
the occurrence of e relevant for the consumer process, Ce denotes the consumption
of e, and Ue denotes the unsubscription of e.
In the current paper, we abstract from the details included in CEP engine or event
buffering discussed in [12]. Also, we do not show the activity life cycle phases as
separate transitions, unless they are needed explicitly (e.g., for boundary event). As
our focus is on intermediate catching events, for start and end events, we only show
the occurrence and abstract from other details. In general, the subscription for start
events has to happen at the latest at process deployment, otherwise the process does
not get initiated. On the other hand, the end event is a throwing event produced by
the process, therefore we do not need any subscription for it. Additionally, we have
the following assumptions:
• For any event, occurrence time coincides detection time.
• Unsubscription is done either at event consumption or at a point when the
event becomes irrelevant to complete the process execution.
As explained in [6], x denotes the predecessor node of event e, y denotes the
successor node of e and places with dashed borders mean they are not unique to one
module. Note that, we use Petri Net semantics in our work to capture the behavior of a
process engine with respect to one process model. To clarify, we show the milestones
such as engine initiation (EI) or process deployment (PD) (represented in Figure 3)
as Petri Net transitions. Therefore, the initial marking of the Petri Net has one token in
the input place of (EI). Process instantiation is denoted by start event es , followed by
node a. A process ends with an end event ee . For each intermediate catching event, the
temporal order Se < Oe < Ce ∧ Se < Ue holds. Additional restrictions on execution
are discussed at the corresponding trace analysis sections. To summarize, we use
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BPMN process model excerpts along with the engine execution milestones as our
representation level and specify the corresponding Petri Net as the implementation
level.

4.1 Petri Nets for Mandatory Event
Following subscription at event enablement, these are the steps to map a mandatory
event construct to corresponding Petri Net module:
1. Event e is mapped to four separate transitions, subscription to e (Se ), occurrence of e (Oe ), consumption of e (Ce ) and unsubscription to e (Ue ).
2. Se has one input place to link with x, the predecessor node of e.
3. Ce has one input place to link with x.
4. Ce has one output place to link it to y, the successor node of e.
5. A flow is added from Se to Oe .
6. A flow is added from Oe to Ce .
7. A flow is added from Ce to Ue .
For other points of subscription, Step 2 is replaced as indicated in the following. The
event construct and resulting Petri Nets are shown in Figure 4.
• Subscription at process instantiation: A flow is added from the transition for start
event es to Se .
• Subscription at process deployment: A flow is added from the transition for process
deployment (PD) to Se .
• Subscription at engine initiation: A flow is added from the transition for engine
initiation (EI) to Se .
Trace Analysis for Mandatory Event The temporal constraints complying with
correct execution behavior for a process containing mandatory event e are given for
each POS in the following.
• POS1: Subscription should be done only after the previous transition x is executed, i.e. x < Se must hold.
• POS2: Subscription should be done immediately after start event has occurred,
the event is consumed after x is executed, i.e., es < Se < x < Ce must hold.
• POS3: Here, the subscription is done after process deployment but before process instantiation. Thus, PD < Se < es < x < Ce must hold.
• POS4: Subscription is done after engine initiation, before process deployment,
i.e., EI < Se < PD < es < x < Ce must hold.
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Subscription at Event Enablement
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Figure 6: Petri Net module for boundary event construct

4.2 Petri Nets for Boundary Event
For a boundary interrupting event, even if the subscription is created earlier, the
event occurrence is relevant only during the running phase of the associated activity.
Therefore, for this event construct, subscription is recommended at event enablement.
For the same reason, the unsubscription should be done either after consuming the
event or as soon as the associated activity terminates. Figure 6 shows the resulting
Petri Net module. The steps for mapping boundary event construct with subscription
at event enablement are given below.
1. The event e is mapped to Se , Oe , Ce and Ue .
2. The associated activity A is mapped to three transitions, Ab depicting the beginning of A, At depicting the termination of A and Ac depicting the cancellation
of A.
3. Ab has one input place to link with x, the predecessor node of A.
4. At has one output place to link with y, successor of A (normal flow).
5. Ce has one output place to link with z, the successor node of e (exception
branch).
6. A flow is added from Ab to Se .
7. A flow is added from Se to Oe .
8. A flow is added from Oe to Ce .
9. Another flow is added from Oe to Ac .
10. A flow is added from Ce to Ue .
Trace Analysis for Boundary Event
hold for a boundary event.

x < Ab < Se ∧ Oe < Ac ∧ At < Ue should

4.3 Petri Nets for Racing Event
For subscription at event enablement, once the control-flow reaches the gateway, all
the events following the gateway are subscribed. Immediately after one of the events
occurs, the other events are unsubscribed and the process takes the path lead by the
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event occurred. To ensure the correct order of event consumption for other POS, the
occurrence of an event passes the token to the input place for event consumption and
at the same time, it also enables the unsubscription of all other events that were in
race. The methodology for mapping a racing event construct to Petri Net following
subscription at event enablement is as following:
1. The event ei is mapped to two separate transitions, occurrence of ei (Oei ), and
consumption of e (Cei ).
2. Two additional transitions are introduced to represent the combined subscription to all the racing events e1 , e2 , . . . , en (Se1 ,e2 ,...,en ), and the combined unsubscription to all the racing events (Ue1 ,e2 ,...,en ).
3. The subscription transition has one input place to link with g, the event based
gateway.
4. Each consumption transition Cei has one output place to link with yi , the successor node of ei .
5. A flow is added from subscription to each occurrence transition Oei .
6. A flow is added from Oei to Cei .
7. A flow is added from each Oei to the unsubscription transition.
For other points of subscription, instead of the subscription transition, each consumption transition Cei is connected with an input place P(g,Cei ) to link it to g, the event
based gateway. Additionally, Step 3 is replaced as indicated in the following.
• Subscription at process instantiation: A flow is added from the transition for start
event es to the subscription transition (Se1 ,e2 ,...,en ).
• Subscription at process deployment: A flow is added from the transition for process
deployment (PD) to to the subscription transition.
• Subscription at engine initiation: A flow is added from the transition for engine
initiation (EI) to the subscription transition.
Trace Analysis for Racing Event The temporal constraints for each POS are:
• POS1: g < Se1 ,e2 ,...,en
• POS2: es < Se1 ,e2 ,...,en < g < Ci
• POS3: PD < Se1 ,e2 ,...,en < es < g < Ci
• POS4: EI < Se1 ,e2 ,...,en < PD < es < g < Ci
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4.4 Petri Nets for Exclusive Event
In essence, the exclusive event behaves like a mandatory event once the associated
branch is enabled by control-flow. Therefore, the mapping of exclusive event construct to Petri Net realizing subscription at event enablement coincides with the Petri
Net module for mandatory event construct for the same POS (see Figure 4). However, if subscription is done earlier, then all the events situated in different optional
branches can occur before the control flow reaches the XOR gateway. In this case, as
soon as the decision is taken at the gateway and one branch is selected, the event(s)
in other branch(es) should be excluded, i.e., the unsubscription should be done for
them. The steps for the mapping with subscription at process instantiation are given
below:
1. The event e j is mapped to Se j , Oe j , Ce j and Ue j .
2. Ce j has one output place to link it to y j , the successor node of e j .
3. A flow is added from start event es to Se j .
4. A flow is added from Se j to Oe j .
5. A flow is added from Oe j to Ce j .
6. A flow is added from Ce j to Ue j .
7. An input place P(di ,Ue j ) where i 6= j is added to trigger the unsubscription of
e j when the first transition in any other branch after the gateway is fired.
For POS3 and POS4, Step 3 is replaced as following:
• Subscription at process deployment: A flow is added from the transition for process
deployment (PD) to Se j .
• Subscription at engine initiation: A flow is added from the transition for engine
initiation (EI) to Se j .
Trace Analysis for Exclusive Event

The temporal constraints for each POS are:

• POS1: g < Se j
• POS2: es < Se j < g < Ce j ∧ di < Ue j
• POS3: PD < Se j < es < g < Ce j ∧ di < Ue j
• POS4: EI < Se j < PD < es < g < Ce j ∧ di < Ue j
To enable flexible event handling for any process, the events should be mapped to
Petri Net in accordance with the associated methodology for that event construct and
chosen point of subscription. The rest of the process should be mapped to Petri Net
modules according to the methodology provided in [6]. Combining the modules
along with process flow will result in the Petri Net for implementation.
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5 Application to Use Case
In this section, we apply the concepts introduced so far to the travel agent’s processes of booking a flight ticket (refer to Figure 1) and creating local travel plan
(refer in Figure 2) introduced in section 1). We identify the intermediate catching
events as mandatory event constructs.
The correct traces for the booking process are:
Sub. at Event Enablement: EI, PD, RR, SO, SCR ,
OCR , CCR , UCR , BF, SD, SPR , OPR , CPR , UPR , TS

Sub. at Process Instantiation: EI, PD, RR, SCR,PR ,
SO, OCR , CCR , UCR , BF, SD, OPR , CPR , UPR , TS

Sub. at Process Deployment: EI, PD, SCR,PR , RR,
SO, OCR , CCR , UCR , BF, SD, OPR , CPR , UPR , TS

Sub. at Engine Initiation: EI, SCR,PR , PD, RR,
SO, OCR , CCR , UCR , BF, SD, OPR , CPR , UPR , TS

For the travel plan process, the correct traces are:
Sub. at Event Enablement:
EI, PD, BC, CSE, PLT, S FU , OFU , CFU , UFU , FTP, TPS

Sub. at Process Instantiation:
EI, PD, BC, S FU , CSE, PLT, OFU , CFU , UFU , FTP, TPS
EI, PD, BC, S FU , CSE, OFU , PLT, CFU , UFU , FTP, TPS
EI, PD, BC, S FU , OFU , CSE, PLT, CFU , UFU , FTP, TPS

Sub. at Process Deployment:
EI, PD, S FU , BC, CSE, PLT, OFU , CFU , UFU , FTP, TPS
EI, PD, S FU , BC, CSE, OFU , PLT, CFU , UFU , FTP, TPS
EI, PD, S FU , BC, OFU , CSE, PLT, CFU , UFU , FTP, TPS
EI, PD, S FU , OFU , BC, CSE, PLT, CFU , UFU , FTP, TPS

Sub. at Engine Initiation:
EI, S FU , PD, BC, CSE, PLT, OFU , CFU , UFU , FTP, TPS
EI, S FU , PD, BC, CSE, OFU , PLT, CFU , UFU , FTP, TPS
EI, S FU , PD, BC, OFU , CSE, PLT, CFU , UFU , FTP, TPS
EI, S FU , PD, OFU , BC, CSE, PLT, CFU , UFU , FTP, TPS
EI, S FU , OFU , PD, BC, CSE, PLT, CFU , UFU , FTP, TPS

Discussion. From the above presented traces it is evident that for the booking process, even if the subscription is done at different points, the event CR will always take
place after the previous activity SO is executed and the event PR will always occur
after SD is executed. The reason is the process causality explained in section 1 which
restrict the temporal ordering of an event occurrence based on the completion of predecessor tasks. Existing BPMN semantics is perfectly applicable for these scenarios.
However, for the local travel planning process, the traces show more variety. Depending on the time of subscription, the event integration gets more accommodating here,
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i.e., even if the event FlightUpdate is published by the Airlines much earlier
than the Travel Agent is ready to consume it, the information carried by the event
can still be used when needed. In this case, the use of flexible event handling model
decreases the probability of the process execution getting delayed or stuck forever
due to the lag between event occurrence and consumption.

6 Conclusion and Future Work
Business processes extensively interact with its environment, represented as events,
to be informed about the context and react to it. BPMN and such expressive modeling
notations include event constructs to model and realize these interactions. However,
for a communication model in a distributed setup, the existing semantics do not
give the necessary flexibility. The BPMN assumption of an event occurrence only after
the event construct is enabled restricts the communication possibilities between event
producers and consumers where the separate entities are not necessarily informed
about each others internal status. This can lead to missing out on a still relevant event
and waiting for an already occurred event, resulting in process delay, even deadlock.
In this work, intermediate catching events are classified as four event constructs,
namely, mandatory event, boundary event, racing event, and exclusive event. Next,
four points of subscription are identified with respect to the process execution timeline – at event enablement, at process instantiation, at process deployment, and at
engine initiation. The dependencies among event subscription, occurrence, consumption and unsubscription are analyzed and Petri Net mapping for each pair of event
construct and point of subscription are described. Further, execution trace analysis on two use cases show that the proposed event handling model gives detailed
semantics for a more flexible interaction between business processes and external
events required for real world scenarios.
The formally grounded event handling model opens many significant research
directions. Implementing the semantics will help to discover the technical challenges,
if any. Next steps will include evaluating the model by exploring the behavior of a
process in the light of the interactions with environmental events. The newly defined
semantics along with the trace analysis is also planned to be used to verify the
correctness of process specification.
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When developing a real-walking virtual reality experience, creators generally design virtual locations to fit a specific tracking volume. Unfortunately, this prevents
the resulting experience from running on a smaller or differently shaped tracking
volume. To address this, we present a software system called Scenograph. The core
of Scenograph is a tracking volume-independent representation of real-walking
experiences. Scenograph instantiates the experience to a tracking volume of given
size and shape by splitting the locations into smaller ones while maintaining narrative structure.

1 Introduction
The most immersive approach to experiencing virtual reality is to allow users to walk
around in the tracking volume in a way that maps the virtual world one-to-one to
the tracking volume. This approach, known as real-walking [13], can lead to higher
immersion than in-situ walking (e.g., treadmills [3], walking in place [12]) and
related VR navigation techniques (e.g., teleportation [2]).
The typical workflow for designing real-walking experiences is to initially determine the size and shape of the available tracking volume, such as the designer’s
research lab or some standardized installation like The Void, and then design the
virtual world for that volume accordingly. Because of this, real-walking experiences
tend to be specific to the size and shape of the tracking volume they were designed
for.
Recent tracking technologies such as Oculus or Vive and online platform such as
Steam allow users to bring VR experiences into their preferred environments (i.e.,
their living room), instead of having to go to the VR setup. Since designers of VR
experiences cannot anticipate the amount or shape of users preferred space, the
current approach of designing experiences that are tailored to the tracking space
becomes impossible.
Creators of VR experiences at home are thus faced with a choice: (1) to artificially
narrow down their market by designing for niche tracking volumes or (2) abandon
real-walking – creators have picked the latter. We find ourselves in a situation where
users have paid for a VR system capable of real-walking but have essentially no
real-walking contents – they miss out on the extra immersion potentially available.
While researchers investigated how to reduce space demands for real-walking
[15]), their proposed techniques are still based on tailoring the experiences to a
specific tracking space. Techniques like redirected walking [7], flexible spaces [15]),
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Figure 1: (a) This rendition of the fairy tale ‘Goldilocks’ consists of three 25m2
locations filled with interactive assets. Unfortunately, specifying the tracking
volume prevents the experience from running on smaller tracking volumes.
(b) Here we used Scenograph to map ‘Goldilocks’ to an L-shaped 8m2 space.
While maintaining the narrative structure, it splits the three locations into six
smaller ones, each fitting the new tracking volume.

or VirtualSpace [XYZ] considerably reduce space requirements, but ultimately do
not address the problem that applications still assume a tracking volume with welldefined size and shape (e.g., VirtualSpace requires 16m2 to let individual requirements sink to 4m2 ). A substantial step in the right direction is Oasis [10], which
enables customization of virtual worlds. Users scan their tracking volume with a
depth camera, and from this data, Oasis creates a static virtual location that fits into
the space.
In this paper, we present a system, Scenograph, that pushes this idea further, but
instead of mapping static location to arbitrary tracking volumes, we map experiences.
By making real-walking experiences independent of any particular tracking volume,
Scenograph provides a crucial component for making real-walking experiences available to consumers.

Figure 2: Figure 2: (a) Our adaptation of the fairy tale ‘Goldilocks and the Three
Bears’, in which Goldilocks maliciously enters the home of the three bears, eats
their porridges, sits on their chairs and sleeps in their beds. (b) The user in our
tracking space of 5m x 5m.
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Scenograph is a software system that offers a tracking volume-independent representation of real-walking experiences. Instead of designing for a tracking volume of
specific size and shape, Scenograph lets designers specify an experience independent of the tracking volume. The virtual world is then automatically generated by
Scenograph (while applying space compression techniques like [11], so that users
can run the experience in their individual tracking volume. We demonstrate this process through an example application based on the 19th-century fairytale ‘Goldilocks
and the Three Bears’ (see Figure 1 for our design). Naturally, Scenograph allows for
the design of any application that can be procedurally generated, ‘Goldilocks’ is a
good example as the narrative unfolds within one connected environment.
The interface to Scenograph is an editor, in which application designers define
the unfolding of their real-walking experience. An experience is the designed arrangement of possible interaction sequences, where users switch between different
virtual locations, or scenes to be more general. Users experience those scenes by
real-walking as each scene has a designed arrangement of objects that users walk
between. Scenograph encodes that experience in a bipartite graph (specifically, a
petri-net). The instantiated graph maintains the arrangement of virtual scenes and
objects. Goldilocks contains three scenes, a ‘dark forest’, the ‘three bears’ home’, and
‘upstairs bedroom’ (see Figure 2). The ‘home’ scene is connected to three ‘porridges’
and three ‘chairs’. Corridors are used as portals to switch between scenes making
the switch unperceivable (like in [11]). Logical elements enable story progression
when the user interacts with certain objects, e.g., after eating ‘little bear’s porridge’,
the user changes into the ‘tired’ state, so that users can now interact with the ‘chairs’.
Internally, Scenograph represents the experience as a petri-net, as such it has transitions and nodes. Nodes are either spatial or logical. The spatial nodes are the scenes
of the experience. The logical nodes are the states that enable story progression. The
two kinds of nodes are connected by transitions, the virtual objects in the scenes.
Transitions pass tokens between input and output nodes. The first ‘door’ for example,
passes tokens from the ‘forest’ (spatial) and ‘curious’ (logical) nodes to the ‘home’
(spatial) and ‘hungry’ (logical) node. In Figure 3 we see that the ‘porridge’ then
takes these tokens away from the ‘hungry’ state, but keeps it in the ‘house’, as the
user remains there. A petri-net is suitable for encoding any direction a narrative
may take (see Figure 4). This data structure can be expressed in any environment
the application is developed in, here we used Unity3D and C# (see implementation
section).
Scenograph adapts the scenes to the available space by splitting the nodes into
multiple instances – this is the core value of the system. As seen in Figure 2, limiting
the tracking volume from 25m2 to 8m2 results in splitting the ‘home’ node into four
nodes. Figure 5 shows in detail how transitions get re-linked to maintain narrative
structure. Scenograph takes the petri-net and the available tracking volume as input
and transforms them into the new layout.
The end-user has no knowledge of Scenograph’s data structure. The system merely
requires a specification of the user’s tracking volume in the form of a polygon. This
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Figure 3: Scenograph encodes all possible interaction sequences in a graph. (a)
Spatial nodes define the virtual scenes, here a part of the ‘three bears’ home’.
(b) Logical nodes express states of the user and of objects, here whether the
main character Goldilocks is ‘hungry’. (c) Transitions, here a ‘porridge’, let
users switch states and scenes, they populate the virtual scenes as objects. The
‘porridge’ can be interacted with, as both its requirements, ‘home’ and ‘hungry’,
are satisfied.

Figure 4: Here are examples of different narrative arrangements, which the petrinet representation allows. (a) Sequence: the ‘porridge’, ‘chair’ and ‘bed’ are
accessed in a set order. (b) Conflict: the user needs to decide between one of
the ‘chairs’. (c) Concurrency: eating the ‘porridge’ allows using the ‘chair’ and
the ‘bed’. (e) Synchronization: sitting on the ‘chair’ and eating the ‘porridge’
is necessary before sleeping in the ‘bed’. Other progressions are also possible
(‘confusion’, ‘merging’, etc.).
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Figure 5: Scenograph splits the ‘home’ node into two as the designed for 25m2 get
reduced to an L-shaped 12m2 . (a) This node has six transitions (three porridges
followed by three chairs). (b) The porridges are placed in the first (upper) node,
the chairs in the second, as they are interacted with after the porridges.

specification can be provided by a range of tracking technologies. The designer
provides the volume-independent representation of the experience.
To create an experience, the designer must define all possible interaction sequences,
i.e., the connections between spatial nodes, logical nodes, and transitions. This specification follows a bipartite graph structure, as nodes and transitions can only connect
to each other, not to themselves.
Scenograph can also attribute multiple transitions to the same virtual object. In
Figure 6, for example, one side of the 3D model of the big bed is considered ‘mama
bear’s bed’, the other side ‘papa bear’s bed’. A staircase can be used for ‘going upwards’ and ‘going downwards’, etc. The classic Goldilocks fairy tale is sequential
(like most stories). Goldilocks eats the porridges, sits on the chairs, then lies on the
beds. She always starts with the item of papa bear, then mama bear and finally the
small bear. In our rendition of Goldilocks, we instead chose to allow for user decisions: any porridge is edible until small bear’s porridge is eaten, sitting on any chair
is possible until the user sat on small bear’s chair, etc. A sequentially told story in
Scenograph would provide an easy to solve problem (cut off the story when we run
out of space, then split the location node). Scenograph usefulness increases with the
complexity of the narrative, for example, when user decisions are involved, since
the problem of where to split the nodes is then non-trivial. On the other end of the
spectrum, if there is no logical connection at all (all objects can be interacted with
anytime without consequences or story progression), then the decision where to
split the node would be arbitrary.
Scenograph requires its applications to declare the space requirements for its
virtual objects the transitions are paired with. Space requirements entail the objects
length and width as hard constraints, and placement preferences (close to a wall,
middle of the room, etc.) as soft constraints with a cost function.
Scenograph requires a specification of the given tracking volume in the form of
a polygon, as well as the resolution into which the space gets virtualized, which is
provided by the application. In our lab setup we have 5m x 5m available, and our
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Figure 6: (a) A ‘porridge’ is a virtual object that requires 1m2 , (b) ‘papa chair’
needs 4m2 and a wall, (c) ‘little bed’ 1m x 2m and a corner, (d) a generic
corridor-portal connecting scenes takes 1m2 and a corner.

example applications is designed for a resolution of 1m x 1m so that Scenograph
tessellates the space into 5 x 5 tiles.
The generated chunks of tiles are allocated to the system for the generation of the
virtual scenes. Different physical setups will thus result in different scenes. Note
that each experience requires a minimum size based on its largest virtual object, e.g.,
for Goldilocks this is the sofa with 2m x 2m. Scenograph allows to switch setups
at runtime, for example if space gets occupied or freed up suddenly. In this case
Scenograph reinstantiates the experience, however, it maintains the current logical
and spatial nodes (e.g., ‘frightened’ and ‘upstairs bedroom’).
Scenograph needs to determine if all nodes can support their transitions, i.e., if
the virtual objects’ can be packed together onto the space the scene is given. The
system offers different packing algorithms, (“best-fit”, using simulated annealing),
or random placement (“first-fit”, using random placement). Given a smaller or differently shaped tracking volume, the packing algorithm might not find a solution
and the node is then not able to support its transitions. In Figure 5 we cannot pack
three ‘porridges’ and three ‘chairs’ into L-shaped 12m2 , thus Scenograph splits the
‘home’ node into two.
To determine the number of splits per node and the distribution of transition
onto split nodes Scenograph uses divisive hierarchical clustering. The distance computation between transition pairs, required for our hierarchical clustering, uses a
simple semi-decision technique (distance of 1 if two transitions can be interacted
with in any order, 2 if one transition needs to be interacted with after the other, 3
for neither). Scenograph now needs to evaluate which clustering to take for each
node. Scenograph cannot linearly iterate through each node separately to find the
right clustering, as some virtual objects need to be instantiated on the same tiles in
more than one scene (transitions with different spatial nodes as input and output,
such as a door). This means that Scenograph needs to consider all possible clusterings for all nodes in parallel, making the packing problem 3-dimensional (width,
depth, occurrence in nodes). Scenograph iterates through all possible clustering in
an informed manner. The number of clusters and therefore the potential connected
scenes to consider is exponential in the number of virtual objects. Our hierarchical
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clustering does not reduce this amount, it merely sorts all potential clusterings based
on the conceptual distance between transitions. The number of virtual objects and
thus of potential clusters is different for each scene. For example, our three nodes
have one transition (‘forest’ has a door leading to ‘home’), eight transitions (‘home’
has 3 ‘porridges’, 3 ‘chairs’, 1 ‘door’, 1 ‘stairway’) and three transitions (‘upstairs
bedroom’ has 2 ‘beds’, 1 ‘stairway’), leaving 20 + 27 + 22 = 512 possibilities. Each
possibility corresponds to a certain clustering depth per node, which we represent
using a mixed radix numeric system (e.g., 112613 corresponds to splitting the second node in two). We iterate through this numeric system linearly first based on the
checksum of this clusterings number (to reduce the number of nodes) and then on
its order within the hierarchical clustering (maximizing proximity of virtual objects
that are also conceptually close).
The virtual scenes are now generated. Each virtual object is placed onto the space
the packing algorithms allocated for it. Afterwards, the rest of the scene is generated.
While an application may create the visuals for each scene itself, Scenograph offers
some default procedural generation algorithms to create the scene automatically.
The application just provides the decorative objects, walls, floors, etc., together with
placement constraints (e.g., a wall element with a window cannot be used next
to occupied tiles). Scenograph loads and unloads scenes dynamically depending
on the users’ interaction with the virtual objects or where they walk. Scenograph
uses corridors similar to “impossible spaces” to connect scenes [11], which serve as
portals or locks. The L-shaped 12m2 space in Figure 5 can thus be used twice to fit the
‘porridges’ as well as the ‘chairs’. Less overlap makes the technique less perceptible.
However, since we focus on small spaces, Scenograph here fully overlaps the scenes.
The process of our system can be summarized as seen in Figure 7.

Figure 7: The process of our system.

The system was implemented in C#, the example application and editor interface
in Unity3D. ALGLIB [1] was used for clustering. To allow researchers to replicate
our work, we provided the full source code online [8].
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3 Contribution
Scenograph allows designers of real-walking virtual reality experiences to reach
users with tracking volumes of arbitrary size and shape. The core of Scenograph
is a tracking volume-independent representation of real-walking experiences. This
representation is not spatial until instantiated into tracking volumes of specific size
and shape. Scenograph thereby lays the groundwork for real-walking experiences
to reach the consumer market.

4 Related Work
While walking in VR can be enabled by treadmills [3], it is more often simulated
with techniques such as walking in place [12] or teleportation [2]. However, realwalking, a one-to-one mapping of physical to virtual motion, leads to the highest user
satisfaction [13]. Real-walking has a high space demand, which researchers have
tried to reduce with several techniques (for an overview see [14]). Resetting [16]
rotates and virtually repositions users once they hit the tracking volume’s borders.
Seven league boots [5] scales the virtual motion. In one way or another, these and
related techniques perceptibly interrupt or alter the one-to-one mapping of physical
to virtual motion, which leads to a reduction of the immersive quality of walking.
With redirected walking Razzaque et al. [7] break this one-to-one mapping unperceivably and fold long walking paths into limited tracking space, thus lowering
the required amount of space for real-walking. Redirected walking benefits from the
a priori knowledge of the virtual environment, onto which the walking paths can be
mapped. Even with the constraint of a priori setting of walking paths, this approach
is subperceptible only for large tracking volumes (e.g., 4m x 10m [7]). For smaller
spaces, complementary fallback techniques such as resetting [16] are needed, which
disrupt the walking experience.
Instead of reducing space demand by breaking the mapping of physical to virtual
motion, designers can alter or influence the virtual world. VirtualSpace [6] packs
more people into limited space, reducing the space demand to 4m2 per user. Collisions are avoided by design; VirtualSpace requires its applications to adhere to
an API to dynamically set virtual obstacles and goals that redirect their respective
users. However, this technique still assumes a tracking volume of specific size for its
applications (in this case 16m2 ). In impossible spaces, Suma et al. [11] lets virtual
rooms unnoticeably overlap to compress space. The layout can be dynamically geerated, such as in Vasylevska et al.’s [15] flexible spaces. As impossible spaces uses
change blindness, it requires large amounts of space to be sub-perceptible (9m x 9m).
However, even when the overlap is noticeable this technique still enables enjoyable
experiences, like the commercially available game “unseen diplomacy”, a game with
relative success that uses only a relatively small space (4m x 3m). The major drawback here is that this game, like VirtualSpace, was designed with a fixed tracking
volume in mind. As argued in the introduction, this makes the game unsuitable for
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a lot of setups; either it does not make use of possible surplus space of the user or it
does not even run at all for tracking volumes that do not fit the required 4m x 3m.
An important step towards altogether circumventing the problem of a virtual scene
not fitting into the tracking volume has been taken in Oasis [10]. Sra and colleagues
adapted virtual scenes to fit rooms of arbitrary shape. Conceptually, this widens the
possibilities for space setups, also to mobile scenarios. This concept is also known as
procedural content generation (PCG).
Techniques using PCG for real-walking, however, do not take the creation or maintenance of a coherent narrative into account. This points to a problem of PCG in
general – it is designed to quickly generate variance in the virtual scenes and is
usually not used for story focused experiences. Translating this problem into realwalking applications for VR: when PCG is applied to generate a virtual scene there
are two constraints, tracking volume as well as maintaining the virtual narrative.
Our system conceptually borrows from the field of operating systems; the software,
here our ‘Goldilocks’ application, is abstracted so that it can run on arbitrary physical hardware, in this case, arbitrary physical tracking volume. Specifically, it links
compiled and assembled objects together and loads them onto physical space, the
hardware. This abstraction of hardware and software allows for hardware changes
(space variance) and code survivability (preservation of the experience). In this regard, Scenograph performs as an integral part of operating system for real-walking
in VR and enables development of software independent of the hardware.

5 Discussion
Our main finding is that Scenograph can create real-walking experiences in VR for
tracking volumes of any size and shape. When comparing Scenograph’s experiences
to two commonly used locomotion techniques, namely instant teleportation [2] and
scaling the mapping of physical to virtual motion (e.g., [5]), experiences were rated
to be more realistic, leading to the conclusion that Scenograph degrades more gracefully with limitations of tracking volume. (Study omitted in this report, please see
UIST‘18 publication for further details). Space compression impacts realism differently than enjoyment. Both teleportation and motion scaling still provided enjoyable
experiences to the participants. Also, the size of the tracking volume did not measurably impact enjoyment (comparing 9m2 to 25m2 ). The number of participants might
have played into not discovering the hypothesized differences, but it seems that even
when space compression is high and becomes more perceivable to the user (teleport,
stronger motion scaling, higher overlap of impossible spaces) it affects realism first.
Only when the compression becomes very high (motion scaling for L-shaped 8m2 )
does it also impact enjoyment. Based on our results, we can thus only make claims
about Scenograph’s impact on realism.
For future work, we imagine integrating not only variance in tracking volume,
but variance in the number of users within the tracking volume. While VirtualSpace
[6] already addressed this this issue, the arcade-style applications did not contain a
narrative. Building on Supple++ [4], we also consider binding in user capabilities
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and preferences for achieving tighter or looser packing of virtual objects or speeding
up narrative and altering story arcs. While binding in physical props (e.g., “substitutional reality” [9]) and automatic layouting (e.g., “flexible spaces” [15]) has already
been addressed with regard to real-walking, future work should address this also
with regard to narrative structure.

6 Conclusion
We presented Scenograph, a software system that supports the design of real-walking
experiences, which can adapt to any tracking volume’s size and shape. Scenograph
achieves this by representing the experience in a petri-net. Based on this representation and a given tracking volume the system generates a set of virtual scenes that
guarantees the preservation of the experience for each user’s individually available
space. This strategy provides more realistic real-walking experiences than commonly
applied techniques for variance in tracking volume. Real-walking experiences are
typically designed with a specific tracking volume in mind. Scenograph allows users
with constrained tracking volume to also have these experiences.
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Modern software is not produced by single individuals, but by teams. The form
that collaboration in these software development teams takes, how team members work together, organize tasks and responsibilities and coordinate themselves
impacts the quality of the product being produced. Therefore, practicing and upholding an effective development process is crucial for team success. These processes need maintenance, requiring study and continuous improvement. This is
true both for education settings, where students are taught processes and best
practices, as well as in professional software development contexts. The ideas of
iterative improvement and self-reflection are at the core of agile software development methodologies, which have become widespread in industry. However,
these methods do not specify exactly how improvement should be achieved, how
it should be tracked or measured. In order to find improvement possibilities or
weaknesses, teams rely on their personal impressions of past development iterations or mentoring by a knowledgeable third party. However, these methods
mostly depend on subjective perceptions of team members and their results are
hard to quantify. Therefore, after process changes have been adopted, it may be
difficult to assess their impact and whether the action taken resolved the identified
issue. In this research, we propose tackling these challenges by supplementing
existing process improvement techniques with approaches leveraging the wealth
of information contained within the development data created by development
teams. This data, such as commits, test runs, issues or results of static analyses
are already being produced during the regular work of modern software development teams, be they students or professionals. By collecting, aggregating, linking
and analyzing this mostly untouched treasure trove of team data, insights into the
development process of teams can be generated. Teams can be enabled to better
reflect on their own executed processes and opportunities for discussions on the
basis of data can be fostered.

1 Introduction
How the methods used to construct software by development teams can be studied
and analyzed in order to improve them is one of the core questions of the Software
Process Improvement (SPI) field [18]. Over the decades since the research in the
field started, many frameworks have been proposed, success factors were studied
and experiences were reported. A mapping study of publications over the last 25
years by Kuhrmann et al. found that the field was still shaped by experience reports
and solution proposals, which make up about two-thirds of studied publications.
The authors identify that much of the research suffers from missing evidence. Recent
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work has also focused on the application of SPI in the context of agile software development, pointing out that a main challenge is to define the role of SPI in an agile
context where people and interactions are more valued than process and tools [21].
In this research, we focus on how theses identified issues of basing analysis on data
as well as applying SPI to agile contexts can be tackled. We chose an educational
context for our preliminary studies, as this allows rapid changes in experimental
design, easy iteration and control of the context that studies are performed in. In
this paper, we describe a case study on how software development artifacts, created
during students’ project work in a software engineering course, can be used to check
educators’ assumptions on student behavior. The course’s setting of collaborative
software engineering in a simulated real-world scenario is ideally suited for collecting development data. During the project work, students use common development
tools such as version control systems (VCS), issue trackers and Continuous Integration services. The artifacts produced using these systems, i.e. commits in a VCS
containing code changes and descriptions, contain a large amount of information on
how students work and collaborate in their groups [20, 22].

1.1 Research Questions
The following research questions (RQ) guide our work:
RQ1 How can surveys be used to gauge students perceptions of changes in course
design over time?
RQ2 What data can be collected from software development artifacts created by
students during a classroom course?
RQ3 What metrics can be applied to student development data to gauge changes in
student behavior during project work?

2 Case Study Context
The undergraduate software development course Softwaretechnik II described in this
case study is repeatedly run in the winter semester with a length of 15 weeks and was
most recently taught in the winter semester of 2017/18. Course installments prior
to the winter semester of 2014/15 taught exclusively the Scrum methodology [23].
However, Lean development approaches, such as Kanban [27], have gained popularity in industry [10, 25]. Therefore, in an ongoing effort to keep the course as relevant
and closely related to real-world scenarios as possible, the practice of Kanban was
included. Students employed the Scrum methodology at the beginning of the course,
before switching to Kanban. In comparison to Scrum, Kanban is considered less authoritative and prescriptive, having fewer rituals and rules than Scrum [8]. In order
to improve learning results, it is therefore advisable to introduce Kanban after students have already gained experience with the more structured Scrum method [11].
Iterations of the course prior to the winter term 2015/16 did not include Kanban and
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focused solely on the application of Scrum. The inclusion of Kanban in the course is
a major change as it impacts how students collaborate, plan their work and organize
their team structures and meetings. After course participants have become familiar
with the Scrum process and their teams, i.e. after they have reached the norming
stage of group development [4], and have developed a cohesive group, Kanban and
its practices are introduced in a lecture. The concepts of Kanban such as the Kanban
board, the idea of workflow visualization and the guiding principle of limiting work
in progress (WIP) [1] are introduced. We encourage students to try out and apply
these new ideas in their teams. Participants employ Kanban for the last iteration of
the project, instead of a final Scrum sprint.

3 Surveys
When trying to assess the impact of changes in curriculum design and whether
the expected changes to student behavior took place, students’ perceptions can be
collected through the use of surveys.

3.1 End-of-term Survey
As part of an ongoing effort to collect feedback from students to improve teaching
and university courses, standardized end-of-term surveys were conducted in all
iterations of our software engineering courses in the years 2013 up to 2018. This has
become standard practice for educational institutions to evaluate teaching quality [5].
The survey is administered online before students receive their final course grades
to prevent interference. The survey collects perceptions of students on a range of
topics, including satisfaction with the course in general, perceived importance of
course contents and satisfaction with mentoring. An extract of the questions relevant
to student satisfaction with the project work and the course over the iterations of the
course is shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Questions and statements of the end-of-term survey
#

Survey item

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

The course was fun
The course motivated me to delve deeper into the discussed topics
I learned a lot in the course
The course is important to my course of studies
The course was well structured
The topics of the course were well chosen
How would you rate the course overall?
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Questions and statements could be rated on a scale of “fully agree”/“great” to
“totally disagree”/“bad”. Results of the anonymous survey are presented to course
instructors in aggregate form, with ratings mapped to German school grades. The
grade 1 (“very good”) is the best, with the grade 5 (“inadequate”) signifying a fail.
Results Average ratings for all installments of the course showed overwhelmingly
positive perceptions of the course and its content, see Figure 1. Very few questions

Figure 1: Mean grades given to course installments by students after the course’s
end. German school grades: 1 is the best grade, i.e. the lower the better. Courses
in 2013/14 and 2014/15 (blue) employed solely Scrum, the others (yellow)
employed both Scrum and Kanban.

were answered with mean scores larger than 2 (“good”). While this is satisfying
to see as far as student satisfaction goes it also means no significant change can be
detected in student satisfaction between the courses employing Kanban and those
that did not. The variance in answers is very low, as students rated aspects of the
course overwhelmingly as very good (1) to good (2). Therefore, we devised a more
specific survey.

3.2 Kanban Survey
In the second installment of the software engineering course that used Kanban (in
2016/17), we conducted a voluntary, anonymous online survey among all students
after course completion, in addition to the regular end-of-term surveys. The first
course that introduced Kanban (in 2015/16) using newly created teaching materials
had received critical comments from students in oral feedback sessions, which we
addressed in the following course. The Kanban survey focused on students’ perceptions of Kanban as well as the advantages and drawbacks of the introduced practices
and methods. While the survey was designed to elicit responses to the details of
how Kanban was introduced in the course, it also explicitly included questions on
whether and how students’ workflows were adapted when changing from Scrum to
Kanban processes. These questions were designed to better understand whether the
expected changes in process had actually taken place. The survey questions related
to process change are listed in Table 2.
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Table 2: Questions related to Kanban adoption of the anonymous online student
survey performed at the end of the 2016/17 software engineering course
#

Type

Question

1

5-point
scale
5-point
scale
free text

Was the Kanban week at project end more useful and productive then
a last week of Scrum?
Did you have to adapt your workflow for the Kanban week?

2
3
4
5

multiple
choice
5-point
scale

What were the biggest advantages and disadvantages of using Kanban in your team?
How did user stories change from using Scrum to Kanban?
Would you recommend using Kanban to the participants of next
year’s course?

Table 3: Summarized answers of participants to the 5-point Likert scale questions
of the survey. Answer possibilities: 1 (strong no) to 5 (strong yes).
#

Question Topic

1

Kanban week preferred over another Scrum week?
Was the workflow adapted?
Recommended for next year?

2
5

Mean

Std.
Dev.

10% Trim.
Mean

Median

Range

4.08

1.38

4.30

5.00

4.00

3.83
4.33

1.11
0.98

4.00
4.50

4.00
5.00

4.00
3.00

The survey consisted mainly of questions that could be answered using a 5-point
Likert scale, ranging from 1 (strong no) to 5 (strong yes), with 3 being neutral.
Additionally, the survey included free text questions as well as a multiple choice
question to gather more detailed insights. It was possible to submit the survey with
missing answers.
Results Overall, 18 students, 17 men and 1 woman, answered the questionnaire.
All questions featuring the Likert scale were answered by all participants. Table 3
contains a summary of the collected answers. Concerning the change of Scrum to
Kanban methods (question 2), students on average stated that they had adapted
their workflows, see Figure 2. The high mean value (4.08), as well as the median of 5
(highest agreement), point to students having adapted their workflow in a reflected
manner. The overall positive student attitude towards group software development
methodologies was also reflected in the answers to questions 1 and 6, regarding
the preference of Kanban over Scrum for the last iteration as well as recommending
the course for next year’s students. Surveys participants indicated that they would
strongly recommend the usage of Kanban to the next cohort of students of the soft-
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Figure 2: Summary of answers to questions 1, 2 and 5 as a box plot. Center lines
show the medians, box limits indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles. N = 12.

ware engineering course (question 6), indicating that, even though this question is
not a measure of learning success, applying Kanban was most likely at least fun.
The free text answers to question 3, see Figure 2, regarding the (dis)advantages
of Kanban, were manually labeled with the mentioned topics. The list of topics was
refined repeatedly after evaluating every question. Survey participants identified
the following topics as advantages of Kanban (N=11): Efficiency (7 mentions), Autonomy (4 mentions). Three other other topics were mentioned only twice or fewer
times. As concepts, efficiency and autonomy are closely related to Lean Software’s
guiding principles of Eliminate Waste and Empowering the Team, respectively [17]. As
Kanban is heavily inspired by these ideas, it is reassuring to see that these ideas
transferred. Regarding the disadvantages of Kanban usage, students mentioned the
following topics (N=9): Only worked on small user stories (3 mentions), item Uneven task distribution (2 mentions). Another six disadvantages only received single
mentions. Solely working on small user stories, i.e. work items in an agile process,
may be a consequence of team member autonomy. Developers may choose to work
on small items that can be moved through the columns of the Kanban board quickly,
instead of picking larger, more time-consuming tasks to work on. Tackling uneven
task distribution between team members is an ongoing challenge in educational settings and especially in self-organizing teams of students. It can be seen as a negative
consequence of the autonomy identified by survey participants. Developers are free
to handle their workload, with some developers choosing to do more and others
choosing to work on fewer items.
User stories are one of the core means of communication, both in Kanban and
Scrum, between the Product Owner, who receives input from stakeholders, and
developers [19]. As such, we included a question on the perceived change of user
stories when switching from Scrum to Kanban (question 4). In order to make answering easier, this question was a multiple choice question that provided a range
of answer possibilities of which any number could be chosen. The choices, as well
as the summarized answers of survey participants, are shown in Table 4.
Students classified the user stories that were written by Product Owners and
developers during the Kanban iteration as shorter and more bug-oriented than in
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Table 4: Answers of survey participants to question #4, regarding attributes of
user stories when changing from Scrum to Kanban processes. N=12.
Topic
User story focus
User story length
Requirements
Interaction with PO
Prioritization of stories

Answer choice and count
bug-oriented
Shorter
More detailed
More
Better

11
11
8
3
3

feature-oriented
Longer
More general
Less
Worse

0
0
0
0
2

the previous Scrum iterations. While an influx of small fixes to a software product is
expected shortly before the final deadline, a time in which Kanban was used, smaller
user stories can also help move tickets through the Kanban board more quickly. This
reduced the cycle time, the time from when work begins on an item until it is ready
for delivery [16].
However, students also answered that the requirements, i.e. part of the acceptance
criteria [24] within user stories, had gotten more detailed during Kanban usage. This
allows work on a user story to be started without having to clarify open questions
beforehand and can help efficiency by decreasing the cycle time. Small user stories
that contain enough detail to be immediately implementable are ideal for usage in
the Kanban process [15].

3.3 Discussion
Both surveys, the more general end-of-term survey as well as the more specialized
survey on Kanban, revealed positive attitudes towards our approach of teaching
agile processes in a hands-on fashion as well as the shift from Scrum to Kanban
at the end of the project (RQ2). Students indicated that they would recommend
using Kanban to participants of the following year’s course. These results are in line
with related, similar studies [12]. In particular, Melnik et al. state that students, in
general, were “very enthusiastic about core agile practices” and accepted and liked
them [14]. The authors also point out that this observation held for a broad range of
students, regardless of educational program, age or industry experience. While the
findings of this and similar studies are encouraging for educators teaching software
project courses, they also pose challenges. If students are generally content in agile
project courses, simply due to the course setting and the fact that teamwork and
building software together is fulfilling, how can improvements to curriculum design
and changes in student behavior be evaluated?
Student opinions and attitudes towards course contents are an important part of
any assessment plan. However, evaluations of teaching methods should primarily
rely on the assessment of learning outcomes [5], which surveys only partly capture
as they are geared towards collecting perceptions and attitudes. Furthermore, if not
every survey participant answered the more reflective, time-consuming free text
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answers, data on the learning outcomes of these participants is missing completely.
To help tackle these challenges, the outcomes and artifacts produced during the
process transition from Scrum to Kanban can be analyzed to gain additional insights
into development teams.

4 Development Artifact Analysis
While surveys are effective tools for capturing the attitudes of participants, they do
not allow insights into whether the perceived change in workflow or in user story
quality actually took place during the project or how severe the change was. In order
to provide another dimension of analysis based on real project data, we evaluated the
software development artifacts produced by course participants. In particular, we
compared students’ development artifacts of the last five installments of our software
engineering course, the earliest two of which did not include Kanban and the three
most recent ones that did.

4.1 Data Collection
The development artifacts we collected from course repositories included commits
into the version control system git, containing code changes, timestamps and commit messages describing the change, as well as tickets, acting as user stories, in an
issue tracker. Both of these data sources were collected from the collaboration and
hosting service GitHub, where all projects were hosted. GitHub features extensive
application programming interfaces (APIs) that allow programmatically extracting
the data stored by the service.
For every repository of the last five course iterations, user stories/issues and commits from the last seven days of project work were collected. This is the time frame
that Kanban was employed in the more recent course iterations. Using this data,
both the assumptions on student behavior, i.e. educators hypothesis of how artifacts
would change from using Scrum to Kanban, as well as the accurateness of student
perceptions could be tested.

4.2 Discussion
The collected data shows that the length of user stories did not significantly differ
from when Kanban or Scrum was used in the last iteration of the course, see Table 5. This differs from the reported perceptions of students in the survey performed
in the 2016/17 course installment. There, students reported that user stories were
perceived to be shorter when using Kanban when compared to Scrum. While these
two measures are not necessarily directly comparable, further study into the content
differences between user stories in Kanban and Scrum is required. However, the
analysis was able to uncover this discrepancy and provides a starting point for further investigation. Most other measures calculated from commits, such as the mean
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Table 5: Issue body and title length of issues for the last week of projects. Courses
marked with * employed Kanban.
Issue body length

Issue title length

Course year

Mean

Stdev

Median

Mean

Stdev

Median

2013/14
2014/15
2015/16*
2016/17*
2017/18*

274.8
420.8
360.9
505.5
579.8

295.2
327.3
339.4
556.9
393.3

169.0
361.0
253.0
378.0
526.0

35.3
50.7
36.9
36.9
35.9

15.3
15.5
16.9
16.7
14.3

32.0
50.0
32.5
35.0
37.5

amount of touched files, did not differ significantly between the two processes in
different course years, see Table 6. However, it is encouraging to see that the amount

Table 6: Comparison of commit attributes for the last week of projects. Courses
marked with * employed Kanban. All values stated normalized by course participant count.
Course
year
2013/14
2014/15
2015/16*
2016/17*
2017/18*

Commit
amount

Touched
files

Last-minute
commits

12.1
7.2
6.1
3.4
8.6

13.3
6.9
8.0
5.4
5.3

1.4
1.2
8.1
2.2
1.7

Line changes
per commit
590.5
408.0
466.0
163.5
195.0

Unique issues
referenced
2.8
1.0
0.1
2.2
1.5

of last-minute commits, i.e. commits made close to the end of the iteration [13] tended
to be higher in the course installments in which Kanban was employed. Scrum’s iteration plan, the Sprint Backlog, contains all the work items a team intends to address
in a sprint, i.e. the amount of work that can be performed by a team in an iteration.
Ideally, these items are worked on in a continuous manner, so that towards the end
of the sprint the last user story is finished [23]. In this manner, work intensity and
commit frequency should be uniformly distributed during an iteration. In contrast,
Kanban does not explicitly call for iteration planning and so work is more likely to be
assigned more dynamically: new work items can easily be added to the work queue,
especially towards the end of the project, when the deadline approaches.
The more dynamic nature of Kanban is also reflected in the fact that the mean line
change per commit, as well as the mean number of touched files, were smaller in the
last two years of the course, see Table 6, when educators had already gathered some
experience teaching the new methodology. This is in line with the Kanban survey
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results, where students stated that their user stories when employing Kanban were
more bug-oriented than feature-oriented. Fixing a bug usually requires changing
fewer lines touching fewer files than implementing an entirely new feature. Furthermore, bugs are usually noticed during regular development activities or during
testing and can easily be added to a Kanban board [6], whereas they might only end
up in the next Scrum sprint [9].
Interactions with user stories, i.e. issues on GitHub, did not differ significantly
between those courses that employed kanban and those that used Scrum, see Table 7.

Table 7: Comparison of issues and their attributes for the last week of projects.
Courses marked with * employed Kanban.
Mean per contributor
Course
year
2013/14
2014/15
2015/16*
2016/17*
2017/18*

Issue
amount

Issue
events

Issue
comments

4.9
2.6
3.9
2.8
2.1

27.5
47.8
35.5
64.4
68.9

17.1
4.1
4.1
6.4
4.8

% issues
opened & closed
by same person
43
58
20
46
65

Normalized by participant count, similar mean numbers of issues were closed in
the studied time frame and a similar amount of comments were attached to issues.
However, the two most recent courses using Kanban showed higher mean amounts
of non-comment events, such as labeling or assignments, a sign that the issue tracker
was used more heavily. While Scrum explicitly calls for a role that mainly writes
and prioritizes user stories, the Product Owner [23], Kanban does not. We had thus
hypothesized that introducing Kanban would result in higher engagement by the
entire team with the list of outstanding work items, instead of teams mostly relying
on the PO to maintain it. However, the percentage of issues opened and closed by the
same person, see the last column of Table 7, was surprisingly low even in the Scrum
courses, with only 43% and 58% in course installments 2013/14 and 2014/15. These
numbers did not differ significantly for the Kanban courses. While these results do
not support our original hypothesis on team engagement with user stories, they
represent opportunities for future work on how agile student teams interact with
user stories and work item backlogs in collaboration with a Product Owner role.
By analyzing software development data created by students, which is already
produced during regular development activities, we were able to uncover areas
where some of our assumptions on student behavior regarding the adoption of
different agile software development methodologies were confirmed and some were
refuted. These areas will serve as a basis for future improvements to the course.
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5 Related Work
A variety of specialized data sources have been analyzed in previous work in order
to gain insights into student behaviors in computer science courses.
Wilson and Shrock [26] employed a survey to determine factors that promote
success in an introductory computer science course. They examined twelve factors of
which comfort level, math, and attribution to luck for success/failure were the most
important for predicting student scores. Similarly, Bennedsen and Caspersen [3]
attempted to help improve students’ learning premises by collecting data on the
emotional and social factors of students in a survey. They collected data on the
factors of perfectionism, self-esteem, coping tactics, affective states, and optimism.
While surveys can be used to collect data on arbitrary factors, depending on which
questions are used, entirely different ways of collecting student data have also been
explored. Keen and Etzkorn [7] analyzed the complexity of teachers’ lecture notes,
the buzzword density, i.e. the amount of Computer Science domain-specific words
divided by the total number of words in the lecture, to predict grades. Ashenafi et al.
used data created by students during course activities, namely the results of several
semi-automated peer-assessment tasks throughout the semester, to build a linear
regression model for predicting final grades [2].

6 Conclusion
Employed processes need to be maintained and monitored to ensure that teams
employ a process that works for every team member and the team’s context. This is
also true in university, where courses need to be continuously adapted to changes
in requirements, such as industry shifts and technology advancements. Feedback
to educators on curriculum design usually takes the form of end-of-term surveys
or questionnaires on specific course aspects. However, techniques from the field of
Educational Data Mining can be employed to gain insights into student teams and
their reactions to changes in curricula that go beyond those possible with surveys.
This research presents our approach to analyze development artifacts to achieve this
goal. We analyzed the software development artifacts of student teams from five
university undergraduate software development courses, which teach different agile
development methodologies. Surveys with participants revealed positive attitudes
towards the course and changing the employed development methodology during
the course from Scrum to Kanban. However, surveys were not able to ascertain the
degree to which students had adapted their workflows accurately. Therefore, we
propose an approach of analyzing the software development data created by students during regular project work activities, specifically user stories and commits
to a version control system, as an additional dimension of analysis. While this data
serves a primary purpose in communication between team members, it also represents information that can be collected and analyzed to generate insights into a
team’s behavior during project work.
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Software modularity is a quality that determines how fluently individual parts of
a system can vary and be understood if taken by themselves. Modularity tends to
degrade during program evolution – old concepts get entangled with code introduced into their modules, while new concepts end up being scattered over many
existing modules. This process, which we call architectural drift, makes programs
more difficult to understand and more expensive to maintain.
Our research aims at creating tools to overcome these obstacles and helping
programmers understand and effectively manipulate a system in the presence of
architectural drift. We research probabilistic models that recover and relate the underlying concepts from source code repositories and evaluate them on a large-scale
dataset to assess how well they perform in clustering, recommendation, and information retrieval tasks. We proceed to explore how programming environments
can be improved by a concept-oriented representation of a system. We argue that
better understanding and continuous feedback on modularity eventually helps to
improve software quality in the long run.

1 Introduction
Software modularity is a quality that determines how fluently individual parts (modules) of a system can vary and be understood if taken by themselves. It contributes
to lower maintenance costs by preventing requirement changes from propagating
through the system, helping programmers understand a system, increasing testability, helping teams work independently on different parts, and a wide range of other
effects.
Problem statement Modularity tends to degrade during program evolution – old
concepts get entangled with code introduced into their modules, while new concepts
end up being scattered over many existing modules. Several factors contribute to
this so called architectural drift: The programming language may lack mechanisms
to express a concept modularly, the existing architecture cannot accommodate a
new requirement, or management may prioritize short-term goals over long-term
maintainability.
Even in reasonably modularized systems, the inherent complexity increases the
risk of misunderstanding the underlying conceptual model or making design decisions with incomplete information.
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Architectural drift creates a reinforcing feedback loop in which a lack of understanding and bad maintainability causes programmers to add more scattered and
tangled code over time. It is an instance of technical debt that accumulates “interest”.
Architectural drift is often approached from a language design perspective, where
the objective is to make underlying programming languages more expressive to
better separate concepts. Examples include Aspect-oriented Programming (AOP) or
type systems. However, when architectural drift already manifests itself by driving
up the costs of change, retroactive approaches that improve program comprehension
and assist refactoring or re-modularization move into focus.
Goal Our research approaches the feedback loop at three different leverage points:
1. Metrics: Measure architectural drift to provide programmers with feedback
where and when modularity is degrading and to which degree and if countermeasures are effective
2. Reverse engineering: Help programmers discover which concepts are distributed
across which modules, how they interact in the system, and how they evolved
throughout the version history
3. Forward engineering: Support programmers in their choice of names, code locations to edit, refactorings, and other activities that can directly improve modularity
Approach Our approach is centered around finding a latent decomposition of a
software system into concepts through a machine learning process. Our notion of a
concept is derived from that of cognitive psychology, in which it constitutes a unit of
comprehension or – especially in software engineering – a unit of communication and
usually has one or more names used to refer to that concept and its constituents.
We propose a knowledge representation, referred to as concept model, that encodes
which concepts are in a system, where each individual concept is expressed in source
code, how they interact with each other, and which distinguishing names and features identify each concept. Possible extensions of such a model can also attribute
expert knowledge about certain concepts to individual programmers or teams, and
associate external artifacts, such as issues in a bug tracker, to concepts.
Integrating such a concept model into the programming toolchain can support all
three of the above objectives through continuous feedback:
• Modularity metrics can be obtained from measuring how much the current
system deviates from the inferred concept model, or how much an individual
change to the software contributes to that deviation
• The model, when properly visualized, can be explored by programmers to
gain a high-level understanding of the system, or queried for specific concepts
to see which code locations are affected from a change to that concept
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Figure 1: Illustration of two concepts (circles) that cut across multiple modules,
their locations in source code, and a relation between them

• The model can provide immediate support as programmers work, for example
in the form of refactoring recommendations that would improve modularity
and names that better fit the current conceptual context
Each type of feedback is explainable and actionable, e.g., placing code at the wrong
location does not only quantitatively impact a metric, but the model can always
explain which concepts have been confused or mixed, and recommend better locations.
When presented with a possibly misguiding explanation, expert programmers can
intervene, correct a mistake made by the model, and thus refine it on the fly.
We explored different types of probabilistic generative models, such as topic models, and their explanatory power with regard to a software system. We eventually
developed a graph-based model in which edges constitute observable relations in
source code, edit history, and at run-time, and a stochastic process that generates
such a graph from a set of interacting concepts. As with any probabilistic model,
our objective is to find a decomposition of the system into concepts that most likely
explains the observed graph.
Evaluation and Tooling To explore uses and evaluate effectiveness, we follow both
a qualitative and quantitative approach. The quantitative part focuses on evaluating
different versions of the concept model itself and comparing it with related work on
multi-view learning, topic modeling, and software recommender systems. Metrics
to compare how well a concept model captures the underlying structure of a system
are recently being researched, and one of our contributions will be a representative
evaluation data set extracted from more than 10 billion program modifications on
GitHub for change prediction and software artifact recommendation.
A future qualitative evaluation will be based on a modified concept-aware programming environment as described in [9] and study the effects of new tools on
program comprehension and modification tasks in a few case studies.
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2 Mining Concepts from Code
2.1 Background: Concepts and Names
Origins In cognitive sciences and philosophy, a concept is often described as a
mental representation (or placeholder) for a set of instances and expectations. For
example, the concept of a “tree” can represent the set of real-world plants with
certain shape, creates the ability to imagine a protoypical tree, allows us to recognize
a tree if we see one, and evokes expectations, e.g., branches of certain size support a
person’s weight. Most concepts carry a specific vocabulary, e.g., the tree concept is
associated with words like branch, root, and leaf.
Concepts in programming In programming, concepts appear in two different
kinds: First, there are computational concepts provided by the programming and execution environment. They include types, operations, memory and process abstractions, etc. They also dictate how programmers can express the second kind: Domain
concepts that need to be engineered in a program to achieve its purpose. Domain concepts originate from requirements (e.g., business processes, users, documents, goods,
other systems, etc.) and appear in a program as named instances or combinations of
computational concepts.
The mapping between domain concepts and computational concepts is described
in literature as theory building [11] or concept assignment problem [4], and often the
only recognizable links are names. For example, the computational concept of a string
of characters has no meaning in any domain, but can be linked to the concept of a
phone number by assigning it to a variable named phoneNumber. Seeing this name and
having the associated concept in mind, programmers can have some expectations
how the string might be formatted and can imagine examples for such a string.
Similarly, seeing the names root and leaf invokes the tree concept again, this time
as a metaphor for a recursive data structure analogous to real-world trees.
High-level concepts In the context of this work, we are interested in larger highlevel concepts that have the potential to span multiple modules and, thereby, impede
program comprehension. Such concepts can include concrete domain subjects (user,
order, ...), other subsystems (database, services, ...), processes (user registration, booking,
...), and cross-cutting concerns (authorization, logging, ...). Their vocabularies span
dozens up to hundreds of distinct words, such that full-text search usually does not
suffice to find all participants of a complex system function and not every word can
be immediately associated with a concept.

2.2 Inferring Concept Models
Finding names Our first objective is to find the names that programmers have
chosen. Typical places include the names of variables, arguments, classes, methods,
fields, and types. Moreover, short strings or, in case the language has syntax for it,
symbols, carry meaning. They can be found as dictionary keys, in metaprogramming,
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error messages, etc. In Smalltalk and related languages there are category names used
to organize class members. Comments are of interest in future work, but excluded for
the moment, since we do not want to deal with the noise introduced by unrestricted
natural language.
Each of these lexical tokens can be constructed from multiple names, which justifies the decision to attach multiple concept labels to a single lexical token. Typical
examples are camel-case and underscore identifiers like isEmpty or open_file, or
Smalltalk’s multi-part messages at:put:, where each part can be camel-cased again.
Our analysis is not constrained to nouns, or even actual words, but builds an exhaustive vocabulary of potential names used in the source code.
Distributional Hypothesis In semantics, the distributional hypothesis states that two
lexical tokens that share meaning also share the same statistical distribution in a text
corpus. That means, they are more likely co-occurring (and co-missing) than two
unrelated tokens.
If the lexical tokens in a program are derived from concepts similarly as we refer to
concepts in text, the distributional hypothesis should hold for program source code
as well. For example, when a structure resembles a graph and programmers decide
to name the parts vertex and edge, they will be more frequently occurring together
than, e.g., vertex and password.
Abstraction and limitations of the Distributional Hypothesis A method or other
unit of modularity is typically not self-contained, i.e., it makes use of other units and
is being used by units building on top of it. This naturally limits the coherence of
names within a unit, since it tries to express one concept while internally depending
on vocabulary exposed by other concept’s interfaces, e.g., a stack using a list internally.
Such abstraction barriers still manifest themselves as highly correlated names,
and force different sides of the abstraction barrier into being labeled with the same
concept if we solely rely on the distributional hypothesis.
Abelson and Sussman [1] identified that programming environments typically
have three constituents: primitives, means of combination, and means of abstraction.
Means of combination include all operations on data (e.g. mathematical operators) as well as operations on operations (e.g. sequencing two statements, conditionally executing or repeating operations). Common means of abstraction are constant
and variable assignments, function/method definitions, and class/interface definitions. All abstractions define one or more (new) names in terms of (a combination of)
implementation-specific primitives or existing names, which gives us a new way of
how two names can be related.
We refine the distributional hypothesis in the context of a programming language
to mean that two names that share the same concept tend to be frequently combined,
and, if a concept A makes use of a different concept B, names from A will be more
frequently defined in terms of names from B.
LDA-Type Topic Modeling In a first step, we used topic modeling, a technique
that represents a set of text documents as mixture of high-level concepts which
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in turn consist of words. Probabilistically, topic models factorize the histogram of
words w in each document d, considered as a sample from a distribution P(w|d) ∝
∑t P(w|t) P(t|d) into a mixture of topics t for each document P(t|d) and a distribution
of words within each topic P(w|t) such that individual words which are correlated by
their meaning become conditionally independent given their topic. Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) treats both conditional distributions as multinomial distributions
with a Dirichlet prior [6] and each distribution can be easily approximated using
Gibbs Sampling [7].
By treating methods in source code as documents in the LDA model, we could
recover high-level concepts reasonably well, reproducing prior research of applying LDA to Java classes [8]. We can also assign single concepts to each name, for
example by choosing the most likely topic as concept argmaxt P(t|w, d) or by taking
the most frequent topic from the Gibbs sampling distribution. User feedback can
be incorporated by fixing specific names to a topic and re-running inference for the
unmodified names. However, several types of user feedback (e.g. re-ranking a name
inside a concept) are difficult to represent in LDA.
Limits of LDA-Type models and Abstraction-aware LDA We observed several
weaknesses in classic topic modeling emerging from independence assumptions
between documents, and also between topics. Units of modularity in source code
systematically introduce new vocabulary by defining it in terms of already known
vocabulary. We try to capture this abstraction and composition process with our
concept model. In an extension to LDA, we refined the generative model to consider concept transitions, i.e., defining a term of one concept using a term from
another concept, resulting in a more expressive model. Probabilistically, we introduce the topic or concept transition probability P(ti |t a ) to reflect the chance that a
term of abstraction concept t a is defined through or implemented by a term in implementation concept ti , and model the distribution of right-hand side identifiers (i.e.,
those which appear in the body of a variable or method definition) as P(wi |d) =
∑ti ∑ta P(wi |ti ) P(ti |t a ) P(t a |d), while left-hand side identifiers (i.e., method signatures or names being currently defined) in the same document are treated like they
belong to the abstraction, P(wa |d) = ∑ta P(wa |t a ) P(t a |d). The inference procedure
used for LDA is extended to accommodate for the new model parameters P(ti |t a ).
The model can now summarize large-scale interactions between concepts through its
transition matrix formed by all pairs in P(ti |t a ), but may collapse into the LDA model
with all P(ti |t a ) ≈ 1.0 if ti = t a else P(ti |t a ) ≈ 0.0 on a small code base. An additional
limitation is a slowdown of factor 2 to 3 compared to LDA since the number of latent
variables has doubled.
Graph-based Topic Modeling To better address the underlying structure of code
repositories, we designed a graph-based model, in which nodes are names and cooccurrence is represented by multi-edges between these names. By defining a stochastic process that generates a graph G = (V, E) in a way that two nodes get connected
when they play a role in the same concept, we can recover the most likely concept
that explains an edge and propagate this information to the adjacent nodes. Prob-
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abilistically, we add an edge n1 ↔ n2 between two nodes (names) n1 , n2 ∈ V with
probability P(n1 ↔ n2 ) = ∑c P(n1 |c) P(n2 |c) P(c), that means our concepts c represent, analogously to topics, a probability distribution over nodes. P(c) represents
the global proportions of concepts, there is no document-specific concept mixture.
We can infer the concept assignments ce for every edge e ∈ E (E is a multi-set) using
Gibbs sampling from a previously constructed co-occurrence graph. We can obtain a
single concept for every name n by looking for the concept that most likely generated
the majority of adjacent edges.
In our implementation, we define co-occurrence, and thus whether we add an edge
to the graph, by two names being combined in the sense of [1], e.g., if a statement
applies a mathematical operator the value of two variables, then both variables are
co-occurring.
Graph-based Topic Modeling with Abstraction We extended this model by a
directed edge type n1 → n2 to encode abstraction; a directed edge is explained
by the first concept making use of the second one, analogously to our extended
distributional hypothesis:
P(n1 → n2 ) = ∑ca P(c a ) ∑ci P(ci |c a ) P(n1 |c a ) P(n2 |ci ). Hence, we obtain additional
model parameters P(ci |c a ) that quantify how an abstraction c a makes use of concept
ci for its implementation. The observation on which the model is trained includes
those directed edges whenever an abstract name n a is defined (from left-hand side
tokens or method signatures) in terms of another implementation-specific (from
right-hand side tokens or the method body) name ni .
A large benefit of this model is that it does not require the code to be sliced into
documents like in LDA-type models. New edge types can be added easily that encode
new concept relations, e.g. a directed edge type that models data flow, or edges
connecting program parts to other artifacts (e.g. comments or documentation).
Preliminary evaluation using coherence measures from Mimno et al. [10] indicate
that our graph-based models outperform LDA-type models when run on many small
“documents” or when fewer data is available, but inference is about 10 times more
memory and computation intensive. We are working towards a parallel, optimized
implementation of graph-based concept models that can run in real-time.
Modularity The distribution of concept labels in each module can be used to assess
the module’s coherence as well as the locality of the respective concept. Related
work dealing with an LDA-based modularity assessment proposes to use entropy
measures [8]. We can adapt this idea to the labeled names and define per-method
entropy as
H (m) = − ∑ p(c|m) log2 ( p(c|m))
c

With p(c|m) being the proportion of concept c with regard to all labels in module
m. The larger this number, the less coherent a module is with regard to naming. As
a refinement we could eliminate implementation-specific concept labels from the
analysis and only focus on the labels given to the method signatures. This would give
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us a measure for the entropy in a module’s interface and not consider the fan-out
caused by implementation details.
Using the same mechanism, we can quantify cross-cuttingness of a concept by
measuring its entropy across all modules:
H (c) = − ∑ p(m|c) log2 ( p(m|c)),
m

with p(m|c) given by Bayes’ Rule from previously computed p(c|m).
In combination with version control, we could track the entropy measures across
change sets and score each change according to whether it was an improvement
(decreasing H (m)) or a sign of deterioration (increasing H (m)). This difference
might become more apparent when versions with many changes in between are
being compared.
Programmatic Interface From tooling perspective, we are working on a reflection
interface that extends existing meta-programming facilities with mechanisms to retrieve and manipulate concepts of arbitrary program artifacts. This interface can be
used by tools, e.g., debuggers, browsers, and editors, to display concepts, sort or
group by concepts, and use visual hints such as ing to indicate concept correspondence. A key idea is to extend abstract syntax trees (ASTs) emitted by parsers and
used by a multitude of tools to further split each name into individual lexical subtokens (e.g., splitting camel case and underline-separated names off an identifier)
and provide an attribute that links these sub-tokens to their concept.

3 Related Work
DESIRE and DM-TAO An early instance of program-assisted concept assignment
was the DESIRE system [4]. It was founded on a model that distinguishes programming-oriented concepts (formal, unambiguous, data-manipulating) from humanoriented concepts (informal, possibly ambiguous, domain-based). Biggerstaff et
al. identified the mapping between them as a crucial part in program comprehension similar to Naur and highlighted that natural language tokens and proximity of
statements (including grouping, e.g., by linebreaks) are important to automatically
discover these links. Particularly interesting is their first approach to an intelligent
agent called DM-TAO that can both locate concepts in code and explain code in terms
of domain-model concepts, thereby serving two of our main use cases. It relied on
a semantic graph that, similar to a neural network, computes the likelihood of a
domain-model concept given observable syntactical and term-like features, can be
trained by user feedback and bootstrapped from an existing domain model.
Topic models on code The discipline of topic modeling, originally from the domain of natural language processing, has been applied to software in several circumstances. Linstead et al. [8] successfully applied LDA to a large repository of Java
source files to discover globally prevalent concepts. They also introduced entropy as
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a method to measure tangling and scattering of topics in the sense of aspect-oriented
programming. Saeidi et al. [12] refined LDA and included expert feedback in the
form of manually defined must-link and cannot-link constraints between names.
Asuncion et al. [3] extend topic modeling to related artifacts surrounding the programming environment. This allows information retrieval and software traceability
across large projects. Thomas et al. [16] propose to track topic evolution in source
code, especially the points in time where new concepts were introduced or removed,
by a specifically designed topic model. Binkley et al. [5] investigated LDA on source
code in detail and provided relevant insights that helped parametrize our own LDA
implementation as a first step towards automated concept assignment.
Kernel-based methods More recent research focuses on kernel-based learning to
capture code similarity, and improving the bag-of-words representation of software
modules to include other information, such as types, with lexical features [13]. Significant progress on integrating different views (source code, history, and call-graph)
using shared subspace learning to better capture semantic relatedness between modules is being made [yet unpublished].
Other statistical models Beyond topic modeling, the discipline of graph clustering
and community detection researches similar structures, such as the mixed-membership stochastic block model [2], which can be understood as a topic model on graphs.
The problem of structuring concepts in a hierarchy has been addressed for natural
language and images using a hierarchical Dirichlet process [15], but not yet applied
to source code.
Computational biology is concerned with detecting subsystems (analogous to concepts) in reaction pathways to understand and classify lifeforms in terms of these
subsystems. The models used to summarize reaction pathways into subsystems resemble modern topic and graph clustering models [14]. The fact that abstractions
(implementation details, interface) in programming resemble reactions in chemical pathways (reagents, products) makes these models partially applicable to our
domain.

4 Future Work
Given a way of distributing concept labels to each name, and also knowing abstractions and dependencies between concepts, we elaborate on our planned tool integration and quantitative evaluation.
Quantitative Evaluation We are facing the problem that we need to compare
graph-based models, topic models, and ideally related work from kernel-based and
other embedding methods. All three use different evaluation metrics throughout
literature, e.g., graph-based models often use modularity while topic models use
perplexity.
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To construct better metrics that capture how well a model captures the underlying
semantics of a system, we are currently building a data set from about 10 billion Git
commits obtained from GitHub that includes not only source code, but also history
and meta-data.
The data set is currently designed for the following evaluation scenarios:
Clustering Using a concept model for clustering can determine how well it captures
semantic relatedness of existing modules. We cluster a range of well structured
software systems using a top-down approach based on the most likely decomposition according to the probabilistic models. We then compare and measure
their path distance (PD) to the real architecture. A variation of this experiment
would use hierarchical clustering to better compare to non-probabilistic related
work.
Change Prediction We use the concept model and related models to recommend
likely code locations that are related to a code change. We compare the recommendations to actual modifications that have been made throughout the
version history using standard measures, such as area under ROC curve.
Refactoring Recommendation When commits explicitly intend to improve a code
base, we plan to measure if a concept model rates the result of a modification as more desirable than the original version and identify cases in which
programmer and model opinion diverge.
Name Suggestion Our model is capable of estimating the probability of names
within an arbitrary context and thereby can be used to recommend identifier
names or re-rank code completion suggestions. We can construct incomplete
test data from complete source code and measure how well our model could
auto-complete identifiers or select the right name from a list of proposals.
Depending on the preliminary results of the above evaluation we plan to extend the
framework to measure model stability, e.g., how fast inferred concepts shift with each
program version, and how modularity assessed using the concept model compares
to a wide range of other software metrics aimed at locating maintainability issues.
Concept-augmented Class Diagram We propose to introduce a new tool to explore the program at concept-level and address the information needs stated above.
The design studies in Figure 2 and 3 show a class diagram with color-coded concepts. Selecting a concept from the top highlights methods which have a majority
of names labeled with this concept, making clear where the concept is prevalent. It
should be possible to collapse or hide classes not concerned with the selected concepts, since class diagrams tend to use up a lot of space for larger systems. Even if
not selected, the other concepts are indicated by color markers alongside modules,
they might as well show proportions rather than just a binary indicator, but with
many concepts such miniature charts might get cluttered. A major challenge will be
automated layouting, such that classes related by concept are arranged closer to each
other. For a user-layouted class diagram, we can provide linting, e.g., assessing how
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Figure 2: A class diagram with a selected concept. Concepts are represented as
colored collection of relevant names, the corresponding parts of the program
are highlighted using this color. Links to implementation-specific concepts are
shown. Each module has colored indicators to show which additional concepts
it is dealing with.

Figure 3: The same class diagram as in Figure 2 with a different selected concept
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well the spatial grouping of classes reflects concepts and help re-arrange a diagram
for better readability.
Concept-aware Browser and Editor For less explorative tasks or tasks requiring
programming, the standard code browser and editor can be augmented to support
first-class concepts in multiple ways. Similar to the class view, we can use colorcoding to indicate relatedness of certain modules to a given concept. Concepts should
be available anywhere, e.g., by selecting any identifier within the source code the
editor should explain which concepts this identifier is labeled with (e.g., by showing
a colored indicator near the identifier and some names associated with it). Interacting
with any colored concept indicator, e.g., by hovering or clicking, should highlight
every part of the program that belongs to the same concept.
Besides color-coding, the editor may warn programmers when they use names
that are inconsistent with the context.

Figure 4: Code completion is scoped to a concept and additionally proposes completions from related concepts. When a concept transition is detected, code
completion updates its concept context accordingly.

Concerning code completion, each typed name indicates what concept programmers are dealing with. Combined with the context (e.g., concepts in the currently
active method and class), code completion can prefer those names that are either
inside the concept, or in frequently used related concepts, like illustrated in Figure 4
(top). When a transition into another concept is detected, e.g., because a specific
implementation detail uses a different concept, syntax completion can snap into that
concept again, as in Figure 4 (bottom). This can be combined with traditional code
completion ranking mechanisms, such as type inference and most-recently-used
heuristics, but details on the exact mechanism need to be explored and tested yet.
Debugger A common challenge with debugging complex systems in graphical
debuggers is that the call stack does not reflect abstractions in the original program
design. Especially highly modular architecture expands to a call stack that slices
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through a high number of abstractions which are likely unrelated to the problem at
hand.
First-class concepts can help to structure a debugging session, since they can collapse call frames that belong to unrelated concepts, or at least mark the relevant
ones.
Since modern debuggers have access to live objects in the running program, there
is the opportunity to arrange or retrieve them by their concept.
Version Control With modern version control systems, changes can be tracked in
small increments and attributed to their author. When reviewing individual change
sets, the difference in terms of concepts (e.g., how many labels of each concept have
been removed or added) may already give away what the code change was about.
By aggregating the number of concept labels affected per author, we can compute
what each author is an expert for.
Including Programmers’ Feedback All of our designs rely on the fact that concepts
detected using topic-modeling and similar techniques group names in a way that
they are recognizable as coherent concept by humans. Since they only make use of
artifacts created by programmers, they can only better arrange information that is
already there, but not recover parts of the programmers’ mental model that were
never encoded in the program.
At any point where concept labels appear, experts should be able to correct the
current label. This may trigger a cascade of automated updates trying to optimize
the remaining, automatically chosen labels to reflect the change made by the expert.
Other operations on concepts that we want to support include:
• Merge two concepts. This is simple, as each label of the second concept can just
flip its color to the first concept.
• Automatically split a concept. This requires computing an optimal split, where
each sub-concept retains the highest possible coherence while making sure
that the names with the lowest semantic similarity are put into different subconcepts.
• Manually split a concept. Experts drag and drop names into a new concept
(similar to [12]). The environment may recommend additional names to move
to the new concept, e.g., those that have high co-occurrence with the ones
already moved.
• Shuffle a set of concepts. This might be the last resort when automated concept allocation fails. The good concepts remain fixed and the (randomized)
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algorithm is re-run on the remaining concepts, probably finding a different
solution.1
An interesting challenge manifests itself when concept-aware reflection facilities
or client tools are used by multiple, collaborating developers. In a fully automated
setting, the assignment algorithm may be tuned to compute the same results for each
identical working copy of a shared repository. When decentralized expert feedback
is taken into account, we need a way to synchronize concept assignments, for example, by serializing them into code comments or files managed by version control.
Alternatively, a repository of concepts and their lexical features can be maintained
independently from version control, feedback would be submitted to this repository,
and automated analyses on different code bases can re-use this “crowd-sourced”
knowledge.
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Language implementation frameworks aim to provide everything that is needed
to build interpreters, simplify the process by making certain design decisions in
advance, and suggest implementation strategies to virtual machine creators.
Truffle, for example, is a language implementation framework designed for
building Abstract Syntax Tree interpreters that run on top of the GraalVM. Various programming languages have already been implemented in Truffle including
SOMns, a Newspeak implementation in the tradition of Smalltalk and Self. However, an implementation of a traditional Smalltalk system is missing.
In this paper, we propose an approach for a fast Squeak/Smalltalk implementation in Truffle for the GraalVM. Our implementation GraalSqueak aims to provide
full compatibility to existing Squeak/Smalltalk images including support for its
programming environment and its unique language features. Although Truffle’s
warmup behavior has noticeable side-effects on the responsiveness of the programming environment, an early version of GraalSqueak already achieves competitive
run-time performance in micro benchmarks.

1 Introduction
Implementing virtual execution environments for dynamic programming languages
is a comprehensive activity when done from scratch. It is not only necessary to
implement common components such as a parser, interpreter, or garbage collector,
but also common optimizations for dynamic languages such as a just-in-time (jit)
compiler. Language implementation frameworks such a RPython [1] and Truffle [24]
have become more and more popular as they allow language implementors to use a
high-level language and provide useful and reusable components and optimization
mechanisms.
These frameworks, however, often enforce certain implementation styles because
they are usually designed to support a specific kind of interpretation model. For
example, RPython [1], a language implementation framework maintained as part of
the PyPy project [21], is mainly used to implement bytecode interpreters, because
its tracing jit compiler is most suited to operate on bytecode. Oracle’s Truffle framework [24], on the other hand, is designed for implementing Abstract Syntax Tree
(ast) interpreters and its jit compiler applies ast node rewriting and partial evaluation
to significantly increase run-time performance of corresponding interpreters.
In this paper, we present GraalSqueak, a Squeak/Smalltalk [12] implementation
for the GraalVM [24]. Squeak/Smalltalk is a Smalltalk dialect derived from the
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Smalltalk-80 language specification [10] and GraalVM is the runtime environment
for Truffle language implementations. With SOMns [16], a Smalltalk-like interpreter
implemented in Truffle already exists. However, it operates entirely on asts as it
is not image-based like traditional Smalltalk-80 systems and can therefore be well
optimized by the GraalVM. GraalSqueak, on the other hand, aims to be fully compatible with Squeak/Smalltalk images including its programming environment and
Smalltalk language features such as sender chain modifications and full reflective
access. Some of these language features are unique to Smalltalk and for that reason
harder to implement in Truffle than others.
In the following section 2, we introduce Squeak/Smalltalk as well as Truffle and
the GraalVM ecosystem. Then, we present concepts and implementation strategies
for Smalltalk-specific features that are especially hard to implement in Truffle in
section 3. Afterwards, we give an overview over the implementation of GraalSqueak
and highlight some design decisions in section 4. In section 5, we then evaluate the
performance of GraalSqueak before discussing our approach in section 6 and related
work in section 7. Finally, we conclude the paper in section 8 and give an outlook to
future work.

2 Context
In this section, we introduce Squeak/Smalltalk as well as the GraalVM and the Truffle
framework which we used to build GraalSqueak.

2.1 Squeak/Smalltalk
Squeak/Smalltalk [12] is a Smalltalk dialect derived from the Smalltalk-80 language
specification [10]. It was originally developed by Alan Kay, Dan Ingalls, and others,
most of which were also part of the Xerox PARC Learning Research Group which
designed Smalltalk-80. The default framework for Squeak’s graphical user interface
(ui) is Morphic [14], which originally was developed for the Self programming language [22]. Over the years, many projects have evolved from Squeak/Smalltalk including Newspeak [6], Etoys [9, 13], Scratch [19], Pharo [4], and Babelsberg/S [11].

2.2 Truffle and GraalVM
GraalVM [24] is a multi-language runtime environment and based on the Java Virtual
Machine (JVM). Its main component is the Graal compiler which performs ast node
rewriting and partial evaluation to produce specialized machine code. The compiler
can be used as a jit compiler at run-time or for ahead-of-time (aot) compilation as
part of the SubstrateVM project [23].
Truffle [24] is a language implementation framework for building ast interpreters
that run on top of the GraalVM. It not only allows language implementors to define
ast nodes that can then be processed by the Graal compiler, but also to fine-tune
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Figure 1: A bytecode stream and a sequence of ast nodes

the compiler with various hints. Moreover, it provides various profiling and caching
mechanisms as well as optimized data structures that can be used to further improve
run-time performance.

3 Approach
In this section, we propose an approach for implementing Squeak/Smalltalk in
the Truffle framework. This includes implementation strategies to model Squeak/
Smalltalk concepts in Truffle as well as language-specific performance optimizations.

3.1 Building a Bytecode Interpreter with Truffle
The Smalltalk-80 language specification includes a well-defined bytecode set that a
Virtual Machine (vm) needs to implement to execute Smalltalk code. Since Squeak/
Smalltalk is derived from this specification, a Truffle-based interpreter needs to support its bytecode set. However, Truffle only operates on ast nodes, so an ast needs to
be produced from Squeak/Smalltalk bytecode. This can be done by decompiling its
bytecode. Squeak/Smalltalk comes with a decompiler, but since it is implemented in
Smalltalk and runs within the image, it is unavailable on interpreter-level. Although
porting this decompiler to Truffle is relatively straightforward, it would add significant complexity to the interpreter. More importantly, compatibilty breaks in case the
Squeak/Smalltalk compiler is changed since the vm now depends on in-image code
because of a ported decompiler.
A better approach to implement a Smalltalk bytecode interpreter is to transform
bytecode into a stream of ast nodes as depicted in Figure 1. For this, each bytecode
is represented as a node and connected with one or, in the case of a jump, with two
successor nodes which results in a linked list of ast nodes with jump pointers. Truffle
and the Graal compiler, however, need additional hints to efficiently execute such
asts. These hints will be discussed in more detail in section 4.2.
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3.2 Providing Support for Squeak/Smalltalk Context Objects
Unlike many other programming languages, Smalltalk languages including Squeak/
Smalltalk expose execution information as Context objects and it is possible to fully
modify these objects. This, for example, allows an implementation of exception handling to be self-contained in Smalltalk because it is possible to jump from one context
to another by modifying a context’s sender.
Since this is not a common mechanism, sender modification is not supported by
Truffle’s Frame implementation. Because Truffle and Graal heavily optimize asts, they
try to avoid materialization of these Frame objects if possible. Similar to Deutsch and
Schiffman [7], we propose to use different representations (volatile, stable, hybrid)
for Squeak/Smalltalk Context objects in Truffle. When such a Context object is not
required, it is not allocated at all. We call this a fully virtualized context (volatile).
When execution information is requested, it can be reconstructed from the corresponding Truffle frame. In case the execution context needs to be fully mutable, the
vm allocates a fully materialized context (stable). Otherwise, a hybrid context is allocated if a method modifies only parts of a volatile context. In this case a context
consists of a materialized Truffle Frame as well as a pointer array that overlays this
frame. If, for example, the method is changed, it will be stored within this array and
this array has precedence over values stored inside the frame object. This is also
the case when the sender is replaced. Additionally, the Truffle frames need to be
unwound as they no longer correspond to Squeak/Smalltalk’s Context chain. This
is an expensive operation, especially when always unwinding all frames. When this
happens as part of the exception handling mechanism, for example, the new sender
is likely to be part of the chain of Truffle frames. Therefore, unwinding can stop as
soon as the new sender is found to minimize performance degradation.

3.3 Primitives and VM Plugins
Alongside a bytecode set definition, Smalltalk-80 also defines a set of language primitives. The most important primitives are numbered, but they can also be named and
additional primitives can be provided through a plugin mechanism. To implement
these primitives in Truffle, we suggest to use a dedicated node subclass as well as
a Java annotation for storing primitive indexes and names. More importantly, the
allocation of new frames should be avoided by eagerly detecting and evaluating
these primitive nodes within the parent frame. Only if a primitive fails, a new calltarget should be allocated and activated. This is a common performance optimization
which has also improved performance in GraalSqueak significantly.
A crucial vm plugin is the BitBlt plugin which is responsible for drawing the ui
on a canvas by providing bulk operations for modifying bitmaps. This plugin provides only few primitives, but their implementation is complex as it supports a great
number of different so-called combination rules for mixing two bitmaps into one.
The original sources of the BitBlt plugin are written in Slang, a Smalltalk subset that
can be transpiled to C. These sources, however, can also be used inside an image
for simulating loading other images for development and debugging purposes [18].
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Similar to RSqueak/VM [8], we propose to use the simulation code from within the
vm. This allows a very simple implementation of the BitBlt plugin. The BitBlt code,
although not part of the vm code base, is still complex and can take relatively long
to be partially evaluated by Graal. Therefore, we propose another hybrid implementation that we call partial primitives. First, we analyzed which operations within the
BitBlt plugin are used most often and take the most time to run. Since primitives are
implemented as nodes, we can provide optimized code for the most common operations using specializations and appropriate guards. An example will be discussed
in more detail in section 4.3.

4 Implementation
In this section, we give an overview over the implementation of GraalSqueak 0.4.0
and highlight the most interesting design decisions. The source code of GraalSqueak
is available on GitHub.1

4.1 High-level Overview
GraalSqueak’s code base is organized similarly to other Truffle languages and can
be built, tested, and used with the mx 2 command-line tool. The core project and
Java package is called de.hpi.swa.graal.squeak and contains approximately 21k
SLOC which implement the interpreter. Other projects contain tests and various
boilerplate code required by Truffle. The image reader supports 32-bit and 64-bit
Squeak/Smalltalk images using the Spur image format [8]. The VMMaker package 3
needs to be present in an image if opened in headful mode, as it contains the BitBlt
simulation code. The test suite has only few test cases for testing specific parts of
the vm. The most important test case, however, is called SqueakSUnitTest and runs
Squeak/Smalltalk’s tests within an image which covers most of GraalSqueak’s code
base and gives good feedback on its compatibility. GraalSqueak is automatically built
and tested on different Java Development Kits (jdks) for each commit using Travis
CI.

4.2 Implementing the Bytecode Interpreter
GraalSqueak’s bytecode interpreter is implemented by the ExecuteContextNode.
This node contains two interpreter loops: an optimized bytecode loop for executing
a method from scratch (startBytecode) as well as a non-optimized version which
is used when a method is resumed (resumeBytecode). This way, we can avoid that
resumed methods are being optimized by Graal’s partial evaluator.

1 https://github.com/hpi-swa/graalsqueak/releases

(last accessed 2018-10-18).
(last accessed 2018-10-18).
3 http://source.squeak.org/VMMaker/ (last accessed 2018-10-18).
2 https://github.com/graalvm/mx
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@ExplodeLoop(kind = ExplodeLoop.LoopExplosionKind.MERGE_EXPLODE)
void startBytecode(VirtualFrame frame) {
CompilerAsserts.compilationConstant(bytecodeNodes.length);
int pc = 0; int backJumpCounter = 0;
AbstractBytecodeNode node = bytecodeNodes[pc];
try {
while (pc >= 0) {
CompilerAsserts.partialEvaluationConstant(pc);
if (node instanceof ConditionalJumpNode) {
ConditionalJumpNode jumpNode = (ConditionalJumpNode) node;
boolean condition = jumpNode.executeCondition(frame);
if (jumpNode.getCountingConditionProfile().profile(condition)) {
int successor = jumpNode.getJumpSuccessor();
if (CompilerDirectives.inInterpreter() && successor <= pc) {
backJumpCounter++;
}
pc = successor; node = bytecodeNodes[pc]; continue;
} else {
int successor = jumpNode.getNoJumpSuccessor();
if (CompilerDirectives.inInterpreter() && successor <= pc) {
backJumpCounter++;
}
pc = successor; node = bytecodeNodes[pc]; continue;
}
} else if (node instanceof UnconditionalJumpNode) {
UnconditionalJumpNode jumpNode = (UnconditionalJumpNode) node;
int successor = jumpNode.getJumpSuccessor();
if (CompilerDirectives.inInterpreter() && successor <= pc) {
backJumpCounter++;
}
pc = successor; node = bytecodeNodes[pc]; continue;
} else {
final int successor = getGetSuccessorNode().executeGeneric(frame,
,→
node);
getUpdateInstructionPointerNode().executeUpdate(frame,
,→
successor);
try { node.executeVoid(frame); } catch (NonLocalReturn nlr) { /*
,→
... */ }
pc = successor; node = bytecodeNodes[pc]; continue;
}
}
} finally {
LoopNode.reportLoopCount(this, backJumpCounter);
}
}

Figure 2: Optimized bytecode loop with hints for the Graal compiler
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Figure 2 shows a simplified and self-contained version of the optimized bytecode
loop including appropriate annotations for the Graal compiler. These are now explained in more detail.
The @ExplodeLoop annotation in line 1 of Figure 2 instructs the compiler to unroll
loops. In our case, it uses the MERGE_EXPLODE strategy which is designed especially
for bytecode interpreters as it tries to explode all loops while merging copies of the
loop body that have identical state. Next, we assert that the number of bytecodes is
constant per method instance (line 3) and fetch the first bytecode node. Then, the
actual interpreter loop begins with a check that the program counter is reduced to
a constant during the partial evaluation phase (line 8). Afterwards, there are three
options how control flow can continue.
First, if the node is a conditional jump node, the condition is being executed (line
11). Each conditional jump node maintains a probability value that represents how
often the condition is true or false as part of a counting condition profile provided
by Truffle. This profile is invoked on the condition result in line 12. Afterwards,
the next program counter is determined depending on whether the condition was
true or false (line 13 and 19). If executed in the interpreter and if the successor
is smaller than the current program counter, a backJumpCounter is incremented. This
backJumpCounter is reported to the compiler through the LoopNode::reportLoopCount
API on method exit as part of the finally block in line 40. This information is used
in Truffle’s optimization heuristics to further improve the compilation process. Lastly,
the successor becomes the current program counter and the interpreter loop continues with the next bytecode.
Second and in the case of an unconditional jump, the next program counter is
fetched and analyzed for backward jumps if running is interpreted (line 26 to 31).
Otherwise, the bytecode is executed exactly as in the non-optimized version of
the loop: the next program counter is determined (line 33) and stored in case it is
requested through Squeak/Smalltalk’s context object (line 34). Then, the node is
fully executed in a try-catch block to handle NonLocalReturn correctly. Finally, the
next bytecode node is fetched.
The Javadocs for the different Truffle hints provide further information on how
they work or can be used, yet are unable to fully explain how to use them in combination with others or how exactly the Graal compiler benefits from them.

4.3 Partial Primitives
Many of Squeak/Smalltalk’s primitive methods provide Smalltalk fallback code
which is executed in case a primitive fails in the vm. This mechanism makes it possible to speed up computation-heavy operations if supported by the vm without
breaking compatibility.
We believe the notion of specializations in Truffle provides an elegant way to
implement only certain code paths which gives vm builder more flexibility.
As an example, we demonstrate how GraalSqueak implements the BitBlt plugin
which is used for drawing the ui onto a canvas. A full reimplementation of the BitBlt
plugin in Truffle would require a significant amount of work which we believe is
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class BitBltPlugin extends AbstractPrimitiveFactoryHolder {
@SqueakPrimitive(name = "primitiveCopyBits")
abstract static class PrimCopyBitsNode extends AbstractPrimitiveNode
,→ {
// Constructor omitted for brevity.
Object executeCopy(VirtualFrame frame, PointersObject receiver,
Object sourceForm, Object destForm) {
return executeCopy(
frame, receiver, receiver.at0(BIT_BLT.COMBINATION_RULE),
receiver.at0(BIT_BLT.SOURCE_FORM),
,→
receiver.at0(BIT_BLT.DEST_FORM));
}

11
12

13

abstract Object executeCopy(VirtualFrame frame, PointersObject
,→
receiver,
Object combinationRule, Object sourceForm, Object destForm);

14
15

16
17

18
19
20
21
22
23

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

@Specialization(guards={"combinationRule == 24",
,→
"is32BitForm(sourceForm)",
"is32BitForm(destForm)"})
Object doCombinationRule24(VirtualFrame frame, PointersObject
,→
receiver,
long combinationRule, Object sourceForm, Object destForm) {
// Apply combinationRule 24 to destForm using sourceForm...
}
// More specializations for other combinationRules...
@Fallback
Object fallbackToSimulation(VirtualFrame frame, PointersObject
,→
receiver,
Object combinationRule, Object sourceForm, Object destForm) {
// Fall back to in-image simulation code for BitBlt...
}
boolean is32BitForm(PointersObject target) {
return (long) target.at0(FORM.DEPTH) == 32;
}
}
}

Figure 3: Simplified implementation of a partial primitive for BitBlt
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unnecessary. When profiling calls into the plugin, we notice that only few code paths
are activated often and only some of them are slow in performance as they are slow
to execute or slow to compile. Truffle specializations allow us to implement these
kind of primitives and entire plugins partially.
Figure 3 shows a simplified implementation of a partial primitiveCopyBits primitive in GraalSqueak. The @SqueakPrimitive is used to defined the name of the
primitive while the module name is derived from the class name. Therefore, this
primitive is triggered by a Smalltalk method starting with:
copyBits
<primitive: 'primitiveCopyBits' module: 'BitBltPlugin' error:
,→
ec>
"Fallback Smalltalk code...".

The node’s entry method is defined in line 5 to 10 which simply extracts combination rule, source form, and destination form from the receiver and then calls the
abstract method in lines 12 and 13. This method is automatically generated by Truffle’s annotation processor. Its implementation first tries to call the specialization
doCombinationRule24, otherwise it falls back to fallbackToSimulation. The specialization has three guards (line 15 to 16) which ensure that the combination rule of
the receiver is 24 and that both Form objects have a depth of 32-bit. Only in this case
the partial Java port of the primitive is activated (line 19) while in all other cases, the
simulation code is called (line 25).

5 Evaluation
In this section, we compare GraalSqueak 0.4.0 with the OpenSmalltalkVM (tag
201810071412), the standard vm for Squeak/Smalltalk, and RSqueak/VM (commit
533c836e) in terms of run-time performance. For this, we run the Are-We-Fast-Yet
micro benchmark suite [15] with ReBench 4 in the same 64-bit 5 Squeak/Smalltalk
trunk image (update level: 18163) on the same hardware, a Dell PowerEdge 2950
(CPU: 2.33GHz Intel Xeon CPU E5410; Memory: 8x4GB DDR2-667MHz SDRAM
ECC). The benchmark results, however, should still be taken with a grain of salt as
neither memory consumption nor CPU time were measured. Compared to OpenSmalltalkVM and RSqueak/VM which both run on a single CPU core, GraalSqueak on
GraalVM uses multiple Truffle compiler threads by default and can easily consume
two gigabytes of memory in case of a 50 megabyte image.
The benchmark results are shown in Figure 4. In six of 12 micro benchmarks, GraalSqueak performs worse than OpenSmalltalkVM. The worst case is the DeltaBlue

4 https://github.com/smarr/ReBench

(last accessed 2018-10-18).

5 RSqueak/VM does not support 64-bit Spur images yet, so we had to use an equivalent 32-bit

version. Nonetheless, the corresponding results should be comparable as RSqueak/VM
always operates in 64-bit mode independently of the image.
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Figure 4: Are-We-Fast-Yet benchmark results in seconds (lower is better)

benchmark which runs approximately 9.14x slower on GraalSqueak. Its performance
is comparable to the standard Squeak/Smalltalk vm in another four benchmarks.
However, it is faster when running the NBody (+1.74x) and Sieve benchmarks
(+1.68x). Compared to RSqueak/VM, it is faster, often significantly, in half of the
benchmark suite, and slower or comparable in the other half. Although this benchmark was performed on an early version of GraalSqueak, its overall performance is
already competitive with the two other Smalltalk vms.

6 Discussion
In this section, we discuss our approach and GraalSqueak. The main goal was to get
the programming system up and running which GraalSqueak is capable of. This,
however, requires a fully functional interpreter with support for many primitives
including the ones provided by the BitBlt plugin. In a Squeak/Smalltalk trunk image
(update level: 18163), about 274 of 374 SUnit test cases (73.26%) pass on GraalSqueak
0.4.0. Most of the failing tests target primitives that are not yet implemented (e.g.
SqueakSSL primitives). GraalSqueak’s code base consists of roughly 22,5k SLOC
which is comparable to RSqueak/VM (approximately 21,3k SLOC) which in turn is
written in PyPy’s language implementation framework RPython.
With regard to run-time performance, we believe GraalSqueak still has potential as
performance has been a secondary goal so far. One performance bottleneck, for example, is its internal representation for BoxedFloat64 objects which are used in 32-bit
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Squeak/Smalltalk images. Furthermore, Truffle is known for slow warmup times [2]
which are especially noticeable when opening the programming environment. The
reason for this is that the Graal compiler needs seconds, sometimes minutes to compile important code paths that are responsible for drawing the ui which results in
poor response times in the first seconds. Responsiveness significantly improves over
time while the user interacts with the environment.
GraalSqueak can also be compiled into a standalone binary with SubstrateVM.
Although SubstrateVM improves warmup times as promised, an aot-compiled GraalSqueak binary is not yet able to provide snappy response times. More importantly,
peak-performance is negatively effected. One reason for this could be that its garbage
collector is currently unable to handle the allocation of many small objects well,
which happens continuously in Squeak/Smalltalk.

7 Related Work
In this section, we present related work and compare it to our work on GraalSqueak.
OpenSmalltalkVM and Sista The OpenSmalltalkVM [17] is the default vm for
Squeak/Smalltalk and variations of it include Sista [3] which stands for “Speculative
Inlining SmallTalk Architecture”. Instead of optimizing code purely on vm-level,
the vm provides an API which can be used from inside a Smalltalk environment to
retrieve profiling information. This information can then be used to apply optimizations on image-level which can also be persisted when saving the image. Compared
to GraalSqueak, the OpenSmalltalkVM comes with its own jit compiler, garbage
collector, and other components which need to be maintained as part of the project.
RSqueak/VM RSqueak/VM [5] is an alternative interpreter for Squeak/Smalltalk
and written in the language implementation framework RPython [1]. Therefore, it
leverages the same meta-tracing jit compiler that is also used in PyPy to optimize
its bytecode loop. GraalSqueak, on the other hand, uses the Graal compiler which
performs node rewriting and partial evaluation.
SOMns SOMns [16] is an implementation of the Newspeak language [6] in Truffle.
Since it is completely file-based, it does not provide compatibility with image-based
Newspeak and traditional Smalltalk systems. In contrast, GraalSqueak is designed
to be compatible with existing Squeak/Smalltalk images and is able to display the
programming environment. It also supports language features such as sender modifications and provides various vm plugins.
Sulong Sulong [20] is a bytecode-based interpreter for LLVM bitcode, written in
Truffle, and maintained by Oracle Labs as part of the GraalVM project. Its bytecode loop employs similar Truffle hints as GraalSqueak to support the compiler in
optimizing run-time performance.
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8 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we presented an approach as well as and an implementation of a fast
Squeak/Smalltalk vm in Truffle for the GraalVM. The vm uses a bytecode interpreter to provide full compatibility to the language specification. Although Truffle
is designed for implementing ast interpreters, GraalSqueak achieves good run-time
performance because it provides appropriate hints for the Graal compiler. Moreover,
the vm uses different internal representations for providing support of Smalltalk
Context objects to further improve performance. Instead of implementing all primitives including the ones provided by the BitBlt plugin for drawing purposes, we
demonstrated how only certain code paths can be accelerated with partial primitives
implemented as node specializations in Truffle. A benchmark demonstrated that
GraalSqueak’s run-time performance is competitive compared to OpenSmalltalkVM,
the standard vm for Squeak/Smalltalk, as well as RSqueak/VM, an RPython-based
vm employing PyPy’s jit.
In the future, we want to further increase performance as there is still potential for
improvements. A closer look at micro benchmarks and at the benchmark results are
good starting points. Additionally, it would be interesting to develop a benchmark
to measure the responsiveness of Squeak/Smalltalk’s ui as partial evaluation has noticeable side-effects as discussed in section 6. Since GraalSqueak combines a flexible
Smalltalk-based programming system and the polyglot runtime system GraalVM,
we think it also opens up opportunities for novel experiments in the area of polyglot
programming.
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Due to an increasing number of Internet of Things (IoT) technologies which are
being deployed for critical applications, their dependability properties need to
be increasingly considered likewise. We evaluate the concept of Software Fault
Injection (SFI) for dependability assessments of IoT systems. Investigations are
conducted in three settings: virtually in simulations, physically in the HPI IoT
Lab and in the field. Special attention is payed to the representativeness of the
results from the three aforementioned settings. On an abstract level, this research
explores a systematic approach to dependability assessments of IoT systems. On
a concrete level, we will contribute results from dependability assessments of IoT
technologies.
In the context of a joint project (with, e.g., DB Systel GmbH), the wireless network
standard IEEE 802.11p for Vehicle-to-Vehicle communication is being investigated
for applicability in railway use cases. First experiments in the IoT Lab revealed
that the latency of initiating connections and packet Round Trip Times (RTTs) are
indeed lower compared to conventional wireless networks (i.e., in ad hoc or access
point mode). This holds even in the presence of a third, maliciously disturbing (i.e.,
jamming) station. In current efforts, we analyze the implementation of the IEEE
802.11p network stack in the network simulator ns-3 and how it can be leveraged
to gather gainful insights from simulations, including SFI experiments.

1 Overview
The growing importance of distributed software systems for individuals, enterprises,
and governments can hardly be disputed. As a consequence, the dependability of
the critical systems has to be guaranteed with great confidence. At the same time,
the satisfaction of this need is complicated by the increasing quantity, rate of change,
and complexity of contemporary distributed software systems.
In established areas, such as Cloud computing, manifold best practices to ensure systems’ dependability have evolved. In the Internet of Things (IoT) however,
unprecedented challenges narrow the applicability of established Fault Tolerance
Mechanisms (FTMs). Foremost, typical IoT devices face notable resource constraints
regarding computation, storage, and communication. Further, the devices tend to operate in uncontrolled – if not hostile – environments. Finally, IoT systems are usually
widely distributed, where ensuring dependability is notoriously difficult.
Apart from the technical challenges which render the development of dependable
systems non-trivial even for experts, economic circumstances come into addition.
For instance, the pressure for short time-to-market cycles is likely to hamper the
maturing of the systems. Recently, the digital transformation increases the pressure
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for innovation and Information Technology (IT) starts to pervade all industries.
This leads to the circumstance that formerly non-IT-centric industries operate and
even develop IT systems. Together with the aforementioned challenges regarding
distributed software systems in general and the IoT specifically, it does not seem
to be far-fetched that the lack of experiences in “digitally transforming” industries
worsens the situation regarding dependability.
Since dependability concerns are not a novel phenomenon, development standards from several areas intend to raise the awareness for dependability, for example
by requiring hazard and risk assessments [5]. Some standards even highly recommend Software Fault Injection (SFI) to test systems for their resilience to failure [7].
SFI is the concept of using software to forcefully introduce suspected error causes
(faults) or erroneous states (errors) into a Service Under Consideration (SUC) in order to assess its dependability. Despite its prospects, SFI does not seem to be widely
integrated into software development practices, not to mention assessments of production systems. Nevertheless, the famous example of Netflix’ Chaos Monkey [11]
proves that SFI can be integrated into development and even operation practices. The
throughout practice of SFI, can thus foster a detailed understanding of the systems’
dependability properties.
Especially with the advent of IoT technologies in critical infrastructures, such
as utility or rail services, the approaches to dependability assurance need to be
advanced further as well. SFI, with its experimental nature, its easily employable
high-level black-box perspective and its mental model rooted in the failure space,
might be a valuable approach to counter the challenges described. Since the IoT, as
a deployment model, rather equals an ecosystem than a single SUC, it is an open
question how SFI can be applied to leverage its full potential in this domain.
The remainder of this document is structured as follows: In the subsequent paragraph, we will describe the general approach and overall goal of our research. Starting with Section 2, this document will be oriented towards our particular current
efforts and therefore take a more technical perspective.
Approach Given that IoT systems are likely to grow in quantity, complexity, and
criticality in evermore areas, we want to examine approaches to assess their dependability. Due to the reasons given above, SFI will be the encompassing direction of
our research. Joint projects with the manufacturing industry (e.g., Siemens), the rail
services industry (e.g., Deutsche Bahn), and research organizations (e.g., German
Aerospace Center (DLR)) will ensure the practical relevance and the topicality of our
work. In these projects, further practical case studies will be conducted which will
consolidate the foundation we base our theoretical work upon.
The case studies in the context of the joint projects will include dependability
assessments of IoT systems. As a result, we will not only contribute the results from
the concrete assessments, but also re-evaluations of established FTMs under the yet
little explored circumstances. Adding to that, on a more abstract level, this will trial
the usefulness of existing approaches to SFI for the IoT. From the obtained insights,
we want to develop a structured approach to SFI for assessing dependability in the
IoT. If we can demonstrate the benefit of SFI for the IoT and how to maximize this
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benefit systematically, we hope to further promote SFI as a valuable tool to attain
dependability for IoT systems and a corresponding awareness.
The investigations will be conducted in three different settings, i.e., virtually in
simulations, physically in the HPI IoT Lab, and finally in the field. Simulations play
a key role in experimenting with technologies, architectures, and algorithms prior
their real-life deployment. It is especially helpful to gain insights prior real-life deployments in a well-controlled setting if, e.g., the deployments are large, expensive
and laborious to set up. While investigations in a physical lab serve similar purposes,
they additionally reveal effects which remained undisclosed in simulations. Those
discrepancies between simulations and the reality can occur, e.g., when the models
of the simulations are over-simplified or immature. Similar effects are to be expected
when investigating the SUCs in the field, where a vast number of environmental
factors start to play in. In addition to the insights directly related to the projects, we
want to explore if patterns regarding the discrepancies between settings emerge;
under which circumstances the discrepancies harm the transfer of insights between
settings; and how the discrepancies can be lessened.
To enable a continuous integration of the dependability assessments in development and operation practices, processes need to enable full automation. In past
research, we found that exploiting machine- and human-readable fault and dependability models for the automated identification and exercise of SFI helps in systematically assessing complex distributed software systems [3]. A systematic assessment
is, e.g., characterized by being reproducible, as well as by being able to achieve
a predictable and high coverage. Aside from the advantages for automation, the
creation of the aforesaid models alone supports the understanding of the systems’
dependability properties.
Related Work Although the IoT is a significant field of research, it can be stated
that there is little publicly available research on introducing IoT technologies in railway infrastructures. A similar situation can be observed regarding SFI in particular:
although this topics is being examined since the early years of computer science, few
current works seem to apply the concept to IoT systems. Regarding dependability of
IoT systems in general, software security concerns appear to be a more active field
of research which is, contrastingly, not one of our main considerations. Scientific
contributions which assess the dependability of IoT hardware using fault injection
(e.g., [2]) confirm the suspected usefulness of SFI for the IoT.
One of the few closely related works is a dependability evaluation tool for the IoT
presented by Silva et al. [10]. With the aforementioned tool, the dependability of IoT
applications in the presence of failing hardware and network links can be assessed
at early design time. A notable functionality of the tool is its ability of deriving
a fault tree from an arbitrarily laid out network topology of the IoT application
under consideration, e.g., to identify dependability bottlenecks. Other works have
proposed the use of Markov Chains to evaluate the reliability and availability of
IoT applications [6]. In contrast to our work, a compound and systematic approach
including, e.g., real-life assessments and SFI – which we think is a key to dependable
distributed software systems – has not been considered yet.
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In [4], Gluhak et al. survey available test beds (as of 2011) for experimental research on IoT systems and present a taxonomy to classify them. Simulations are
valued as an important tool for the design of IoT systems, but, in contrast to our
work, are not a major concern in their survey. We see that large parts of their insights (e.g., 2- and 3-tier architectures, considerations regarding composition and
the devices’ operation environments) are still applicable to today’s diverse understanding of the IoT. Even thought the authors propose ideas to close the identified
gaps with concrete projects, it is outside their scope to provide abstract and systematic approaches to experimental dependability assessments for the IoT, not speaking
of SFI.
Alipour recently identified fault types for SFI in event-based IoT systems [1]. This
work however is possibly in an early stage, since the so far identified faults (i.e., loss,
duplication and delay of events) appear to be well-known from distributed software
systems research. It is nevertheless to be considered, if incorporating the identified
fault types into the investigations in the context of this research would be beneficial.

2 Research Activities
Together with DB Systel GmbH, Siemens Mobility AG, Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und
Raumfahrt e. V. / German Aerospace Center (DLR), and DRALLE Systementwicklungen,
we work in the publicly funded project Rail2X – Smart Services. The overall goal of this
project is to explore, design, and develop Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) applications
for railways (therefore Rail2X; also in analogy to, e.g., Car2X, Ship2X). Three novel
use cases of V2X applications for railways guide the activities of all consortium
partners within the project:
• use case 1: predictive maintenance: trains collect and transport maintenance data
of field elements instead of installing wiring under a lot of efforts or using
expensive mobile networks;
• use case 2: on-demand level crossing: Car2X-enabled cars automatically request
barriers to open instead of requiring drivers to get out of the car for calling the
train dispatcher manually;
• use case 3: flag stop: stop buttons send their state to trains wirelessly instead
of relying on visual communication which can be problematic near curves or
under poor visibility conditions.
The role of the HPI Operating Systems and Middleware Group; as part of the
Rail2X consortium; is to contribute expertise and research in the fields of middleware technologies, middleware architectures, and software systems’ dependability
(including IT security and data privacy).
Our efforts are currently focused on use case 1 which is visualized in Figure 1 and
specifically on the underlying wireless network technology IEEE 802.11p. This technology is the basis for standardized vehicular communication in the US (IEEE 1609
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train with on-board unit
roadside
unit
wireless
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Figure 1: Rail2X use case 1: passing trains collect data from field elements (e.g.,
switches) using the short-range wireless network standard IEEE 802.11p to
enable predictive maintenance

standards family) and Europe (ETSI ITS-G5 by the European Telecommunications
Standards Institute (ETSI) Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) Technical Committee). IEEE 802.11p defines network protocols for the physical layer (OSI level 1) and
data link layer (OSI level 2). On the physical layer, IEEE 802.11p operates in a 5.9
GHz band, close to the well-established IEEE 802.11n wireless network standard.
While conventional IEEE 802.11 wireless networks typically operate in Basic Service
Set (BSS, i.e., an access point) mode, a notable innovation in IEEE 802.11p is the introduction of the Outside the Context of a BSS (OCB, comparable to broadcasts) mode.
Since IEEE 802.11p is the basis for all Rail2X applications, it is especially relevant
for the investigations in the context of the project. The fact that IEEE 802.11p is a
relatively new standard, with a less extensive body of research and fewer practical
experiences compared to well-established wireless network technologies, makes it
particularly interesting for our research.
In a concise student’s project, a simulation of IEEE 802.11p communication has
been conducted in the event-based network simulator ns-3.1 Ns-3 is widely used
and generally recognized as an advanced tool for simulating a wide variety of network technologies (e.g., the realistic simulation of contemporary cellular networks).
However, the results from the aforementioned student’s project suggest that the communication quality is largely unaffected by the distance between two stations when
inside the communication range. Once the distance between two stations reaches
the maximum communication range, the communication quality degrades abruptly.
The results therefore suggested an unrealistic model of IEEE 802.11p in ns-3 and a
discrepancy between simulation and reality (lab measurements from our project
partner DLR confirm this intuition). Consequently, these observations motivated a

1 https://www.nsnam.org

(last accessed 2018-10-18).
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detailed assessment of the IEEE 802.11p models in ns-3, so that the models can be
configured or enhanced to yield more realistic results.
Until now, we created a setup to analyze the IEEE 802.11p model in ns-3 and
conducted first experiments. The results clearly confirmed our assumption that the
communication quality between two stations degrades abruptly when close to the
communication range. Figure 2 shows that the packet loss ratio between two stations
degrades approximately between 91 and 103 meters, while Figure 3 shows that the
packet Round Trip Times (RTTs) between two stations degrade approximately between 99 and 103 meters. Considering that IEEE 802.11p has a communication range
of up to 1000 meters by design and a less abrupt signal loss behavior [9], there is a
lot of room for ongoing research.
Apart from assessments in the simulation setting, we also conducted physical
IEEE 802.11p measurements in the IoT Lab [8]. Since the IEEE 802.11p intends to
enable low-latency communication in network with highly dynamic topologies, we
initially measured the latency of joining an Independent Basic Service Set (IBSS, i.e.,
an ad hoc network), a BSS, or no BSS in OCB mode. The results depicted in Figure
4 show that OCB mode in fact has the lowest latency with the lowest variability to
join a network compared to the other two modes.
In further experiments, we conducted practical SFI experiments in the IoT Lab.
Since vehicular networks are potentially exposed to malicious parties, their resistance
to, e.g., so-called jamming attacks must be of major concern. Jamming describes the
usually malicious practice of transmitting random or specifically crafted radio signals
as fast and energetic as possible with the intention to disturb legitimate wireless
communication. We investigated the degradation of RTTs between two stations in
the presence of a third station which jammed the IEEE 802.11p frequency band (i.e.,
pseudo-random data on OSI level 3, therefore valid level 2 and 1 packets). As shown
in Figure 5, IEEE 802.11p in OCB mode achieves the lowest RTTs with the lowest
variability compared to the other two modes.
Future Work This research is work in progress and any future work will be aligned
with the spanning research goals (see Section 1). And of course, the work in Rail2X
will continue according to the project goal with its use cases and project plan (touched
in the beginning of this Section).
Concretely, we will continue to assess IEEE 802.11p for the use in Rail2X, e.g.,
with the stations in movement (up to 300 km/h) or with hopping stations. As it is a
central concern of this research, it is needless to say that we will continue to conduct
SFI experiments; be it with the technique of denial-of-service attacks on OSI layer
2 and lower (e.g., jamming), layer 3–6 (e.g., packet flooding), or on the application
layer. These next steps apply to all the three settings which we consider (i.e., in the
simulation, lab, and field).
Specifically regarding the simulation in ns-3, we continue to identify configurations, and possibly patterns and processes to make the results from simulations more
realistic. On the one hand, the maximum range has to be extended (i.e., a range of
around 400–500 m [9]). On the other hand, the degradation of the signal quality has
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Figure 2: Packet loss ratios relative to the distance between two stations communicating over IEEE 802.11p (measured in ns-3, 1000 packets per distance)
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communicating over IEEE 802.11p (measured in ns-3, 1000 packets per distance,
blue: median, orange: mean)
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Figure 4: IEEE 802.11p’s OCB mode achieves the lowest latency with the lowest
variability to join a network (measurements in the IoT Lab, 100 trials each)
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Figure 5: Especially with larger packet sizes, IEEE 802.11p’s OCB mode achieves
the lowest RTTs with the lowest variability in the presence of a third jamming
station (SFI experiments in the IoT Lab, 2000 trials each)

to degrade over nearly the whole communication range (i.e., approximately linear
degradation, starting at around 50 m [9]).
Further investigations and SFI experiments in the IoT Lab and finally in the field
will continue to contribute to Rail2X and the overall goal of this research.
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In the context of black box optimization, the most common way to handle deceptive attractors is to periodically restart the algorithm. To derive the optimal restart
time of a black-box algorithm, perfect knowledge of the convergence probability
function is necessary. This quantity is often unknown or difficult to compute. We
analyze various pseudo-Boolean fitness landscapes on these problems, and show
that the corresponding restart strategies are nontrivial. We show that Eas with
restart strategy perform well on some combinatorial optimization problems.
We investigate the performance of a local search algorithm for the problem
of maximizing functions under a partition matroid constraint. We consider nonmonotone submodular functions and monotone subadditive functions. We discuss
the applicability of our results to the maximum entropy sampling problem, and
related determinant function problems. We conclude that local search heuristics
are well-suited to approach these problems. This constitutes the basis of a more
complex analysis with evolutionary algorithms.

1 Overview
The following is an exposition of my main current and past projects. The project
on the optimization of noisy functions, now concluded, is briefly summarised and
in line with what has already been presented on this topic. The project on restart
strategy is also briefly presented. I also discuss new results, currently under review.
Typically, evolutionary algorithms require as input a population of strings of fixed
length n. After an offspring is generated, a mutation factor is introduced, to ensure
full objective space exploration. The fitness is then computed, and the less desirable
result is discarded. The (µ + 1)-EA and the (µ + 1)-GA differ in how the offspring is
generated. In the first case, the offspring is selected u.a.r. from the input population,
while in the latter case a crossover operation is performed on two u.a.r. chosen strings.
We use uniform crossover, which consists of assembling a new element by choosing
coefficients of one parent or the other with probability p = 0.5.
A restart strategy for a black-box algorithm is an infinite sequence (t1 , t2 , . . . , tt , . . .)
that specifies that the algorithm should be run from a uniformly random starting
point for t1 steps, then restarted uniformly at random and run again for t2 steps
and so forth. Thus, we consider only a priori restart strategies, although it has been
observed that other kinds of restart techniques may fasten the expected run time of
randomized algorithms (cf. de Perthuis de Laillevault et al. [18] and Lissovoi et al.
[13]).
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The optimal restart strategy is the sequence that minimizes the expected number of
runs until a run returns the optimal solution. In the context of Las Vegas algorithms,
when the density function of the convergence probability over time is known, then
the optimal strategy can be computed exactly (cf. Luby et al. [15]). More formally,
let A be any Las Vegas algorithm, and let τ denote its run time. In this context, τ
is a r.v. that returns the number of calls to the fitness function, until a solution that
satisfies a convergence criterion is reached. We consider convergence criteria that
terminate the process when the global optimum is reached, or a solution that gives
an approximation of it. Let p(t) the probability of convergence at step t, and q(t) =
∑t0 ≤t p(t0 ) the probability of search termination before step t, i.e. the cumulative
distribution function.
More specifically, let A be any Las Vegas algorithm, p(t) the probability of convergence at step t, and q(t) = ∑t0 ≤t p(t) the probability of converging before step t
- i.e. the cumulative distribution function. The optimal restart strategy for A is the
repeating sequence S = (t∗ , . . . , t∗ , . . . ) with t∗ defined as
(
!)
1
t∗ := inf
t − ∑ q(t0 )
(1)
t
q(t)
t0 <t
Thus, t∗ is the first point in time that minimizes the probability of not converging
over the probability of converging at previous steps. We refer to this result as Luby
theorem.
Luby et. al. prove S to be optimal, both for t∗ a finite number, and t∗ = +∞ - in the
latter case the optimal strategy being not restarting the process at all. In most real
world settings, however, p(t) is not known a priori, and a numerical approximation
of it is not feasible. Because of this, Luby et. al. present a ”universal” method to
simulate S when p(t) is unknown. This strategy is indicated by

S univ = (1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 2, 4, 1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 2, 4, 8, . . . )
Pseudo-code for an algorithm A running as indicated by S univ is given in Algorithm 1. The universal restart strategy and the optimal restart strategy are depicted
in Figure 1a and Figure 1b. We adapt the results presented above to the case of evolutionary heuristics running with time budget constraints, or with solution quality
constraints. We focus on finding an explicit relationship between the optimal restart
point given in Equation 1, the total time budget, and the impact on overall performance. We experimentally compare the performance of the (µ + 1)-EA and without
restarts on a combinatorial optimization problem. The Minimum Vertex Cover problem consists of finding the smallest set such that each edge of the graph is incident to
at least one vertex of the set. For a given graph G = (V, E), with n nodes, a solution
is stored in memory as a pseudo-boolean array, its length is the number of vertices of
the graph. In all cases, the quality of the solution is evaluated against the following
function
f ( x ) = n2 u ( x ) + | x i |1
(2)
We consider the Facebook (NIPS) available on the Stanford Network Analysis Project
(SNAP), and search for the Minimum Vertex Cover (cf. Figure 2a). This dataset
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1 Overview

(a) The best possible restart strategy
consists of let the algorithm run for
a fixed amount of time (length). The
optimal length of each run depends
on the algorithm and may be hard
to compute.

(b) The universal strategy is defined as in
Algorithm 1, and approximates the optimal strategy up to a logarithmic factor.
This strategy has the advantage that no
tuning is needed.

Figure 1: A comparison of two different strategies
Algorithm 1: The Universal Strategy S for A.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

i ← 0, t ← [ ]
while convergence criterion not met do
if ∃k ∈ N : i = 2k − 1 then
run A for 2k−1 steps
t [ i ] ← 2k −1
else if ∃k ∈ N : 2k−1 ≤ i < 2k − 1 then
run A for t[i − 2k−1 + 1] steps
t [ i ] ← t [ i − 2k −1 + 1 ]
end
i ← i+1
end

consists of ‘friends lists’ from Facebook. Facebook data was collected from survey
participants using this Facebook app. The dataset includes node features (profiles),
circles, and ego networks.
The results are presented in Figure 2b. We observe that for fixed time budget
the (µ + 1)-EA following the universal strategy clearly outperforms the (µ + 1)-EA
without restart strategies, for µ = 1.
Together with evolutionary algorithms, we study a simple greedy algorithm (see
Algorithm 6), for the problem of maximizing a non-negative submodular functions
with bounded curvature, under a single matroid constraint. This type of analysis
constitutes the bases for studying more complex algorithms on this problem. Greedy
is the simple discrete greedy algorithm that appears in Algorithm 6. Starting with
the empty set, Greedy iteratively adds points that maximize the marginal values
with respect to the already found solution. This algorithm is a mild generalization
of the simple deterministic greedy due to Nemhauser and Wolsey [17].
We empirically study Algorithm 6 on the following problem: Given a set of random variables (RVs), find the most informative subset of variables, subject to a
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(a) The Facebook (NIPS) network, taken
from the Stanford Network Analysis
Project (SNAP). The nodes size is
proportional to the degree. We clearly
observe community structure.

(b) Number of fitness evaluations (run
time) for the (µ + 1)-EA with and without restarts (with µ = 1), to find the
MVC on the network in Figure 2a. The
size of each dot is proportional to the
sample standard deviation.

Figure 2: Experiments on a large network

side constraint. This setting finds a broad spectrum of applications, from Bayesian
experimental design [19], to monitoring spatio-temporal dynamics [20].
We consider the Berkley Earth climate dataset.1 This dataset combines 1.6 billion
temperature reports from 16 preexisting data archives, for over 39.000 unique stations.
For each station, we consider a unique time series for the average monthly temperature.
We always consider time series that span between years 2015–2017. This gives us a
total of 2736 time series, for unique corresponding stations. The code is available at
[removed for review].
We study the problem of searching for the most informative sets of time series
under various constraints, based on these observations. Given a time series X = { Xt }t
we study the corresponding variation series X = { X t }t defined as X t = Xt − Xt−1 .
A visualization of time series X is given in Figure 3a(a).
We compute the covariance matrix Σ between series X, Y, the entries of which are
defined as
m
 
 
1
cov(X, Y) =
( X t − E X )(Y t − E Y ),
(3)
∑
m − 1 t =1
with m = 35 the length of each series. A visualization of the covariance the matrix Σ
is given in Figure 3b.

1 http://berkeleyearth.org/data/

(last accessed 2018-10-18).
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2 Approach

Algorithm 2: The Greedy algorithm.
1
2
3

4
5
6

S←∅
while |S| ≤ ∑ik=1 di do
let ω ∈ V maximizing f (S ∪ {ω }) − f (S) and s.t.
|(S ∪ {ω }) ∩ Bi | ≤ di , ∀i ∈ [k]
S ← S ∪ {ω }
end
return S

Assuming that the joint probability distribution is Gaussian, we proceed by maximizing the entropy, defined as
f (S) =

1 + ln(2π )
1
|S| + ln detΣ (S)
2
2

(4)

for any indexing set S ⊆ {0, 1}n .
We consider two types of constraints. In a first set of experiments we consider
the problem of maximizing the entropy as in (4), under a cardinal constraint only.
Specifically, given a parameter d, the goal is to find a subsets of time series that
maximizes the entropy, of size at most d of all available data. We also consider a
more complex constraint: Find a subset of time series that maximizes the entropy,
and s.t. it contains at most d of all available data of each country. The latter constraint
is a partition matroid constraints, where each subset Bi consists of all data series
measured by stations in a given country.
A summary of the results is displayed in Figure 3a(b). We observe that in both
cases the entropy quickly evolves to a stationary local optimum, indicating that
a relatively small subset of stations is sufficient to explain the random variations
between monthly observations in the model. We observe that the Greedy reaches
similar approximation guarantees in both cases. We remark that the Greedy finds a
nearly optimal solution under a cardinality constraint, assuming that the entropy is
(approximately) monotone [9].
In Figure 4 we display solutions found by Greedy for the cardinality and partition
matroid constraint, with d = 10%.
We observe that in the case of a cardinality constraint, the sensors spread across the
map; in the case of a partition matroid constraint sensors tend to be placed unevenly.
We remark that in the original data set, some countries have a much higher density
of stations than others.

2 Approach
All tests are carried out by performing a global optimum search with objective space
consisting of all pseudo-Boolean strings of fixed size n. In some cases, we add posterior Gaussian noise in order to simulate an environment where errors of controlled
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(a) A visualization of the monthly (b) A visualization of the covaritemperature variations of three ance matrix Σ of time series availtime series in (a), with particu- able in the Berkley Earth climate
larly high variance. . Optimal so- dataset. We consider stations that
lution found by Greedy for a uni- have full available reports between
form constraint and a partition years 2015-2017, for a total of 2736
matroid constraint by countries in stations. We consider the variation
(b). The f -value of each set of sta- between average monthly temperations is the entropy (4), with Σ tures of each time series. Each entry
the covariance matrix of variation of this matrix is computed by taking
series as in (a) (see Figure 3b).
the sample covariance as in (3).

Figure 3: Our results

standard deviation are produced, and we simulate a resampling operator: we compute the fitness function r times, and take the average.
For each set of experiments we look at the sample mean, sample standard deviation,
and infer the trend toward asymptotic behaviour via model regression. All samples
considered are of size N ≥ 102 ; the exact size and relevant information is given
in the description of each experiment. Statistical models with different properties
are considered. In all cases, tests on the predictions made by the fitting models are
performed. For a given experiment described by pairs {( xi , yi )}i∈ I , denote with ȳ the
sample mean, and let { f i }i∈ I be the predictions of a given model. We assume that
the model is valid if R2 > 0.95, with R2 the coefficient of determination. This choice
is intuitively motivated by the fact that R2 is the “percent of variance explained” by
the model.

3 Related Work
In the context of real-world optimization, there is usually very little analytical knowledge of the problem at hand, and classical numerical methods often fail. Problems
of this kind can be approached with black-box optimizers – algorithms that access the
function to be optimized only via the evaluation of possible solutions.
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3 Related Work

Figure 4: A visualization of the solution found by Greedy for d = 10% in the case
of a uniform constraint (left), and a partition constraint by countries (right).
In both case, a solution is obtained by maximizing the entropy as given in (4).
The covariance matrix Σ for all possible locations is displayed in Figure 3b. We
observe that in the case of a cardinality constraint, the informative stations tend
to be spread out, whereas in the partition constraint by countries they tend to
be grouped in a few areas. We remark that in the original dataset stations are
not distributed uniformly among countries.

Optimizers of this kind often exhibit a large variance in run time, due to a strong
dependence of the run time on initial conditions. Typically, a significant number
of iterations are wasted trapped in deceptive basins of attraction: sets of states that
lead the search away from the optimal solution. A simple and effective strategy for
handling this problem is to use restarts. In this scenario, an algorithm is periodically
re-initialized after some time (the restart time), with the hope that if it has already
become trapped in a deceptive basin then it can be allotted another chance to discover
the global optimum.
The utility of re-initializing with a uniformly chosen random point depends strongly on the function under consideration. Let X be a fixed domain, and consider any
family of functions F ⊆ { f | f : X → R } s.t. for all x ∈ X there is a f ∈ F that
attains a unique global optimum at f ( x ). Then the restart strategy that uses uniform
measure on the samples is the optimal choice [7]. On the other hand, if there are
more restrictions on the global structure of the space F , different restart strategies
can be employed. This is the idea behind iterated local search [14] in which restarts
are nonuniform, and it is assumed that smaller perturbations can escape deceptive
attractor basins. In this paper, we shall assume the former situation, in which no
information is known and so the best policy is restarting uniformly at random. Such
function families are a common object of study, for example in the field of black-box
complexity.
It is possible to derive theoretically the optimal restart time – the value that yields
the fastest possible convergence over all such restart times. This result is due to Luby,
Sinclair, and Zuckermann [15], but was also discovered in the context of backpropagation training for neural networks [16].
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The classical result of [5] shows that a greedy algorithm achieves a 1/2 approximation ration when maximizing monotone submodular functions under partition
matroid constraints. [17] showed that no-polynomial time algorithm can achieve
a better approximation ratio than (1 − 1/e). Many years later [3] where able to
achieve this upper bound using a randomized algorithm. Recently [2] achieved a
deterministic 0.5008-approximation ratio by derandomizing search heuristics.
Formally, a set function f : 2V → R is submodular if for all U, W ⊆ V, f (U ) +
f (W ) ≥ f (U ∪ W ) + f (U ∩ W ). As these functions come from a variety of applications, in this work we will assume that, given a set U ⊆ V, the value f (U ) is returned
from an oracle. This is a reasonable assumption as in most applications f (U ) can be
computed efficiently. Often in these applications, a realistic solution is subject to some
constraints. Among the most common constraints include matroid and Knapsack
constraints – see [11]. From these families of constraints the most natural and common type of constraints are uniform matroid constraints also known as cardinality
constraints. Optimizing a submodular function given k as a cardinality constraint is
to finding a set U, with |U | ≤ k, that maximizes f (U ). In this paper we consider submodular maximization under partition matroid constraints. These constraints are in
the intersection of matroid and knapsack constaints and generalize uniform matroid
constraints. In partition matroid constraints we are given a collection B1 , . . . , Bk of
disjoint subsets of V, integers d1 . . . dk . Every feasible solution to our problem must
then include at most di elements from each set Bi . Submodular maximization under
partition matroid constraints are considered in various applications, e.g. see [8, 12].
As the literature in submodular optimization is immense, we will only review the
results on submodular maximization under matroid and knapsack constraints. The
classical result of [5] shows that a greedy algorithm achieves a 1/2 approximation
ration when maximizing monotone submodular functions under partition matroid
constraints. [17] showed that no-polynomial time algorithm can achieve a better
approximation ratio than (1 − 1/e). Many years later [3] where able to achieve this
upper bound using a randomized algorithm. Recently [2] achieved a deterministic
0.5008-approximation ratio by derandomizing search heuristics.
The previous approximation ratios can be further improved when assuming that
the rate of change of the marginal values of f is bounded. This is expressed by the
curvature α of a function. The results of [4, 21] show that a continuous greedy algorithm gives a α1 (1 − e−α ) approximation when maximizing a monotone submodular
function under any matroid constraint. Thus, when α ≤ 1.58933 the the continuous
greedy outperforms the algorithm of [2] and when α ≤ 1 the continuous greedy
outperforms the algorithm of [3]. Finally, [1] show that the deterministic greedy algorithm achieves a α1 (1 − e−α ) approximation when maximizing submodular monotone
functions of curvature α, but only under cardinality constraints.
All of the aforementioned approximation results rely on the fact that f is monotone.
In practice submodular functions such as maximum cut, combinatorial auctions, sensor placement and experimental design the functions need not be monotone. To solve
such problems using simple greedy algorithms, often assumptions are made that
the function f is monotone or that f is under some sense “close” to being monotone.
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4 Future Work
Practical problems that are solved using greedy algorithms under such assumptions
can be found in many articles such as [1, 6, 10, 20].

4 Future Work
A core feature of evolutionary algorithms is their mutation operator. Recently, much
attention has been devoted to the study of mutation operators with dynamic and
non-uniform mutation rates. Following up on this line of work, we propose a new
mutation operator and analyze its performance on the (1+1) Evolutionary Algorithm
(EA).
This mutation operator competes with pre-existing ones, when used by the (µ + 1)EA on classes of problems for which results on the other mutation operators are available. We present a “jump” function for which the performance of the (µ + 1)-EA
using any static uniform mutation and any restart strategy can be worse than the performance of the (µ + 1)-EA using our mutation operator with no restarts. We show
that the (µ + 1)-EA using our mutation operator finds a (1/3)-approximation ratio
on any non-negative submodular function in polynomial time. This performance
matches that of combinatorial local search algorithms specifically designed to solve
this problem.
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A Comparison of Implementation Techniques for Implicit
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Context-oriented programming (cop) directly addresses context variability by
providing dedicated language concepts: layers, units of modularity, store contextdependent behavior. During runtime, layers can be applied dynamically depending on the current context of the program.
Various activation means for layers have been proposed. Most of them require
developers to model context switches explicitly. In contrast, implicit layer activation (ila) allows developers to bind the activation status of a layer to a boolean
predicate. The associated layer stays automatically active as long as the given predicate evaluates to true.
Despite its declarative semantics, ila is usually implemented in an imperative
manner. In context of our research, we investigated the applicability of reactive
programming for an implementation of ila. Thus, we present a reactive implementation variant of ila in ContextJS alongside an imperative one. Furthermore, we
discuss their trade-offs regarding code complexity as well as runtime overhead.

1 Introduction
Context variability is an inherent property to most modern software systems. However, wide-spread programming languages do not support concepts for context variability in a principled way. The context-oriented programming (cop) paradigm [3]
directly addresses context variability by providing dedicated language concepts to
describe contexts and context-dependent behavior. Layers allow to store all behavior
related to a specific context in a single unit of modularity.
To apply context-dependent behavior, layers can be activated dynamically through
various activation means. Most activation means require developers to model context
switches in an explicit manner [5]. For example, using global layer activation, a layer
becomes (de-)activated at a certain point in imperative control flow, usually guarded
by a condition. Similarly, dynamic layer activation allows to explicitly activate a layer
for the extent of a message send. Even integrations with event-based concepts, such
as event transitions, require to emit the respective events explicitly.
In contrast to most activation means, implicit layer activation (ila) [8] provides
a mechanism to declaratively define contexts. By describing the extent of a context
rather than context switches, ila relieves the programmer from the task of manually
describing the boundaries of contexts. While ila offers promising properties, only
few cop implementations support ila [2, 4, 5, 8]. Despite its declarative semantics, ila
is usually implemented in an imperative fashion, similar to other activation means.
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In particular, the current layer composition stack is determined imperatively when
calling a layered method. At this very point in time, the cop framework checks the
conditions of all implicitly activated layers. However, this non-reactive approach is
only possible, because most cop implementations are limited to adapting object and
class methods [9]. These concepts are passive entities that only affect the program
behavior when called explicitly. Therefore, the limitation to passive entities enables
the cop framework to check the condition at a well-defined point in the program. In
contrast, active entities, such as constraints, may initiate behavior by themselves without being called explicitly. Extending the concept of cop beyond method decoration
requires to activate scoped entities at specific times.
Using a reactive implementation, a cop framework can eagerly enable implicitly activated layers and, thus, deal with active entities properly. Thus, a reactive implementation might pave the way to apply the concept of cop to other types of abstraction
beyond partial methods. For example, a layer could be used to limit the scope of a
constraint: when a condition becomes true, the corresponding layer becomes active
and the constraint immediately takes effect [6], instead of waiting for an additional,
explicit trigger.
Similar to active entities, life-cycle callbacks, such as onActivate and onDeactivate,
should be executed immediately when a layer becomes active or inactive, respectively. As an example, an onActivate callback might set up some state required by the
layer while the onDeactivate callback cleans up this additional state. An imperative
implementation might lead to unintended behavior as it delays the execution of the
callbacks unnecessarily. Instead, the life-cycle callbacks expect to be executed eagerly.
Again, integrating ila properly with reactive concepts, such as life-cycle callbacks,
requires a reactive implementation for ila itself.
Both examples above highlight advantages of a reactive implementation for ila.
However, imperative implementations are more prevalent. Thus, we examine the
different approaches to implement ila. In particular, we extend ContextJS [7] with
implicit layer activation (ila) in two variants: an imperative implementation based on
an extended dispatch and a reactive implementation based on Active Expressions [10].
Furthermore, we compare the two implementations regarding code complexity and
runtime overhead.

2 Background
This section presents relevant prior work. In particular, we discuss the concepts of
cop and ila as well as Active Expressions as a means to implement ila using reactive
programming concepts.

2.1 Context-oriented Programming
Context-oriented programming (cop) is a programming paradigm dedicated to
directly express context variability. To do so, cop allows developers to extend system
behavior through heterogeneous adaptations given as partial method definitions:
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1
2
3
4

fetch ( url ) {
console . log ( 'fetch ' + url ) ;
r e t u r n proceed ( url ) ;
}

Partial method definitions may extent or base override the behavior of class or object
methods. In the example above, the partial method fetch prints out the given url
before continuing with the base behavior in line 3. One may combine multiple partial
method definitions into a unit of modularity, called a layer:
1
2
3
4
5
6

const networkTracer = new Layer ( ) . refineObject ( Networking , {
fetch ( url ) {
console . log ( 'fetch ' + url ) ;
r e t u r n proceed ( url ) ;
}
};

A layer represents a set of behavior adaptations to be active while the system is in
a specific context. To signalize that a certain context is present, the developer can
activate a layer using one of various activation means:
1
2
3

Networking . fetch ( 'example.com' ) ; // prints nothing
networkTracer . beGlobal ( ) ;
Networking . fetch ( 'example.com' ) ; // prints 'fetch example.com'

In the example above, line 2 activates the layer using global layer activation. Once
a layer is active, its partial methods are applied to the program behavior. Thus, the
resource request in line 3 is traced. In case of global layer activation, this behavior
adaptations last indefinitely.

2.2 Implicit Layer Activation
Ila [8] is another activation means for cop layers. In contrast to global layer activation,
ila has declarative semantics. To be precise, developers can associate a layer to an
arbitrary object-oriented (oo) expression:
layer . activeWhile ( expression )

By associating a layer with an expression, the layer is not activated or deactivated
at a fixed time. Instead, the layer is active as long as the given condition holds, as
depicted in the following example:
1
2

var shouldTrace = f a l s e ;
networkTracer . activeWhile ( ( ) => shouldTrace ) ;

3
4
5
6

Networking . fetch ( 'example.com' ) ; // prints nothing
shouldTrace = t r u e ;
Networking . fetch ( 'example.com' ) ; // prints 'fetch example.com'

Despite these declarative semantics, ila is typically implemented in an imperative
manner. An underlying system keeps track of all layered methods, such as the fetch
method. Then, when calling a layered method, the current layer composition stack is
determined [5]. At this very point in time, the cop framework checks the conditions
of all implicitly activated layers [1, 9]. If the condition evaluates to true, the method
adaptation is taken into account for this method call, as the modified behavior in
line 6 illustrates.
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Considering the declarative semantics of ila, a reactive implementation does not
seem a stretch [6]: an underlying reactive framework may monitor variables referenced by the given condition. When such a variable changes, the condition is
re-evaluated and the corresponding layer is activated or deactivated accordingly.

2.3 Active Expressions
Active Expressions [10] is a basic reactive programming concept designed to aid
language designers when implementing reactive programming concepts in oo environments. In particular, Active Expressions relieve developers from the tedious task
of change detection by hiding implementation details behind a unified abstraction:
oo expressions. Developer provide the expression to be monitored to the reactive
framework by calling the aepxr function:
aexpr ( expression ) . onChange ( callback )

The specified callback gets executed whenever the evaluation result of the expression
changes.
Using Active Expressions, one can significantly reduce the implementation effort
when creating new reactive programming concepts. As ila fits well into the working principle of Active Expressions, we use Active Expressions in order to simplify
the reactive implementation of ila. The provided expression may contain any oo
mechanism, such as information hiding and polymorphism. As a consequence, the
resulting ila implementation integrates well with oo environments.

3 Implementing Implicit Layer Activation in ContextJS
Currently, ContextJS [7] does not support implicit layer activation (ila) as an activation means.1 However, due to the reactive and declarative nature of the web,
ContextJS might benefit from this activation means. Thus, we show how to extend
ContextJS with ila, first using an imperative implementation, then using a reactive
implementation with Active Expressions.

3.1 Imperative Implementation
ContextJS supports multiple activation means, including global activation and dynamic activation for the extent of a function call. When calling a layered method, the
currentLayers function is responsible for computing an appropriate layer composition, either by using a cached result or, if necessary, by determining a new one using
global and dynamic layers:
1
2

e x p o r t f u n c t i o n currentLayers () {
// parts omitted for readability

1 https://github.com/LivelyKernel/ContextJS (last accessed 2018-09-03, at commit 938e117; npm

package: contextjs in version 2.0.0).
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i f ( ! current . composition ) {
current . composition = composeLayers ( LayerStack ) ;
}
r e t u r n current . composition ;

3
4
5
6
7

}

For our extension,2 we add a separate list of layers to represent layers potentially
activated through ila, called implicitLayers. To implicitly activate a layer, we add the
method activeWhile to the class Layer:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

activeWhile ( condition ) {
i f ( ! implicitLayers . includes ( t h i s )) {
implicitLayers . push ( t h i s ) ;
}
t h i s . implicitlyActivated = condition ;
return this ;
}

This method has two responsibilities. First, in line 3, it adds the layer to the list
of implicitly activated layers, if necessary. Second, it stores the provided argument
condition, a boolean function to specify whether the layer should be active, as seen
in line 5. Using the list of implicitly activated layers, we can get all layers that are
actually activated by filtering this list for layers with their conditions evaluating to
true, as done by the getActiveImplicitLayers function:
1
2
3

f u n c t i o n getActiveImplicitLayers () {
r e t u r n implicitLayers . filter ( layer => layer . implicitlyActivated ( ) ) ;
}

Using the getActiveImplicitLayers function, we can now adjust the computation of the
current layer composition in currentLayers:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

e x p o r t f u n c t i o n currentLayers () {
// part omitted for readability
var current = LayerStack [ LayerStack . length − 1 ] ;
i f ( ! current . composition ) {
current . composition = composeLayers ( LayerStack ) ;
}
r e t u r n current . composition . concat ( getActiveImplicitLayers ( ) ) ;
}

To include implicitly activated layers, we append all layers activated through ila to
the already computed layer composition. As a result, the returned layer composition
contains dynamically activated, globally activated, and implicitly activated layers.
Note that we cannot cache implicitly activated layer, because we have no means to
invalidate the cache on changes to the condition.

3.2 Reactive Implementation
In contrast to the imperative implementation, we do not introduce a separate data
structure for implicitly activated layers. Instead, we treat implicitly activated layers
as being globally active as long as their condition evaluates to true. As a result, we

2 https://github.com/active-expressions/programming-contextjs-plain

at commit 22deb54).
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can reuse the existing layer composition algorithm once a layer becomes active. To do
so, the activeWhile method has to setup dependencies to detect changes to the given
condition and update the layer accordingly. For this implementation,3 we wrap the
given condition in an Active Expression. Using this Active Expression, we can easily
implement the appropriate reactive behavior:
1
2
3
4
5
6

activeWhile ( condition ) {
aexpr ( condition )
. onBecomeTrue ( ( ) => t h i s . beGlobal ( ) )
. onBecomeFalse ( ( ) => t h i s . beNotGlobal ( ) ) ;
return this ;
}

Using the onBecomeTrue (line 3) and onBecomeFalse (line 4) methods, the layer is eagerly
activated or deactivated whenever the expression result becomes true or false, respectively. Thus, the layer is automatically taken into account as a globally activated
layer by the existing layer composition algorithm. Additionally, those methods automatically adjust the initial state of the layer depending on the current result of the
given expression.

4 Implementation Complexity
We quantitatively compare both implementations of ila in terms of code complexity.
As a measurement for code complexity, we count the total number of Abstract Syntax
Tree (ast) nodes in each implementation. We summarize our measurements in Table 1. According to Table 1, the reactive implementation based on Active Expressions
has a lower complexity compared to the imperative implementation.
However, more important than these quantitative results is the way both implementations introduce the concept of ila to the ContextJS library. The imperative
implementation introduces an additional layer type: implicitly activated layers. Furthermore, the imperative implementation requires knowledge about the underlying
dispatch mechanism in order to extend the layer composition algorithm to take implicitly activated layers in account. In contrast, the reactive variant reuses the existing
semantics by only modifying layers through already exposed methods. Thus, the
reactive variant only requires knowledge about the usage of ContextJS, not about its
internal working principles.

5 Performance Evaluation
To identify the performance penalties implied by the different implementation variants described in section 3, we provide and discuss multiple micro benchmark scenarios in the following. For each scenario, we compare the imperative implementation,
3 https://github.com/active-expressions/programming-contextjs-aexpr

at commit 07437e8).
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Table 1: Code complexity of the presented implementations compared to the
existing ContextJS version in terms of the number of ast nodes
ast nodes (sloc)

Complete

Unmodified ContextJS
Imperative Implementation
Reactive Implementation

Difference to
ContextJS

2485 (568)
2557 (580)
2525 (575)

72 (12)
40 (7)

described in section 3.1, with the Active Expression-based implementation, described
in section 3.2. Active Expressions allow to choose between multiple underlying implementation strategies. Thus, we compare against two strategies. First, the interpretation
strategy uses dynamic interpretation to punctually insert property accessors into the
system space. Second, the compilation strategy performs a heavy-weight source code
transformation to notify about changes in the system state.
In section 5.1, we discuss our benchmark setup, test suite, and statistical methods.

5.1 Performance Benchmark Setup and Statistical Methods
All benchmarks were executed on the following system:
• CPU and memory: Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-6650U CPU @ 2.20GHz 2.21 GHz, 4
Logical cores; 16.0 GB Main Memory,
• System software: Windows 10 Pro (OS Build 15063),
• Runtime: Google Chrome version 57.0.2987.133; benchmarks executed using
Karma test runner version 1.2.0 and Mocha test framework version 3.0.2,
• Transpiler and bundler: babel-cli 6.11.4 (no es2015 preset) and rollup 0.34.8,
• Libraries under test:
– programming-contextjs-plain at commit 1360e1a 4
– programming-contextjs-aexpr at commit 07437e8 5
• Benchmark suite: aexpr-ila-benchmark at commit 6a6395b.6
We measured the execution time of a benchmark by wrapping the benchmark in a
function and measuring the time between calling the function and it returning. Each
benchmark configuration was iterated 100 times, with only the final 30 iterations
4 https://github.com/active-expressions/programming-contextjs-plain (last accessed 2018-09-03).
5 https://github.com/active-expressions/programming-contextjs-aexpr

(last accessed 2018-09-

03).
6 https://github.com/active-expressions/aexpr-ila-benchmark
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Figure 1: Execution times for declaratively associating 10,000 layers with a context
using ila. The thick red line indicates the median, the upper and lower edges
of the box are the second and third quartile and the end of the whiskers are the
most outlying values in a 1.5 inter-quartile range distance from the second and
third quartile.

taken into account for the overall performance measurement to mitigate the effects
of the V8 just-in-time (jit).
Statistical Methods We make no assumptions on the underlying distribution and
provide Tukey boxplots in Figure 1 to 3 to visualize the median and variation of the
measured timings. Exact median timings are given in Table 2 to 4. Slowdowns are
computed by dividing the median execution times of the measurements to compare.
Confidence bounds of this statistic are given by the 2.5-th and 97.5-th percentile of
the bootstrap distribution of the computed ratio.

5.2 Overhead for Initial Association
First off, we analyze the initial cost to create associations between a layer and a declarative context. For this purpose, we measure the time to associate 10,000 layers with
the same context expression. As a running example, we use the following expression
for all benchmarks:
() => context . enabled ()

The variable context references an instance of the class Context with a single Boolean
property representing whether the current is active. The enabled method provides
access to this status. Thus, we execute layer.activeWhile(() => context.enabled()) 10,000
times.
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Table 2: Benchmark timings and relative slowdowns for declaratively associating
10,000 layers with a context using ila. Slowdowns given as ratio of medians
with 95 % confidence intervals.
timing [ms]
Imperative
Reactive (Interpretation)
Reactive (Compilation)

28.09
3976.06
70.29

slowdown
(vs Imperative)
141.57 [138.74 - 144.77]
2.50 [2.14 - 2.64]

Discussion As Figure 1 reveals, the imperative implementation has the lowest
runtime for creating associations to declarative contexts. This result is to be expected,
as the imperative implementation only adds the given layer to a global array when
creating the association. In contrast, both reactive strategies have to set up their
respective dependency mechanisms in order to monitor for changes. Accordingly,
they impose high overhead as shown by the relative slowdowns in Table 2. While the
compilation strategy runs the given expression in native JavaScript, the interpretation
strategy uses a full-fledged JavaScript-in-JavaScript interpreter to determine relevant
dependencies, which explains the very high impact of the interpretation strategy.
The relative overhead compared to the imperative implementation is subject to the
complexity of the given expression.

5.3 Frequent Context Switches
The above measurements show only the initial overhead of the respective implementation strategy. In the following, we identify the overhead that is imposed by implicit
context switches. Continuing the previous scenario, we enable and disable a context
object implicitly associated with a layer by ila. We disable and re-enable this context
500 times each. Then, we test the expected semantics by calling context-dependent
behavior:
expect ( adaptee . call ( ) ) . to . equal ( expected ) ;

Thus, 1,000 context switches occur before using context-dependent behavior once.
We measure the time it takes to repeat this process 100 times.
Discussion According to the results in Figure 2, both reactive implementations impose a very high overhead for frequent context switches. As highlighted in Table 3,
the interpretation strategy is over two orders of magnitude slower and the compilation strategy is over three orders of magnitude slower. This high overhead is to be
expected, because the imperative implementation does not invoke any additional
behavior when switching contexts implicitly. In contrast, both reactive strategies
activate the respective layer globally, thus, invalidating the current layer composition. The compilation strategy has a higher overhead than the interpretation strategy,
because the applied source code transformation affects all computations. In con-
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Figure 2: Performance benchmark results for a high ratio of context switches to
invocations of context-dependent behavior. The exact ratio is 1000 to 1. All
results are normalized by the imperative median. The normalization is the
quotient of execution time of the respective implementation and the time of the
imperative solution.

Table 3: Benchmark timings and relative slowdowns for frequently switching
contexts
timing [ms]
Imperative
Reactive (Interpretation)
Reactive (Compilation)

0.42
125.63
799.34
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slowdown
(vs Imperative)
295.61 [284.28 - 305.44]
1880.81 [1851.14 - 1924.57]
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Figure 3: Performance benchmark results for calling context-dependent behavior
1,000 times before switching contexts. All results are normalized by the median
of the imperative implementation.

Table 4: Benchmark timings and relative slowdowns for frequently invoking
context-dependent behavior
timing [ms]
Imperative
Reactive (Interpretation)
Reactive (Compilation)

17.63
14.98
120.12

slowdown
(vs Imperative)
0.85 [0.80 - 0.96]
6.81 [6.39 - 7.08]

trast, the interpretation strategy uses property accessors to punctually intercept the
program execution.

5.4 Frequent Message Sends
The previous experiment hints a high overhead for reactive implementations when
switching contexts frequently. In the following benchmark, we examine the overhead introduced by each implementation strategy when frequently calling contextdependent behavior. In particular, we switch context ten times, with invoking contextdependent behavior 1000 times after each context switch.
Discussion As Figure 3 reveals, both, the imperative and the interpretation-based
implementation have similar performance for frequent invocation of context-dependent behavior. According to Table 4, the reactive variant using the interpretation
strategy is slightly faster than the imperative implementation. The reason is that the
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reactive implementation utilizes the caching mechanism of ContextJS. When calling
context-dependent behavior subsequently, the dispatch mechanism checks whether
the layer composition became invalid since the last dispatch. If not, ContextJS can
reuse the existing layer composition. Because the reactive implementations update
layers on change, no additional checks are required. In contrast, the imperative implementation has to check the current status of each implicitly activated layer on
dispatch. Because the imperative implementation cannot anticipate context switches,
the layer composition needs to be recomputed for each method invocation.
Even with this conceptual advantage, the compilation strategy is considerably
slower than the imperative implementation. This result highlights the high performance overhead imposed by the source code transformation. The reason for this high
overhead is that the invocation of detection hooks, such as access to object members,
is highly polymorphic, and, therefore hard to optimize by jits. As every access to a
property and every call of a member function is wrapped, this strategy can cause
severe performance penalties.

*
**
The presented benchmark highlights the potential provided by reactive implementations of ila. In particular, systems with long living layers and frequent invocations
of context-dependent behavior might benefit from such an implementation. However, the benchmarks also indicate potential performance problems. In particular, the
production of jit-unfriendly code represents a major source of performance issues.
Further studies on the effect of the different implementation variants are needed,
especially with regard to real-world cop applications.

6 Conclusion and Future Work
We implemented implicit layer activation (ila) in two different variants: an imperative and a reactive one. Our comparison shows that the reactive implementation
matches the declarative semantics of ila more closely. The runtime overhead of the
two implementations highly depends on the specific usage scenario: the imperative
implementation is suitable for a system with frequent context switches, while the
reactive implementation is more suitable for systems with frequent invocations of
context-dependent behavior. A reactive implementation seems viable and offers interesting possibilities: the eager (de-)activation of layers allows for the integration
of ila with layer life-cycle callbacks and active entities, for example by scoping the
effect of constraints [6].
The work reported here represents an application of our main research project,
Active Expressions. We expect to continue to evolve both the concept of Active Expressions itself and its application on various problems. Thus, there are a number
of directions for future work:
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Bridging the Gap Between Object-oriented and Reactive Programming Besides
ila, Active Expressions may act as a foundation of many other reactive programming
mechanisms. A key design rationale to Active Expressions is to enable a seamless
integration of those reactive mechanisms with the oo host language. Due to their
basic nature, Active Expressions might represent the smallest possible increment
on the object-oriented programming (oop) paradigm to integrate reactivity on a
fundamental level. In this future work, we aim to identify whether Active Expressions
are suitable for the role of integrating object-oriented and reactive programming,
thereby, improving the day-to-day experience of software developers.
Transactional Integrity on Information Hiding Boundaries In contrast to many
other reactive programming systems, Active Expression automatically infer dependencies from the given state description. Thereby, when encountering object methods,
the underlying framework pierces these encapsulation boundaries to identify relevant state dependencies. When calling high-level state-altering methods, multiple
state modifications might be required to carry out the intended behavior. In this
case, Active Expressions may leak implementation details to users, thereby breaking
encapsulation. Some reactive programming mechanisms do not desire this behavior.
To improve the applicability of Active Expressions on such reactive programming
mechanisms, we want to introduce optional transaction boundaries on units of encapsulation.
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Unbalanced data is one of the major challenges in medical image segmentation,
where the number of pixels belonging to a desired object, the organ or the tumors,
are significantly lower than those belonging to the background. A model trained
with imbalanced data tends to bias towards majority class distribution, which is
not desired in clinical applications. We propose different learning algorithms that
mitigates the challenge raised by unbalanced data using biased complementary
labels, biased with synthetic minority classes, and biased with mini-batch normalization in data-level. We approach ensemble generative model, deep mutual
learning, and adversarial weighted loss towards minority classes. We show evidence that the proposed frameworks is applicable to different types of medical
images of varied sizes on different applications of clinical routine tasks such as
diseases diagnosis, abnormal tissues localization, and semantic segmentation.

1 Overview
Medical imaging plays an important role in disease diagnosis, treatment planning,
and clinical monitoring. However, one of the major challenges in medical image
analysis is imbalanced data where there exists a majority class with normal or healthy
data and a minority class with abnormal or non-healthy data. A model trained with
imbalanced data tends to bias towards healthy data which is not desired in clinical
applications and generally predicted outputs by these networks have high positive
predictive value and low sensitivities.
There are methods in medical image analysis against class imbalance issue by
cascade training [17], training with cost-sensitive function [11], equal selection of
training samples [13], and samples re-weighting [5, 21] which directly adjusts the
sample sizes of respective classes.
In this paper, we overview our recent approaches for handling imbalanced medical data in data-level and algorithmic-level using generative adversarial networks
(GANs). At the data-level, the objective is to balance the class distribution through
biased complementary labels [23], biased with synthetic minority classes [24],and
biased with mini-batch normalization [27]. Algorithm-level based solutions address
class imbalanced problems by modifying the learning algorithm to alleviate the bias
towards majority class. Examples are the ensemble generative model [25, 26], deep
mutual learning [27], and adversarial weighted loss towards minority classes [28].
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2 Background
In a conventional generative adversarial network, generative model G tries to learn
a mapping from random noise vector z to output image y; G : z → y . Meanwhile,
a discriminative model D estimates the probability of a sample coming from the
training data xreal rather than the generator x f ake . The GAN objective function is a
two-player mini-max game like Eq.(1).
min m ax V ( D, G ) = Ey [logD (y)]+
D

G

Ex,z [log(1 − D ( G ( x, z)))]

(1)

In a conditional GAN, a generative model learns the mapping from the observed
image x and a random vector z to the output image y; G : x, z → y . Discriminative
model on the other hand attempts to discriminate between generator output and
ground truth of the training set Eq.(2).

L adv ← min m ax V ( G, D ) = Ex,y [logD ( x, y)]+
D

G

Ex,z [log(1 − D ( x, G ( x, z)))]

(2)

3 Methods for Handling Imbalanced Medical Imaging
We propose different conditional GAN frameworks to mitigate imbalanced imaging.
Similar conditional GAN [19]; in our proposed methods, a generative model learns
mapping from a given sequence of 2D multimodal MR images xi to a sequence
semantic segmentation yis eg and classification ycls ; G : { xi , z} → {yis eg , ycls } (e.g. i
refers to 2D slice index between 1 and 155 from a total 155 slices acquired from each
patient). The training procedure for the segmentation task is similar to two-player
mini-max game as shown in Eq.(3).
While the generative model generates segmentation pixel labels, the discriminator
classifies whether the predicted pixel output by generator is similar to the ground
truth annotated by a medical expert or synthetic. The adversarial loss is mixed with
two additional loss to attenuate the imbalanced data impact.

L adv ← min m ax V ( G, D ) = Ex,yseg [logD ( x, yseg )]+
G

D

Ex,z [log(1 − D ( x, G ( x, z)))]

(3)

3.1 Cost-sensitive Learning
A class-imbalance in a medical dataset where non-healthy classes could not be
trained as well as healthy classes, might dominate the gradient direction. Regarding
to mitigate class-imbalanced impact, we mixed adversarial loss Eq. (3) with selective
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Figure 1: Our proposed architecture for learning semantic segmentation and diseases prediction. We design a set of auto-encoders combined with a LSTM
unit in a circumvent bottleneck as the generator network with skip connections
between each layer i and the corresponding layer n-1-i (mostly like UNet architecture). The discriminator is fully convolutional network substituted with
LSTM unit. Both networks are trained together in an adversarial way with selective weighted categorical cross entropy loss for semantic segmentation and
selective weighted L1 for diseases prediction.

weighted Eq.(4) categorical cross-entropy loss L H ( G ) for semantic segmentation,
and with selective weighted Eq.(4) `1 loss Eq.(6) for classification of diseases.
s
| Cc |
wc =
(4)
fc + N
Where the weight for each class c is based on the ratio of the cordiality among
N classes on entire training dataset (e.g. mostly healthy classes) by the frequency
of samples with class c appears in the dataset. Since we have intense frequency
differences, the square root is applied to prevent huge weights. This implies that
larger classes in the training set have a weight smaller than 1 and the weights of the
smallest classes are the highest defined by Eq.(4).
The final loss for semantic segmentation task is calculated through Eq.(5)

Lseg ( D, G ) = L adv ( D, G ) + L H ( G ∗ wc )

(5)

As shown in Fig.1, the concatenated depth features from last decoder layer with
skip connection of encoder part passed into a couple of dense layers and map to
the disease class. The objective function for class prediction is `1 to minimize the
absolute difference between the predicted value and the existing largest value Eq.(6)

Lcls ( G ) = Ex k ycls − ∑ G ( xi ∗ wc ) k

(6)

i =1

Where i indicates to 2D slice index from the same patient (e.g. in Brain dataset i is
between 1 and 155 from a total of 155 slices acquired from each patient).
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Figure 2: The proposed method for medical image semantic segmentation consists
of a generator network, a discriminator network, and a refinement network. The
generator tries to segment the image into pixel level, while the discriminator
classifies the synthesized output as real or fake. The final semantic segmentation
masks are computed through eliminating the false positives and adding the
false negatives predicted masks by the refinement network.

In this work, similar to the work of Isola et al. [16], we used Gaussian noise z in the
generator alongside the input data x. Without z, the network learns a mapping from
x with a condition attached to the specific label y and would produce deterministic
outputs, thus failing to match any distribution other than a delta function.
The final objective function for simultaneous semantic segmentation and classification is:

L = Lseg ( D, G ) + Lcls ( G )

(7)

3.2 Deep Ensemble Learning
To mitigate the problem of imbalanced data in medical image segmentation and
achieve a much better trade-off between precision and recall, we proposed a conditional generative refinement network.Our proposed method consists of a generator
and two discriminator where one discriminator feedback generator in true positive
and true negative and another in false positive and false negative named refinement
network.
The refinement network is trained to learn the false prediction of conditional GAN
in details of false negatives Eq. (8) and false positives Eq. (9). The false negative
error represents the number of pixels that were incorrectly labeled as background or
wrong class (Fig. (2) third column). Similarly, the false positive indicates the number
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of pixels that were incorrectly labeled as part of the region of interest (Fig. (2) last
column).

L f n = clip((y − Lseg ), 0, 1)

(8)

L f p = clip((Lseg − y), 0, 1)

(9)

where in both equations (8 and 9) y, Lseg respectively refers to the ground truth
labels and predicted labels by adversarial loss.
Our final objective function LCR−GAN for semantic segmentation relies on adding
false negatives and subtracting false positives from outputs of adversarial network.

LCR−GAN = Lseg − L f p + L f n

(10)

where Lseg indicates to predicted labels by adversarial loss.

3.3 Deep Mutual Learning
As shown in Figure 3, we propose generative multi-adversarial networks, forcing G
to learn from ensemble of discriminators. This ultimately encourages G to produce
samples from a variety of modes, since it now needs to fool the different possible
discriminators that may remain in the ensemble. Variations in the ensemble are
achieved by the feedback of each D with a certain probability pd at the end of every
batch. This means that G will only consider the loss of the remaining discriminators
in the ensemble while updating its parameters at each iteration. Here, left side of Figure 3, the generator starts training from scratch by receiving feedback from different
pre-trained and fine tune discriminators with different losses.
As depicted by Figure 3 in right side, we extend the generative networks equal to
number of discriminative networks. Each generator communicate with correspond
discriminator using adversarial loss. Moreover, the generator takes different minibatches and discriminator are different in losses. The generator shared the mutual
knowledge during training in way of using KL divergence, represented in Eq. (11)
LGk = L Dk +

k
1
DKL ( pl || pk )
∑
K − 1 l =1

(11)

where K indicated the number of discriminators and generators, our mutual loss
for each generator effectively takes the other k − 1 networks in the cohort as K − 1
discriminators to provide a learning experience. Note that we added the coefficient
1/k − 1 to make sure that the training is mainly directed by supervised learning of
the true labels. The optimization with more than two networks is a straightforward
extension. It can be distributed by learning each network on one device and passing
the small probability vectors between devices.
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Figure 3: Our proposed architecture for learning semantic segmentation and diseases prediction. We design a set of auto-encoders combined with a LSTM
unit in a circumvent bottleneck as the generator network with skip connections
between each layer i and the corresponding layer n-1-i (mostly like UNet architecture). The discriminator is fully convolutional network substituted with
LSTM unit. Both networks are trained together in an adversarial way with selective weighted categorical cross entropy loss for semantic segmentation and
selective weighted L1 for diseases prediction.

3.4 Patient-wise mini-batch Normalization
Several popular techniques are developed for normalization, such as batch normalization [14], and max norm constraints [29], with the core idea of shifting the inputs
to a zero mean and unit variance. The inputs are normalized before applying nonlinearity to prevent the inputs from saturating extreme non-linearity. As described
by Ioff et al. [14], batch normalization improve the overall optimization and gradient
issues. In many cases, initial weights have a large deviance from true weights, delaying the convergence during training. Batch norm reduces the influence of weight
deviance by normalizing the gradients this speeds up the training.
We initially normalized the inputs where the mean and variance are computed on
a specific patient from the same acquisition plane (Saggital, Cronal, and Axial) and
from all available image modalities (e.g., T1, T1-contrast, T2, Flair in the BraTS benchmark). In this regard, the deviances get increasingly large, and the back-propagation
step needs to account for these large deviances which this restrict us for using a small
learning rate to prevent gradient explosion.
For example, the mini-batch with 128 images includes the same patient images and
four available modalities from the same acquisition plane. Algorithm. 1, shows how
to compute normalization at each mini-batch by proposed patient-wise batch-norm
technique.

3.5 Complementary Labels
Here, we mitigate the negative impact of the class imbalanced by inverse class frequency segmentation masks, that we name complementary segmentation labels.
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Algorithm 1: Patient-wise mini-batch normalization. (i and n respectively refer
to a number of 2D slices and number of patient e.g. 0 < i ≤ 155, n=230 in BraTS)
Input : Values of x over a mini-batch: β = x1 , x2 , ..., x155
Parameters to be learned:γ, β
Output : yi = BNγ,β ( xi )
1 for Patient : P1 , P2 , ..., Pn do
2
for AcquisitionPlane : xi , yi , zi do
3
for Image Modalities : T1, T2, T1c, Flair do
4

µβ ←

1
m

5

σβ2

1
m

6

x̂i ←

7
8
9
10

←

n

∑ xi

i =1
n

∑ ( x i − µ β )2

i =1
xi − µ x
p
2 2
σx +ε

yi ← γ x̂i + β = BNγ,β ( xi )
end
end
end

Figure 4: The brain MR image, from Brats 2018 after pre-processing. We extracted
complementary mask from inverse of ground truth file annotated by medical expert, presented in the first column. Other binary masks extracted from
ground truth file in columns 2–4 respectively are whole tumor, enhanced tumor,
and core of tumor which they are used by the discriminator. The 5–8 columns
are a slice of example 3D input of the segmentor.

Assume, Y is true segmentation label annotated by expert and Ȳ is synthesize pair
of corresponding images with complementary label where the P(Ȳ = i | Y = j), i 6=
j ∈ {0, 1, ..., c − 1}, and c is a number of semantic segmentation class labels. The
complementary label Ȳ is a negative label for the major class and a positive label for
the c − 1 class. Then, our network train with both true segmentation mask Y and
complementary segmentation mask Ȳ at the same time.

4 Experiments
To evaluate the performance of our network on imbalanced data segmentation and
compared it with state-of-the-art methods, we trained recent popular annotated
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medical imaging benchmarks for more detail please refer to [26]. Here we show an
example on BraTS 2017 as described in Section (4.1).

4.1 Dataset and Pre-processing
The first experiment is carried out on real patient data obtained from BraTS2017 challenge [6, 7, 8, 18]. The BraTS2017 released data in three subsets train, validation, and
test comprising 289, 47, and 147 MR images respectively in four multisite modalities
of T1, T2, T1ce, and Flair which the annotated file provided only for the training set.
The challenge is semantic segmentation of complex and heterogeneously located of
tumour(s) on highly imbalanced data. Pre-processing is an important step to bring
all subjects in similar distributions, we applied z-score normalization on four modalities with computing the mean and stdev of the brain intensities. We also applied
bias field correction introduced by Nyúl et al. [20].
Additionally, we provided data augmentation such as randomly cropped, resizing, scaling, rotation between -10 and 10 degree, and Gaussian noise applied
on training and testing time for three datasets.

4.2 Implementation
Configuration: Each proposed method is implemented separately based on a Keras
library [10] with backend Tensorflow [1] and our code is publicly available.1 We did
different experiments on 2D, 2D sequences, and 3D images which all codes are
publicly available in.2

4.3 Evaluation Results and Discussion
The segmentation of the brain tumour from medical images is highly interesting in
surgical planning and treatment monitoring. The goal of segmentation as described
by organizer [6, 7, 8, 18] is to delineate different tumour structures such as active
tumorous core (TC), enhanced tumorous (ET), and edema or whole tumorous (WT)
region.
Fig. (5) shows qualitative results of the cGAN network, and refinement network
in detail. Based on Fig. (5), the result shows good relation to the ground truth for
the segmentation after refinement network.
The Dice score, Hausdorff distance, sensitivity, and specificity are introduced by
BraTS2017 as evaluation criteria for segmentation task. Tables (1, 2) present the
brain segmentation results from proposed architecture and compare them with other
related methods based on the pre-proceeding report [9].
From Table (1), the cGAN network (in second line) with one generator and discriminator achieved 12% less accuracy for whole tumour region segmentation com-

1 https://github.com/HPI-DeepLearning/voxelGAN
2 https://github.com/HPI-DeepLearning/

(last accessed 2018-10-18).
(last accessed 2018-10-18).
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Figure 5: Visual results from our model on axial views of CBICA-AMF.nz.76-124
from the validation set. The first row shows Flair modality, while the second
and fourth row show the output results respectively from cGAN and refinement architecture. The third row shows the semantic segmentation masks from
cGAN overlaid Flair modalities where the fifth row shows outputs after refinement network. The red color codes the whole tumour (WT) region, while pink
and yellow represent the enhanced tumour (ET) and the tumorous core (TC)
respectively.

Table 1: Comparison of the achieved accuracy for semantic segmentation of different classes of tumour in terms of Dice and Hausdorff distance on validation
data [6, 7, 8, 18] reported by the BraTS2017 organizer. The terms WT, ET, and
TC are abbreviations of whole tumor region, enhanced tumor region, and core
of tumor respectively.
Label

Dice-WT

Dice-ET

Dice-TC

Hdf-WT

Hdf-ET

Hdf-TC

Refinement GAN [26]
cGAN [23]
Recurrent-cGAN [24]
Residual-Encoder [3]
FCN [2]
3D-Unet [4]
Nifty-Net [12]
3D-CNN [22]
biomedia [21]
UCL-TIG [30]
MIC-DKFZ [15]

0.86
0.74
0.79
0.82
0.83
0.81
0.83
0.82
0.90
0.90
0.89

0.64
0.53
0.60
0.62
0.69
0.76
0.71
0.46
0.73
0.78
0.73

0.73
0.61
0.68
0.57
0.69
0.72
0.68
0.56
0.79
0.83
0.79

7.22
12.6
11.73
11.06
13.65
27.49
9.56
4.2
3.8
6.9

8.30
16.41
14.54
11.49
22.36
17.35
13.8
4.5
3.2
4.5

11.04
31.0
25.83
12.53
13.88
31.34
14.7
6.5
6.4
9.4
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Table 2: Comparison and the achieved accuracy for semantic segmentation in
TruePositive
terms of false negative rate or fnr= 1 − TruePositive
+ FalseNegative and false positive
TrueNegative

rate or fpr=1 − TrueNegative+ FalsePositive on validation data. The terms of WT, ET,
and TC are abbreviations of whole tumor region, enhanced tumor region, and
core of tumor respectively.
Label

fnr-WT

fnr-ET

fnr-TC

fpr-WT

fpr-ET

fpr-TC

RefinementGAN [26]
cGAN [23]
Recurrent-cGAN [24]
biomedia [21]
UCL-TIG [30]
MIC-DKFZ [15]

0.11
0.22
0.19
0.11
0.09
0.11

0.16
0.34
0.32
0.22
0.23
0.21

0.29
0.32
0.30
0.24
0.18
0.22

0.02
0.02
0.02
-

0.02
0.04
0.03
-

0.02
0.03
0.02
-

pared to the segmentation results after the refinement network. In the first stage,
the generator is trained by true positive and true negative masks. Meanwhile, the
discriminator network tests how true is the predicted mask created by the generator.
On the top of cGAN, the refinement learns the false negative and false positive masks.
Table (2) presents discovery of false negative rate (1-recall) and false positive rate
(1-specificity) in detail of network architecture. The final masks computed from the
cGAN (or recurrent-cGAN) network with eliminating false negative and adding
false positive predicted by refinement network.
Regarding results of false discovery rate presented in Table (2), we have achieved
good results as second and third ranked teams in BraTS2017 competition when the
segmented masks computed by recurrent conditional GAN and refinement network.
Regarding quantitative results by Tables (1 and 2), the networks substituted by LSTM
unit predicted more accurate results.
In test time, every group had 48 hours from receiving the test subjects to process
them and submit their segmentation results to the online evaluation system. The average value of the Dice coefficient is 0.85 in test time, which the results from Table (3)
obtained and evaluated by challenge organizer. Since the results of the challenge in
testing are not publicly available, we are not able to compare the performance of the
different approaches in the test time.
It is important to mention that our method takes only 58 seconds to segment one
MR brain image consisting 155 slices at testing time.

5 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we introduced some recent adversarial frameworks for handling imbalanced problems for the task of medical image segmentation. We developed and
evaluated the four different algorithms in data-level and algorithm-level to mitigate
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Table 3: The achieved accuracy for brain tumour semantic segmentation by proposed conditional refinement GAN in terms of Dice, sensitivity, specificity, and
Hausdorff distance reported by the BraTS-2017 organizer
Evaluation
Dice
Sens
Spec
Hdfd

Validation
WT
0.86
0.89
0.98
7.22

ET
0.64
0.84
0.98
8.30

TC
0.73
0.71
0.97
11.04

Test
WT
0.85
8.73

ET
0.61
59.2

TC
0.72
25.9

the issue of unbalanced data for medical image analysis. We achieved promising
results on two popular medical imaging benchmarks for the task of semantic segmentation of abnormal tissues as well as a body organ, together with a prediction
of diseases. In the future, we plan to investigate the potential of one-class learning
using unsupervised GANs for semantic segmentation task.
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This progress report describes my recent activities in the HPI Research School on
Service-Oriented Systems Engineering. It presents the current state of my work
and summarizes my research and teaching activities during the last two years.

1 Overview
My field of research is called comparative text mining, where I work on novel document representations. The challenge of document representations is to capture
semantic similarities despite different language use. To this end, I develop new topic
models, dense vector representations, and recurrent neural networks. Applications
of my work are text classification systems and content-based recommender systems.
For example, my research can be applied to reference recommendation for patents
and scientific papers, content-based book recommendation, and semi-automated
comment moderation at online discussion platforms.

1.1 Digital Libraries
I am part of the research community working on digital libraries, which deals with
large collections of documents. These documents are typically text documents in
our context but they are not limited to a specific type of text document. My datasets
contain, for example, patents, scientific papers, book synopses, news articles, user
comments, and medical documents. Together with my co-authors I published three
different papers at the three major conferences on digital libraries, which are geographically distributed across different continents, but address a joint community.
These publications have in common that they deal with large collections of documents and that they mine information from these documents in order to compare
them. However, they deal with different datasets and aim at different goals. In our
paper “What Should I Cite? Cross-Collection Reference Recommendation of Patents
and Papers” published at the Conference on Theory and Practice of Digital Libraries
(TPDL) we cluster patents and scientific papers by topic despite their different language use. We propose an extension to cross-collection topic models, which we also
evaluated on other datasets and tasks in our paper “My Approach = Your Apparatus? Entropy-Based Topic Modeling on Multiple Domain-Specific Text Collections”
at the Joint Conference on Digital Libraries (JCDL). Similar to these two publications,
our most recent research is also a recommender system. In “Book Recommendation
Beyond the Usual Suspects: Embedding Book Plots Together with Place and Time
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Information” we model plot, place, and time of a story in a dense vector space. This
space allows us to do arithmetics with books. For example, given a popular book,
we can recommend another book that has a similar plot but is set at a different, userdefined place and time. This paper has been accepted at the International Conference
on Asia-Pacific Digital Libraries (ICADL).
Recent advances of deep learning in natural language processing introduced the
concept of word embeddings. Independently of any downstream applications, word
embeddings provide a way to represent words as points in a high-dimensional vector
space. Semantically similar words have also (numerically) similar representations in
this space. However, to train word embeddings, huge corpora with billions of tokens
are needed. The training process is also computationally expensive. Therefore the
community mostly uses publicly available, pre-trained word embeddings. These
word embeddings have been trained by large companies and research institutions,
for example, on all English-language Wikipedia pages.
In our paper “Learning Patent Speak: Investigating Domain-Specific Word Embeddings”, we compare generic word embeddings with domain-specific word embeddings. It has been published at the International Conference on Digital Information
Management (ICDIM), which is topically related to previously mentioned conferences on digital libraries. Specifically, we find that domain-specific word embeddings
can drastically improve precision and recall at an exemplary classification task. We
trained these word embeddings on 38 billion tokens and publish them online so that
other researchers can use them. Currently, I co-advise a master thesis that extends
this work. Its goal is to model the hierarchical scheme for patent classification within
a neural network. It also touches the field of few-shot learning, because the class
distribution is highly imbalanced. For some classes only very few training samples
exist, which makes the classification problem more challenging.

1.2 Comment Analysis
My second field of research is news comment analysis, which deals with user comments posted at online news platforms. Thanks to a collaboration with a large online
news provider, I have access to a real-world dataset of millions of user comments
with additional metadata about comments, users, and articles. Industry collaborations like this also give me valuable insights into the daily working routine of news
editors. In our joint work we discuss our own views of what modern tech-driven
journalism could be. Besides proprietary datasets, I also work on publicly available
data from other online news platforms.
To some extent, collections of millions of comments can be seen as digital libraries,
too. However, collections of comments are typically not used to retrieve archived
information. Instead, I identified several other tasks, which I motivate and explain in
the following. All these tasks share the research questions “How can we leverage machine learning to improve online discussions?” and “How can we mine information
from online discussions?”.
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1 Overview
• Toxic Comment Classification: For editors at online news platforms it is costly
in terms of working power and time to keep discussion sections clean from
inappropriate content and to watch the compliance of users (“netiquette”). To
support editors at the task of moderating and editing user-submitted content,
we propose a semi-supervised machine learning approach. We model linguistic differences of toxic comments in comparison to non-toxic comments and
classify whether a comment contains obscene language, insults, threats, hate
speech, or any other toxic content that makes users leave a discussion. In a joint
work together with PhD students from Beuth University of Applied Sciences,
we participated in the Kaggle Toxic Comment Classification Challenge. Our
approach is an ensemble of recurrent neural networks, convolutional neural
networks, logistic regression, and boosted trees. We finished in the top 2%
(place 54/4551) and continued our collaboration in the field of hate speech detection. This collaboration resulted in a paper publication on current research
challenges, titled “Challenges for Toxic Comment Classification: An In-Depth
Error Analysis” [1]. It will be presented at a workshop co-located with the
Conference on Empirical Methods in Natural Language Processing (EMNLP).
Further, we plan to do research on how to automatically explain why a particular comment is considered toxic or not.
We apply our machine learning approach to English and Hindi comments in
our paper “Aggression Identification Using Deep Learning and Data Augmentation” [5], but also to German tweets in our paper “Fine-Grained Classification
of Offensive Language” [4]. In a collaboration with the German news provider
ZEIT Online we work on a dataset of German news comments and published
the results in our paper titled “Delete or not Delete? Semi-Automatic Comment
Moderation for the Newsroom” [6]. This wide range of languages proofs that
our approach is language-independent. These papers have been published
at workshops co-located with the Conference on Computational Linguistics
(COLING) and the Conference on Natural Language Processing (KONVENS).
One challenge of toxic comment classification is the small amount of labeled
training data. To this end, we propose a transfer learning approach. Instead of
training our models with the limited training data of a specific task, we pretrain them on related tasks that provide larger amounts of data. For example we
use English-language training data and machine-translate this data to German.
After this process, we use the translated data to train models for Germanlanguage tasks.
• Highlighting Interesting Comments: A contrary approach to toxic comment
classification is the automatic detection of so called “editor picks”. Editor picks
are comments that are highlighted because of their high writing quality and
their relevance to other users. An example is a comment that provides background information that is not mentioned in the article itself. Another example
is a comment that summarizes parts of a discussion and is helpful to other users
by giving an overview. Currently, I co-advise a master thesis on how to improve
automatic classification of comments by incorporating a comment’s context,
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such as previous comments and its corresponding news article. Further, we
participate in the project „Yes comment!“ together with industry partners from
online media. This project is framed by the „Masterclass Science Journalism“
funded by the Robert Bosch Foundation. It explores how to summarize and
highlight interesting comments in order to enhance the communication in online comment sections. The outcome of the project is planned to be a case
study.
• Comment Volume Prediction: News directors decide when to schedule which
article for publication. With the help of a good prediction of expected interest
and comments, they can balance the distribution of highly controversial topics
across a day. Thereby, not only readers and commenters get a chance to engage
in each single controversial discussion, but also the moderation workload for
comment editors is distributed evenly. Further, knowing which articles will
receive many comments helps in the moderation process: Guiding the main
focus of attention of moderators towards controversial topics facilitates efficient
moderation. We propose a logistic regression model based on article metadata,
linguistic, and topical features to predict the number of comments that an
article will receive. In this field, I co-advised a master’s thesis with the title
“Automatically Managing News Comments”. Based on the results of this thesis,
we published a paper with the title “Prediction for the Newsroom: Which
Articles Will Get the Most Comments?” at the NAACL conference[2].
• Comment Ranking: Typically, online comments are presented in chronological
order. As a consequence, the earliest comments attract the most attention, regardless of whether their content is interesting for other users. Especially early,
provocative comments can stifle any chance of an open and meaningful debate. To encounter this problem, we propose new comment rankings that keep
reply structures intact and address different user needs. For example, we consider rankings based on comment upvotes and downvotes or prestige scores
for users. This is work in progress and overlaps with the next task: discussion
summarization.
• Discussion Summarization: When online discussions grow, it becomes almost
impossible to read through all comments. Popular news articles receive hundreds to thousands of comments. Large comment sections are split across
multiple pages and most users only pay attention to the first page of comments. Because of the large number of comments, it is hard for users to get an
overview of the discussion and extract relevant information. We propose to
automatically summarize discussions, cluster subtopics, and extract principal
arguments. Thereby, we aim to make longer discussions more engaging and
more accessible to users.
• Modeling Linguistic Change: Language use underlies temporal changes. The
detection, analysis, and visualization of vocabulary shifts, can give interesting
insights. Further, whether a particular comment is appropriate for publication
might also vary over time. As a consequence, machine learning models, such as
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semi-automated comment classifiers need to adapt to vocabulary shifts. Our approach focuses on diachronic word embeddings, where a word is represented
with a different vector depending on the temporal context of its use.
• Modeling Users’ Commenting Behavior: While comment volume prediction
and modeling linguistic change considers online communities as a whole, modeling the comment behavior of particular users is a more fine-grained task.
Here, the goal is to predict which articles a particular user will most likely
comment on or in what tone. Besides the accuracy of a model’s predictions, its
interpretability and explainability is an important aspect. The latter is an unsolved research problem especially for deep neural networks and motivates the
use of other machine learning models, such as probabilistic graphical models.

1.3 Outlook
Two submissions are planned in November and January to the Web Conference 2019
(formerly WWW conference) and the International Conference on Research and Development in Information Retrieval 2019 (SIGIR). In November 2018, I will present
our paper “Book Recommendation Beyond the Usual Suspects: Embedding Book
Plots Together with Place and Time Information” at the 20th International Conference On Asia-Pacific Digital Libraries (ICADL) [3]. At the same time, our paper
“Challenges for Toxic Comment Classification: An In-Depth Error Analysis” will
be presented at the 2nd Workshop on Abusive Language Online (co-located with
EMNLP) [1]. After my work on comment ranking and discussion summarization
is finished, I plan to focus my research on how to model users’ commenting behavior. Starting from March 2019, I will again teach an HPI Youth College course on
Information Retrieval and Web Search.
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One of the most fundamental problems in computer science is Propositional Satisfiability (SAT). Its computational hardness gave rise to many complexity-theoretical
concepts, e.g. NP-hardness and lower bounds on algorithmic runtime via the
(Strong) Exponential Time Hypothesis. In order to analyze the average-case complexity of SAT and to generate benchmarks for solvers, instances are created at
random (random SAT). Random SAT initiated the development of sophisticated
rigorous and non-rigorous techniques for analyzing random structures. Despite a
long line of research and substantial progress, nearly all theoretical work on random SAT assumes a uniform distribution on the variables. In contrast, real-world
instances often exhibit community structure and large fluctuations in variable
occurrence, similar to big real-world networks.
This report documents my work analyzing a more realistic random SAT model
inspired by one proposed by Ansótegui et al. [2]. I present my latest results, which
show under which requirements the probability of generating satisfiable formulas
abruptly changes from asymptotically almost surely (a. a. s.) one to a. a. s. zero.

1 Overview
Random k-SAT was introduced as a means to study the average-case complexity
of Propositional Satisfiability (SAT). In it one creates random SAT instances with a
given number of variables n, a given number of clauses m, and a given number of
literals per clause k. These instances are generated in such a way, that each instance
with these parameters has the same uniform probability to be created. One of the
most prominent questions related to random k-SAT is trying to prove the satisfiability
threshold conjecture. Intuitively, the satisfiability threshold is the clause-variableratio m/n at which the probability to generate a satisfiable formula goes from one
to zero (see Figure 1).
The satisfiability threshold conjecture states that for a formula Φ generated with
random k-SAT, there is a real number rk such that
(
1 m/n < rk ;
lim Pr{Φ is satisfiable} =
n→∞
0 m/n > rk .
Trying to prove this conjecture has been the subject of many works since the 1980’s
and there has been a lot of progress since then: For k = 2, Chvátal and Reed [4]
and, independently, Goerdt [13] proved that r2 = 1. For k ≥ 3, explicit upper and
lower bounds have been derived, e.g., 3.52 ≤ r3 ≤ 4.4898 [8, 14, 15]. Additionally,
the cavity method from statistical mechanics [16] was used to suggest a numerical
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Figure 1: Fraction of satisfiable formulas for random SAT with clause length k = 3
and n = 100 variables. Each data point created with 500 random formulas.
The threshold can be observed somewhere around a clause-variable-ration of
m/n ≈ 4.26.

estimate of r3 ≈ 4.26. Coja-Oghlan and Panagiotou [5, 6] derived a bound (up to
lower order terms) for k ≥ 3 with rk = 2k log 2 − 12 (1 + log 2) ± ok (1). Recently, Ding,
Sly and Sun [7] proved the exact position of the threshold for sufficiently large values
of k.
Determining the location of the satisfiability threshold can give insights about
structural properties of the random formulas. Furthermore, it can be observed that
the runtime of SAT solvers is especially high around the satisfiability threshold [17]
(see Figure 2). Therefore, knowing the location of the threshold can be helpful when
trying to generate difficult benchmarks.
However, nearly all other theoretical work on random SAT assumes a uniform
distribution on the variables. In contrast, real-world instances often exhibit community structure and large fluctuations in variable occurrence, similar to big real-world
networks. For example, it has been found out that the degree distribution of many
families of industrial instances follows a power-law [1, 3]. This means that the fraction of variables that appear i times is proportional to i− β , where β is a constant
intrinsic to the instance. To help close the gap between the structure of random and
industrial instances, Ansótegui et al. [1] proposed a power-law random SAT model.
These insights inspired us to also look beyond random k-SAT with uniform distributions. Instead, we consider instances with a given ensemble of variable probability
distributions (~pn )n∈N . To create an instance with n variables and m clauses, the variables of each clause are drawn with a probability proportional to ~pn , then they are
negated independently with a probability of 1/2 each. This is repeated m times. We
call this model non-uniform random k-SAT. The main questions we want to answer
now are: Does an equivalent of the satisfiability threshold conjecture still hold, if
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Figure 2: Median number of propagations when solving with MiniSAT (no preprocessing or randomization) for uniform random SAT with clause length
k = 3 and n = 100 variables. Each point is the median of 500 random formulas.
It can be seen that around the satisfiability threshold there is a peak in median
runtime, which turns out to scale exponentially with the number of variables
n.

we consider the non-uniform random k-SAT model? If so, for which ensembles of
variable probability distributions does it hold and for which does it not?
In this report we summarize and discuss our latest results trying to answer these
questions.

2 Preliminaries and Related Work
To give an answer to these questions, one first has to understand asymptotic and
sharp thresholds for satisfiability. Let µm be the probability that a random formula
is unsatisfiable when drawing m(n) clauses over n variables. m∗ = m∗ (n) is an
asymptotic threshold function for unsatisfiability if for every m = m(n)
(
0, if m = o (m∗ )
lim µm =
n→∞
1, if m = ω (m∗ ).
We say that unsatisfiability has a sharp threshold, if there exists a function m∗ =
such that for every constant ε > 0 and for every m = m(n)
(
0, if m ≤ (1 − ε)m∗
lim µm =
n→∞
1, if m ≥ (1 + ε)m∗ .

m∗ (n)

Otherwise we call the threshold coarse.
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In terms of threshold functions, the satisfiability threshold conjecture states that
there is a sharp threshold for satisfiability at m = rk · n and the constant rk is the
same for a fixed k and all sufficiently large n. For k = 2, Chvátal and Reed [4] and
Goerdt [13] proved the conjecture and showed that r2 = 1. However, random 2-SAT
is easier to analyze than random k-SAT and their techniques do not work for bigger
values of k. For uniform random k-SAT the “recipe” for proving the conjecture is as
follows:
1. Show the existence of an asymptotic threshold function, i.e. show constant
lower and upper bounds on rk .
2. Prove that the threshold is sharp. In 1999 Friedgut [9] showed that the satisfiability threshold for uniform random k-SAT is sharp, although its location is
not known exactly for all values of k. However, his result does not prove that rk
is the same for a fixed k and all sufficiently large values of n. Friedgut’s proof
relies on knowing the asymptotic threshold function.
3. Derive the actual constant rk and that the threshold is sharp around it. Ding et
al. [7] were the first to prove the exact value of rk for values of k bigger than 2.
Their proof relies on the result of Friedgut.
The approach we have is to show equivalents of these proofs for non-uniform probability distributions in order to show or refute the conjecture for certain probability
ensembles.

3 Our Results
In our last reports we primarily reported results on the asymptotic threshold for
power-law random k-SAT, i.e. non-uniform random k-SAT where the prescribed variable frequency is a power law. These results are summed up in the next section before
we state our more general and more recent results in the section thereafter.

3.1 Power-Law Random k-SAT
We analyzed the power-law random k-SAT model and showed results regarding
its asymptotic satisfiability threshold. First, we showed the following lower bound
on the threshold position for power-law random 2-SAT [11]. An illustration of this
bound compared to experimental results can be seen in Figure 3.
Theorem 1. Scale-free random 2-SAT with power-law exponent β > 3 and clause-variable
( β−1)( β−3)
ratio m/n < ( β−2)2 is almost surely satisfiable.
We then showed that the satisfiability threshold for power-law random k-SAT with
−1
power-law exponents below 2k
k−1 is sublinear in n [10].
Corollary 2. Let Φ be a random k-SAT formula that follows an arbitrary power-law distribu−1
tion and consists of Θ(n) clauses. If the power-law exponent is β < 2k
k −1 , Φ is unsatisfiable
with high probability.
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Figure 3: Phase diagram for scale-free 2-SAT formulas with n = 107 variables. We
empirically observe a sharp phase transition ( ), which closely matches the
theoretical bound of Theorem 1 ( ).
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Figure 4: Illustration of our asymptotic results for the power-law satisfiability
threshold location when n → ∞ (left) compared with empirical results for
randomly generated power-law 3-SAT formulas on n = 106 variables checked
with the SAT solver MiniSAT (right). The timeout was set to one hour.

−1
For power-law exponents above 2k
k −1 we were able to show that the satisfiability
threshold is at least linear in n by providing the following lower bound.

Theorem 3. Let Φ be a random k-SAT formula that follows an arbitrary power-law distri−1
bution. If the power-law exponent is β > 2k
k −1 + ε for an arbitrary ε > 0, Φ is satisfiable
with high probability if mn is a small enough constant.
Although the satisfiability threshold for every probability distribution can be at
k
most, linear, we improved upon the trivial bound of ln(2)/ ln( 2k2−1 ) with the following theorem.
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Theorem 4. Let Φ be a random k-SAT formula with k ≥ 2 and r = mn that follows a
power-law distribution. Let further N ∈ N + be any constant. If the power-law exponent is
β > 2, then Φ is w. h. p. unsatisfiable if


"
  β−1 1 !# N1

 r 1 N −1
 1 − 1k 2 N ∏ 2 − exp − (1 + o (1)) r k β − 2 N
 < 1.
2
2k − 1 β − 1 l
l =1
A summary of those results can be seen in Figure 4.

3.2 More recent results
Recently we considered non-uniform random k-SAT with other variable probability
distributions besides a power law. Let D (n, k, ~p, m) be non-uniform random k-SAT,
where m clauses are drawn with a variable probability distribution ~p over n variables. The first result we showed for D (n, k, ~p, m) asserts sharpness if the asymptotic
threshold is known and if ~p has certain properties [12]. This result provides us with
the second part of our “recipe” for proving the satisfiability threshold conjecture.
Theorem 5. Let ~p be a variable probability distribution on n variables and let mc = t be an
asymptotic satisfiability threshold for D (n, k, ~p, m) with respect to m. If


k~pk∞ = o t−k/(2k−1) · log−(k−1)/(2k−1) t
and



k~pk22 = O t−2/k ,

then satisfiability has a sharp threshold on D (n, k, ~p, m) with respect to m.
The first step toward showing this result is considering a slightly different random
k-SAT model. In D (n, k, ~p, m) a fixed number m of clauses is drawn at random. In
the new model we consider, which we call F (n, k, ~p, s), we flip a coin for each of the
(nk) · 2k possible k-clauses to see if we add it. The probability with which we add a
certain clause is equivalent to the probability of drawing that clause in D (n, k, ~p, m)
multiplied with a scaling factor s. We can now define an equivalent of asymptotic
and sharp thresholds with respect to the scaling factor s instead of the number of
clauses m. This model is a lot easier to analyze and we can show that the thresholds
in both models behave similarly under the conditions of Theorem 5. The following
theorem now asserts sharpness of the threshold for F (n, k, ~p, s).
Theorem 6. Let ~p be a variable probability distribution on n variables and let sc = t be an
asymptotic satisfiability threshold for F (n, k, ~p, s) with respect to s. If


k~pk∞ = o t−k/(2k−1) · log−(k−1)/(2k−1) t
and



k~pk22 = O t−2/k ,

then satisfiability has a sharp threshold on F (n, k, ~p, s) with respect to s.
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The proof of this theorem follows the lines of Friedgut’s proof for the uniform
case [9] and employs Fourier transformation techniques by O’Donnell [18]:
We assume toward a contradiction that the threshold is coarse. Then the Sharp
Threshold Theorem [18] tells us that there have to be so-called “boosters” of constant
size that appear with constant probability in the random formula. These boosters are
subformulas which have the property that conditioning on their existence boosts the
probability of the random formula to be unsatisfiable by at least an additive constant.
One kind of booster are unsatisfiable subformulas of constant size. Conditioning
on these would boost the probability to be unsatisfiable to one. We rule these out by
showing that they do not appear with constant probability.
Then, we consider subformulas which give the second highest boost: maximally
quasi-unsatisfiable subformulas. These are subformulas which have only one satisfying assignment for the variables appearing in them and adding any new clause over
those variables makes them unsatisfiable. We want to show that these cannot boost
the probability of a formula to be unsatisfiable by a constant.
Again toward a contradiction, we assume, that conditioning on a maximally quasiunsatisfiable subformula T is enough to boost the unsatisfiability probability by a
constant. First, we prove that conditioning on T is equivalent to adding a number of
clauses of size shorter than k to the random formula over variables not appearing in T.
Then, we use a version of Friedgut’s coverability lemma to show that, if adding these
clauses of size smaller than k makes the random formula unsatisfiable with constant
probability, then so does adding o (t) clauses of size k. We prove that this probability is
dominated by the probability to make the original random formula unsatisfiable for
a slightly bigger scaling factor. However, due to the assumption of a coarse threshold,
the slope of the probability function for unsatisfiability has to be small at one point in
the threshold interval. If we consider exactly this point, the probability to make the
original random formula unsatisfiable cannot be increased by a constant with our
slightly increased scaling factor. This contradicts our assumption that the probability
is boosted by a constant in the first place. Therefore, quasi-unsatisfiable subformulas
cannot be boosters.
After showing this, every less restrictive subformula cannot be a booster either.
That means, the only possible boosters are unsatisfiable subformulas, which we ruled
out already. Therefore, the implication of the Sharp Threshold Theorem does not
hold, which contradicts the assumption of a coarse threshold.
This theorem especially applies to both uniform random k-SAT and power-law
−1
random k-SAT with exponent β > 2k
k−1 + 1.
Corollary 7. Let ~p be an arbitrary power-law distribution. If the power-law exponent is
−1
β > 2k
p, m) has a sharp threshold with respect
k −1 + ε for an arbitrary ε > 0, then D ( n, k, ~
to m.
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4 Conclusion and Future Work
I analyzed the power-law random SAT model proposed by Ansótegui et al. [2]. For
the case of power-law random 2-SAT I was able to prove a lower bound on the
satisfiability threshold which depends on the power-law exponent of the variable
distribution and seems to be tight in practice [11]. For k-SAT with k ≥ 3 I showed
−1
that only the regime of distributions with power-law exponent bigger than 2k
k −1
exhibits a satisfiability threshold which is constant in the clause-variable-ratio, while
distributions with a lower exponent almost surely generate unsatisfiable formulas
−1
at constant clause-variable ratios. For power-law exponents above 2k
k −1 I gave upper
and lower bounds on the satisfiability threshold, which allowed me to show that an
asymptotic threshold exists at Θ(n). These results can also be found in [10].
Furthermore, I studied a more general model for random k-SAT, which I called
non-uniform random k-SAT. For this model I proved requirements on the sharpness
of the satisfiability threshold depending on the variable probability distribution [12],
c. f. Theorem 5. The requirements of the theorem are met, if the power-law exponent
−1
is above 2k
k−1 + 1, proving a sharp threshold in this case. This means, for power-law
−1
random k-SAT with power law exponents above 2k
k −1 + 1, I already provided the
first two out of three ingredients towards proving an equivalent of the satisfiability
threshold conjecture
At the moment I am further investigating the threshold behavior of non-uniform
random k-SAT. Since random 2-SAT is easier to analyze I am considering non-uniform
random 2-SAT. For this special case I want to show matching lower and upper bounds
on the satisfiability threshold under certain conditions on the variable probability
distribution. This could allow me to immediately prove the satisfiability threshold
conjecture for certain probability ensembles. If these conditions are not met, I want
to show that there is an asymptotic threshold, but this threshold is coarse. This will
show a dichotomy for the sharpness of the threshold depending on the variable
probability distribution.
I want to show similar results for non-uniform random k-SAT with k > 2. This
means studying the asymptotic threshold and showing conditions under which
the threshold is coarse. Furthermore, I want to try and improve
my result on the

−
1/k
sharpness of thresholds to demand only k~pk∞ = o t
.
All results mentioned in this report and some of the results I am currently working
on will be part of my dissertation.
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I explore the future of fabrication, in particular the vision of mobile fabrication,
which I define as “personal fabrication on the go”. We introduce this vision with
two surveys, two simple hardware prototypes, matching custom apps that provide
users with access to a solution database and custom fabrication processes we designed specifically for these devices. Our findings suggest that mobile fabrication
is a compelling next direction for personal fabrication. From our experience with
the prototypes we derive the hardware requirements to make mobile fabrication
technically feasible.
Aside from presenting the vision of mobile fabrication, I will touch upon the
different challenges for mobile fabrication to become a reality (how to model on
the go, what the hardware for mobile fab can be, how to ensure portability of
models) and present an overview of projects we are currently engaged in to push
this agenda forwards.

Figure 1: According to our survey, one use case of mobile fabrication is to fix
things that break while on the go. This user, for example, fabricates a hex key
to fix his broken bike light using either (a) a custom “mobile” 3D printer or (b)
a “human-assisted” 3D printer based on an extruder pen. We drive both using
a mobile phone running our custom app.

1 Overview
Personal fabrication has emerged as a topic in human computer interaction [6]. 3D
printers, initially considered tools for prototyping [9], are now explored as tools to
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help users solve engineering problems, such as the design and assembly of furniture
and vehicles [15], optimization of objects’ aerodynamics [19], or repair of objects
[17].
While fabrication currently takes place in offices, labs, and workshops, the current
evolution of 3D printing hardware suggests that 3D printers are about to achieve a
mobile form factor (e.g. iBoxNano (iboxprinters.com) or Olo (olo3d.com)). Future
users may soon have access to such devices while on the go. In an analogy to mobile
computing, such mobile fabrication could provide users with access to fabrication
anywhere, anytime. This raises a number of questions: what will users do with
such devices while on the go? How will the hardware develop? What issues and
limitations will users encounter?

2 Approach
First we explore the vision of mobile fabrication, this is the main content of this
document. The conclusion of this is a set of requirements to make this vision a
reality. I am currently engaged in a series of follow-up projects that focus each on
one of these requirements. One of them being grafter [12], which was presented in
previous retreats, focusing on the challenge of modeling on the go (remixing and
browsing is feasible on the go, 3D modeling from scratch is not).
To explore the vision of mobile fabrication, we conducted two surveys with the
primary objective to create a basis for our subsequent work. The objective of the first
survey was to create a list of objects potential future users might want to fabricate
while on the go. The objective of the second survey was to prioritize this list. The
resulting prioritized list of objects became the basis for our subsequent engineering.

2.1 Survey one: scenarios worth solving with fabrication
We recruited 40 volunteers from our institution (age 18-38, 12 female). Each participant filled in a questionnaire with the following wording “We are studying 3D
printing, specifically a potential future where people might carry a tiny 3D printer
with them at all times, as we do with mobile phone. We are wondering about potential use cases. Please list five on-the-go scenarios where being able to make a missing
object quasi-instantaneously would really help you out.”
Results: Each participant listed on average of 3.9 objects for a total of 75 distinct
objects. The list contained 50 objects that could be produced by a mobile 3D printer.
Discussion The useful scenarios in which objects on the list would be required
could be characterized by three main qualities: (1) Unexpectedness: users are unlikely to incidentally carry the required objects. (2) Importance: not having the object
costs time, money, safety, or reputation. (3) Urgency: The problem requires a timely
solution otherwise users would solve the problem later, by buying the object or by
fabricating it at home or at work. To help us focus our subsequent engineering effort
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on the most relevant objects, we conducted a second survey in which we prioritized
objects on this list.

2.2 Survey two: prioritizing the scenarios
We recruited a separate set of 39 participants (age 20–45, 18 female). Each participant
rated each of 12 use cases of mobile fabrication. We had created the list by sampling
each of the 5 categories from the first survey and then making the list of objects more
tractable by adding a brief description of a context of use. Participants rated objects
in the resulting scenarios as “must have”, “nice to have”, and “uninteresting”.
Results: The three scenarios that received the highest number of “must have”
ratings were: (15) “make a key when you locked yourself out at home”, (11) “create
earplugs when there is somebody snoring next to you in a long distance bus”, and
(9) “make a carabiner to fix a bag strap on the way to plane.”
Scenarios with the highest combined number of “must have” and “nice to have” ratings were: (38) “Make an Allen wrench to fix a bike lamp” (36) “Replacing shoelaces
when they break during a longer hike”, and (36) the carabiner mentioned before. The
least popular scenarios (with largest number of “unimportant” ratings) were: (25)
“replace a lost earring retainer”, (11) “make a shopping cart clip”, and (8) “make
disposable cutlery”.
Discussion The second survey provided us with a ranking of objects that helped
us focus our subsequent engineering effort. Furthermore, the survey had raised the
question about engineering issues, which we decided to address using a solutions
database. Finally, the large number of “must have” ratings in the second survey
suggests that mobile fabrication has the potential to matter.

2.3 Engineering and practicality check 1: modified 3D printer
Building on the results of our surveys, we set out to test the practicality of mobile
fabrication. We started by creating the first iteration of what a mobile 3D printer
might look like, wrote a matching app for it, and then tried to fabricate the list of
desired objects from our survey. To satisfy the urgency objective, we re-engineered
all objects so as to minimize build time. Our overall objective was to investigate what
objects this type of device would be able to produce and where mobile 3D printers
would fail in order to derive implications about mobile 3D printer hardware.
We started out with a 3D printer that extrudes plastic. We wanted to use the printer
truly “on the go” and FDM worked well here because it continues to print when held
sideways or even upside down and while being shaken. This criterion prevented us
from using certain other printer designs, including those based on stereo-lithography
as they use a container of liquid resin that needs to be upright and stationary while
printing (e.g. Olo).
In order to optimize the form factor, we reduced the height of the device as shown
in Figure 2. This reduced the printable height from 11.6cm to 2.2cm, and the print
area to 9.1 × 8.4 cm. The resulting printer weighted 1190g and measured 9 x 18.5 x
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Figure 2: The modified printer, a Micro 3D printer reduced in height and extended
with battery pack and UDOO miniPC

18.5cm, which makes its size comparable to a handbag or messenger bag. We added
a shoulder strap, allowing users to wear the printer like a messenger bag, as shown
in Figure 1 and Figure 2.
To allow the printer to work on the go, we retrofitted it with a battery pack that
allowed for about one hour of printing time (1800mAh). We attached a single-board
computer (UDOO Quad board) running a web-based host (OctoPrint [7]) on top
of Linux (Udoobuntu 1.1). This allowed us to control the printer through a phone
app connecting to the OctoPrint server as a web app.
To allow users to look up engineered solutions, we wrote the app shown in Figure
3. The app allowed users to search for solutions for the on-the-go scenarios from
the survey and it returned hand-engineered annotated 3D models. The app ran in a
web browser and was written in AngularJS. The app retrieved the 3D models from
a cloud service (Firebase), which used a NoSQL database to store relevant data in
JSON format. We stored the images accompanying the 3D models with an image
service provider (Cloudinary). The app interfaced with Firebase and the server
using HTTP requests.
Walkthrough Users operated the system as illustrated by Figure 3. Here a user
uses the system to re-attach a bike lamp. (a) He wants to ride home in the dark when
he discovers that the lamp sags – the mount of the bike lamp is broken. In order
to make his ride home safe, he decides to re-attach the lamp. (b) Close inspection
reveals a loose hex nut, but our user does not carry the matching hex key. (c) He
starts our app and enters “hex key”. (d) The system offers several models of hex
keys – all custom designs reduced to the bare mini-mum to allow for fast fabrication.
The first two are sized 5mm and 6mm, but the user is uncertain about the diameter
of the nut. He therefore picks the third model, which offers two heads: one for 5mm
and one for 6mm.
(e) The user produces the hex key, which takes 25 minutes. The printer works
in any orientation and while moving. Since the app works while running in the
background, the user is free to roam around and to use the phone in the meantime.
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Figure 3: Walkthrough

(f) 25 minutes later the app plays a notification sound. The user removes the hex key
from the print chamber, (g) re-attaches the lamp by tightening the hex nut, and (h)
rides on safely.
Designing for mobile fabrication based on 3D printer In order to engineer the
solutions in the database, we got together with a team of three lab members and
recreated the 3D printable designs from the study list for our mobile 3D printer
setup. We generally started with objects from an online repository (Thingiverse.com)
and then optimized for use with our mobile printer. Most designs only required
optimizing material use in order to maximize printing speed. We created five types
of optimizations, which we discuss at the example of the aforementioned hex key
(Figure 4 shows 5 close-ups).
(a) Use strong geometric structures. The handle of the hex key has to be strong
enough to transmit large amounts of torque, yet we still want it to print quickly.
As shown in Figure 4, we address this by creating a handle in the form of a flat
structure of connected beams (aka truss) optimized to handle torque. (b) Avoid
support material by designing in 2½D. To prevent buckling, we need to add several
very narrow extra layers on top for a L-shaped cross section, but we add them on
one side resulting in a 2½D design that prints is flat against the build platform and
does not require support-material.
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Figure 4: Our optimizations, at the example of the hex key included

(c) Reinforce weak points. The weakest point of the hex key design is the connection between handle and tip. We rein-force it by adding a smooth transition, aka a
fillet. (d) Reinforce using metal parts. If we need to transmit even more torque, e.g.,
to unlock rusty nuts, make users embed metal objects they are likely to carry, here a
coin.
(e) To maximize strength, we print this hex key sideways. This allows filament to
weave back and forth between the top and the cradle for the coin, resulting in extra
stability.
More challenging was the fabrication of objects that require printing around or
through objects from the environment. Shoelaces are one example. While we can 3D
print shoelaces, the nature of the PLA plastic makes it hard to tie a knot. We would
therefore prefer to close up our shoelaces by 3D printing stoppers at each end, i.e.,
print, pause the printer to insert the lace into the shoe, and then finish the print (as
demonstrated in [22] and [2]).
We were able to avoid this type of complication by adding 3D printed locking
mechanism into our objects, i.e., print the entire object, insert it, and then close the
mechanism. Figure 5 illustrates this, implementing (a) shoelaces as a zip tie and (b)
a chain link as a carabiner.

Figure 5: (a) Shoelace as zip tie, (b) chain link as carabiner
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2.3.1 Limitation: Objects that have to fit the environment
While we managed to overcome the challenge of making objects that “loosely” connect with the environment, objects that “tightly” interact with the environment remain elusive.
The hex key from our walkthrough is a benevolent sub-category of this problem.
While the user has to guess the size of the nut the hex nuts are standardized. This
leaves a reasonably small number of choices, which we can address by simply implementing all the choices under consideration, i.e., a 5mm head and a 6mm head.
In this particular example, we can do so with little overhead as most of the printing
effort goes into the handle regardless. The overhead of producing multiple solutions,
however, grows with the number of possible choices and the approach fails when
trying to reproduce an infinite number of choices, such as ear buds that fit the 3D
geometry of the user’s ear.
Ultimately, mobile 3D printers will likely contain appropriate measurement tools
in order to fabricate this class of objects. Measurement equipment could be as simple
as calipers or as complex as a 3D scanner with sub-millimeter precision. We discuss
this in the discussion section.
Since this type of scanning equipment is not quite ready for mobile use, we took
a different approach and created a second mobile fabrication prototype that drops
the 3D printer in favor of a more experimental, more flexible fabrication device.

2.4 Engineering and Practicality check 2: hand-held
Figure 6 shows our second prototype. Like our first prototype, it used a plastic extruder. However, instead of the 3D printer’s x/y/z actuation mechanism, this prototype was built around a hand-held plastic extruder pen, i.e., the prototype actuates
the extruder using the user’s hand, resulting in a human-assisted [23] fabrication
system.

Figure 6: Second prototype

At the expense of additional user effort, the ad-hoc benefits of the human-assisted
approach include: (1) fabrication directly onto objects in their environments, (2) a
device 10x smaller than our first prototype, and (3) substantially faster fabrication
(by integrating external objects and a coarser extruder).
Again we wrote an app around the device that provides users with solutions for
common problems, and then tried to fabricate the list of desired objects from our
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survey. We re-engineered all objects so as to produce as fast as possible. Our overall
objective was to explore what objects we could make and where our system would
fail in order to derive implications for mobile 3D printer hardware, like in the first
iteration.
2.4.1 The second prototype
For this prototype, we modified an off-the-shelf plastic extruder pen (a 3Doodler
2.0, the3doodler.com) to allow for mobile use (Figure 6). It was outfitted with two
120mAH rechargeable batteries to provide 20 minutes of printing time, enough
to build one large object or three smaller ones. (Other extruder pens, such as the
Creopop (creopop.com) or Bondic (notaglue.com) could have been used as well).
Like our first prototype, plastic extruder pens are based on FDM, which allows
them to print in any orientation as well as while shaking. The 3Doodler 2 is 16cm
long, allowing it to fit into a coat pocket and is weighs 60 grams including one strand
of filament.
The app lets users prototype directly on the phone’s screen, utilizing the screen
as the build platform to trace blueprints at actual scale. To assure adhesion between
filament and screen we covered the screen with adhesive transparent plastic film
(0,3mm rigid-PVC, anti-reflex).
The app provided users with solutions for the scenarios from our survey. However,
this time the app did not return 3D models, but fabrication instruction to be executed
by a human (similar to, for example, Instructables.com). The app used the same backend as our previous app.
2.4.2 Walkthrough
The walkthrough shown in Figure 7 demonstrates the same scenario as before, i.e.,
how to re-attach a bike headlight using a fabricated hex key. (a) As with our first prototype, the user pulls out the phone and queries the app for “hex key”. (b) The app
returns multiple results from its online database, each result containing a sequence
of instructions to be executed by a human. The first result requires a coin, which our
user does not have on him. He thus picks the second hit. (c) The app displays a brief
synopsis. The user inspects it briefly to get an overview of what is ahead and flicks
to get started.
(d) The app displays the first fabrication step; it shows how to manufacture a
truss-shaped handle for the hex key. The system shows the instructions directly on
the screen, and the user fabricates the part by tracing it using the extruder pen. The
instructions detail how to interlock the individual layers of material to maximize
stability. Following additional instructions, the user completes the hex key by (e)
molding a tip directly on the nut and (f) fusing it to the handle (details on these
techniques below), attaches the light, and rides on.

2.5 Editor
As we already saw, instructions in our app are essentially sequences of photos, making them easy to create. To simplify the creation of instructions even further we
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implemented the basic editor shown in Figure 7. (a) It offers templates for each of
the individual fabrication processes and (b) helps users create instructions to be
traced by allowing them to scale photographs with rulers and grid tools as reference,
before (c) drawing the lines to be traced on top of the photo.

Figure 7: Editor to make new instructions

2.6 Contribution and Conclusions
Our main contribution is an exploration into the future of fabrication, in particular
the vision of mobile fabrication. We explore this vision with two surveys, two simple
hardware prototypes, matching custom apps that provide users with access to a
solution database, engineering fabrication techniques specifically for these devices,
including tracing and molding, and a user study conducted in situ on metro trains.
All of this combined asks the question whether mobile fabrication will happen. We
think it will.

3 Related Work
Our work builds on the work of HCI researchers who explored how to help nonengineers fabricate. We also build on humans assisted fabrication.
Fabrication systems that provide domain knowledge To help non-engineers engineer, researchers in HCI and graphics have developed tools that incorporate the
required domain knowledge, such as interactive controls (Maker’s Marks [14]), the
dynamics of model airplanes (Pteromys [19]), the structural engineering of furniture
(SketchChair [13]), or how to design enclosures (Enclosed [20]).
Design for fabrication on context With mobile fabrication, users create objects
that are part of and connect to their context of use. Several research projects have
investigated how to allow users to design objects in their context. Tactum, for example, lets users design bracelets directly on the wearer’s arm [5]. CopyCAD [4]
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brings physical objects virtually into the fabrication environment. MixFab [21] lets
modeling and physical environment blend together. More recently Koyama et al.
demonstrated how to generate geometry that connects 3D models to their context
(AutoConnect [8]).
How-to instruction repositories We guide users in the fabrication process using
how-to instructions. Several researchers studied the sharing [1] and evolution [10]
of the communities surrounding such repositories. Recently, Torrey et al. [18] investigated searching for how-to instructions. The proposed instruction system builds
on their findings by allowing users to filter by tool, providing a wide variety of
keywords for every object, and by presenting instructions in a highly visual way.
Two notable examples of commercial online repositories related to fabrication are
Thingiverse.com and Instructables.com.
Human-assisted fabrication In “the wise chisel,” Zoran et al. [25] provide a great
over-view of handheld fabrication tools extended with guidance mechanisms. Free-D
[24] elaborates on the concept of guidance by deactivating the tool when off-bounds.
Similarly, Augmented Airbrush for Computer Aided Painting [16] applies this idea
to airbrushes. D-coil [11] lets users fabricate 3D models out of wax.
While the systems above track users, Devendorf’s being the machine [3] uses a
form of human-assisted fabrication that does not require tracking. The system uses
a laser pointer to point users to where to apply material, with the goal to make the
fabrication process more expressive through human input and the resulting reduced
precision.
The term human-assisted manufacturing was coined by Yoshida et al.; their system
guides users through the fabrication of large objects by piling chopsticks using a
chop-stick blower [23].

4 Future Work
My work continues to focus on filling in the open challenges of mobile fabrication.
Currently we are working on developing small sized fabrication machines, sketching
the trade-off between machine size and percentage of models that it can fabricate.
In previous work, I looked into remixing as a strategy for 3D-modeling [12] which I
consider the most advanced form of modeling on the go (seems unlikely that people
will model from sratch on the go). There we took mechanisms and remixed then,
in follow-up I want to study this more by making fully re-usable units from scratch.
Grfater showed how to benefit from other people’s models, but also identified the
key issue of portability between fab machines. Which is another challenge I am
attempting to tackle in the remainder of my PhD. All of these projects have relevance
specifically to mobile fabrication but also beyond that in their own right.
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The use of Building Information Modeling (BIM) for FM in the Operation and
Maintenance (O&M) stages of the building life-cycle is intended to bridge the
gap between operations and digital data, but lacks the functionality of assessing
and forecasting the state of the built environment in real-time. To accommodate
this, BIM data needs to be constantly updated with the current state of the built
environment (“as-is” representation). Generation of as-is BIM data for a digital
representation of a building is a labor intensive process. While some software applications offer a degree of automation for the generation of as-is BIM data, they can
be impractical to use for routinely updating digital FM documentation. Current
approaches for capturing the built environment, using consumer mobile devices
methods, allow for routine capture of 3D point clouds that can be used as basis
data for a Digital Twin (DT), along with existing BIM and FM documentation. 3D
point clouds themselves do not contain any semantics or specific information about
the building components they represent physically, but using machine learning
methods they can be enhanced with semantics that would allow for reconstruction of as-is BIM and basis DT data. This research report present an overview of
the current progress towards the development of a service-oriented platform for
semantic enrichment of 3D point cloud representations and creation of basis data
for as-is BIMs and DT’s of indoor environments.

1 Introduction
With the current trend of adoption of ICT practices in the Architecture, Engineering and
Construction (AEC) industry, the continuing integration of the BIM process for FM
operations has created new opportunities and challenges [18]. One of the key challenges is updating and reflecting the changes in the BIM that represent the current
state of the built environment, referred to “as-is” or “as-built” versus “as-designed”
representation [10, 24]. Another key challenge is being able to monitor and forecast
the current state of the built environment, especially if digital documentation is integrated with real-time or historic data that is used to provide feedback and enhance
decision making [22]. Apart from BIM adoption for FM, concepts and practices from
Industry 4.0 are currently being evaluated and adopted for FM use [19]. The most
important relative concept of this paradigm are Digital Twin (DT) representations. A
DT is a digital duplicate of the physical environment, states and processes. While a
BIM model contains as-is and as-designed data and representations, a DT can be used
to assess the current state, and to potentially forecast the future state, using a digital
duplicate of the built environment [7, 15]. The data used for a DT therefore needs to
representative of both the static physical attributes, as well as the dynamic processes
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and states of the built environment. In order to capture the current physical state
of the built environment, 3D point clouds can be used as the basis for as-is BIM
and DT representations [4]. This report provides a high-level overview concerning
the design, development and testing of the main components of a service-oriented
platform, used to generate semantically rich data from 3D point clouds. These semantically enriched 3D point cloud representations can be used as basis data for
DTs. This allows for routine generation of semantically rich models for enhancing
collaboration, decision making, and forecasting among FM stakeholders.

2 Overview of Methodology
The main focus of the presented research methodology is on semantic enrichment
and integration of 3D point cloud representations of indoor environments for enhancing decision making concerning FM operations, particularly O&M operations.
A 3D point cloud consists of what can be defined as non-interpreted data - data that
is open to visual interpretation but does not have any semantics associated with
it. 3D point clouds can be used by themselves to represent the current state of the
physical environment for practical needs (e.g., assessment of space usage in a room),
but for any further representations and assessment the 3D point cloud needs to be
processed in order generate useful semantics. These can than be used as the basis
for as-is BIMs or DTs. Although there is overlapping between a DT and BIM representations, for this research DTs are treated as a higher-level representation that
includes both as-designed and as-is BIM data, and any other associated semantics (see
Figure 1). A DT representation fuses these as-designed and as-is representations with
additional information layers pertaining to the current state of the built environment
(see Figure 2).

Figure 1: Data and representational hierarchy diagram for as-is BIMs and DTs
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Figure 2: Illustrated example showing the current scattered state of FM operations
in a typical building (left), in comparison to the unified and centralized access
to operational status and digital data using a DT (right)

2.1 Point Cloud Acquisition
The main advantage of using consumer mobile devices (such as Google Tango specification compatible devices), is that they provide an affordable, flexible, and simple
solution for capturing 3D point clouds of interiors in comparison to more expensive laser scanning devices [6]. Photometry-based processing methods can be implemented on mobile devices and allow the processing of a sequence of captured
images to be converted into a point cloud representation. These 3D point cloud representations captured using mobile phones may feature lower fidelity in terms of
visual details, but very detailed 3D representations of indoor environments are not
generally required for routine FM applications. The visual representation described
by a point cloud can be used to enhance FM practices and fulfills the need to be able
to have up-to-date representations of interiors of a facility for enhancing and making
informed decisions. The process for capturing point clouds is fairly straightforward,
as the user has to simply walk around an interior space and capture the point cloud
with the designated mobile tablet or phone device (see Figure 3). Once the scan has
been generated, the resulting 3D point cloud needs to be filtered for overlapping
duplicate points, and preferably sub-sampled to a reasonable degree in order to
decrease processing time while preserving the visual fidelity of the 3D point cloud
representation.

2.2 Reconstruction
As-is BIM reconstruction can generally be thought of as representing global characteristics of a built environment (e.g., comparison of as-built vs as-designed room
layouts). Current general research in the AEC industry is focused on efficient geometry reconstruction at appropriate levels of detail using segmentation and geometry
reconstruction methods. Before semantics can be added to the point cloud, the point
cloud dataset has to be segmented in order to divide and mark the homogeneous
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Figure 3: Acquisition of a 3D point cloud of office furniture using a Google Tango
compatible mobile phone, and an example 3D point cloud of an office room
generated using such a device

regions of point clusters, which allows for quicker identification of building features
[14]. Segmentation can be either be done manually or can be automated by taking
into account the spatial features of the point dataset (e.g., all point below a certain
vertical axis coordinate can be considered as belonging to the floor cluster). Notable
approaches for BIM reconstruction have been investigated by [1, 13, 21]. Segmented
regions of the point cloud can then be used for reconstruction to a specified Level of
Detail (LOD) BIM representation, usually stored in the Industry Foundation Classes
(IFC) file format. This is illustrated in Figure 4.
Apart from reconstruction to BIM data, horizontally segmented point cloud representations of interiors can be used to generate 2D and 3D floor plan representations.
Such representations can be very useful for analyzing space utilization, room layouts
and emergency route planning. Research by [23] has presented a notable approach
for generating room layouts for floor plan representations using segmented 3D point
cloud representations of indoor buildings. Evaluation of boundary features derived
from the spatial arrangement of point clouds can also be used to generate 2D and 3D
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(b)

(a)

(c)

Figure 4: a The original point cloud of an office hallway. b Shows the segmented
point cloud that includes different colored planes to denote different point
cluster orientations in comparison to other cluster regions in the point cloud
data set, and c Shows the initial results of segmentation and reconstruction of
an office hallway from a 3D point cloud at LOD-300.
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boundary approximation representations. Such representations can be useful when
combined with existing 2D or 3D point cloud and CAD data in order to enhance 3D
visualizations for initial assessment of the state of the building (e.g., energy usage,
navigation planning and capacity simulation). Figure 5 illustrates an example of 2D
and 3D floor plan boundary generation.

2.3 Classification
Segmented regions of the point cloud can be used to classify point cloud clusters as
specific features of the built environment, such as furniture classification. In turn,
this is the primary mechanism for semantic enrichment of segmented and/or reconstructed 3D point clouds. The process of classification is based on machine-learning
and allows a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to recognize 2D or 3D spatial and
visual features of a given point cluster [12, 16]. Training data used to train a CNN can
either be segmented 3D point cloud clusters, or images of specific point cloud objects
(e.g., images of point cloud representations of office furniture for example). Using
2D image classification methods, known as “multi view classification”, this process
can be automated by having a trained CNN model classify point cloud clusters [2,
9]. a 3D pint cloud cloud can be partitioned using a 3D data structure such as an
Octree or kD-tree, where each partitioned region can be used to generate classification
images. These generated classification images can be classified in a service-oriented
manner (see Section 2.5), and the classification results can be streamed back and
associated with each partitioned region of the 3D point cloud. This allows for automated semantic-enrichment of the point cloud data, which in turn enables the point
clouds to be used as basis data for as-is BIM or DT representations. The implementation of such a classification system is illustrated in Figure 6, and and example of
such a classification result is shown in Figure 7.

2.4 Visualization
The use of interactive 3D visualization can benefit FM stakeholder engagement by
allowing real-time display and analysis of 2D and 3D visual outputs generated from
the acquired data sources. Using modern computer graphics rendering approaches,
complex visualizations can be presented to users in real-time on various configurations including commodity and older hardware. Service-based interactive visualization can enable streaming of complex visualization results to thin clients, such as
smartphones and tablets [8]. With standardization of the WebGL 3D graphics API
for most modern HTML5 compliant web browsers, it is possible to visualize in in
real-time 3D various models and generated outputs for AEC applications. The use
of high-level JavaScript frameworks for 3D web-based visualization, such as Three.js
[3], allows for advanced real-time 3D features such as model loading (including PLY
file format support for 3D point clouds), scene navigation, 3D data structures (octrees), and GPU-based rendering. Further, it features a flexible scene-management
system where each component of the scene is added to a scene graph and accessed
using a hierarchical function call system. One limit of Three.js for visualizing point
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5: a Examples of floor plan generation outputs, using a 3D point cloud scan
of an building interior. b A 2D vector contour around a regularized horizontal
point cloud slice, and c an extruded 3D mesh representation of the primary 2D
floor plan boundaries based on the generated vector contours.
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Figure 6: High-level overview of the presented point cloud classification approach
using image-based classification

Figure 7: Classification results of an indoor office area containing a sofa and
chairs. The left image shows the input point cloud and the segmented region
that is to be classified. The right image shows the classification output. In the
classification output, the blue cubes indicate possible spatial location of a sofa
and the red cubes indicate possible spatial positions for chairs.

clouds is the lack of support for out-of-core rendering of massive amounts of pointcloud data, without resorting to the use of more sophisticated scene and memory
management methods [17]. An example of the implemented web-based 3D visualization system used for display of semantically-enriched 3D point clouds of building
interiors is illustrated in Figure 8.

2.5 Service Oriented Approach
Service-based interactive visualization can enable streaming of complex visualization results to thin clients, such as smartphones and tablets. Some mobile devices may
be older generation and may not have the ability to process visualization data in realtime using their native hardware, thus data can be pre-processed and streamed from
a server in real-time to the mobile device using an implemented service-oriented
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Figure 8: Example of a 3D scene being visualized using a prototype version of a
web-based semantic enrichment tool for indoor point clouds

architecture solution [5]. Using a service oriented approach also allows for increased
stakeholder collaboration, especially using 3D visualization of indoor environments
[11]. The description of a BIM-based multidisciplinary collaboration platform, along
with specific technical requirements, has been described in detail by [20]. A highlevel overview of the implemented service oriented architecture for semantic enrichment of 3D point clouds using image-based classification is illustrated in Figure
9.

3 Conclusion and Outlook
Using a service-oriented paradigm, the scanned indoor environments obtained using consumer mobile devices can be reconstructed as semantically rich as-is 3D point
cloud data, and as basis data for as-is BIMs and DTs. The described methodology
provides a detailed overview of the processes required for acquiring, generating,
and presenting this semantically rich 3D point cloud representations of indoor building environments. Current research efforts are focused on utilizing the presented
methodology to generate results using real-world data, in order to effectively demonstrate the potential to increase engagement and enhance decision making for FM
practitioners who are adopting BIM and Industry 4.0 practices.
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Figure 9: The presented client-server model showing the data flow, processes, and
systems used for a service oriented implementation of a web-based semantic
enrichment tool for indoor point clouds
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Different sensory equipment can measure geospatial information of our environment. Ground-penetrating 2D radar scans are captured for examination of surface
conditions and below-ground variations such as lowerings and developing potholes in road areas. 3D point clouds captured above ground provide a precise
digital representation of the ground’s surface and the surrounding environment.
Panoramic photos add color information and an easy to interpret overview of a
certain area. When combining different data sources for the same area, a combined visualization is a valuable tool for infrastructure maintenance tasks. This
report presents currently ongoing research in visualization techniques for combined visual exploration of multiple data sources and analyses that benefit from
the different data characteristics.

1 Introduction
Our physical environment can be measured in many different ways. Varying sensors
capture specific features of the surrounding world and together give us a complete
overview of scanned areas. The number of applications which have a need for such
geographical base data is continuously increasing. Use cases such as urban planning
and development as well as environmental monitoring are dependant on a broad
data basis.
While focusing on the analysis of 3D point clouds as central element for many
applications, additional data sources such as panoramic photos and ground penetrating radar can improve the insights gained from the data.
3D point clouds can be seen as highly detailed representations of the scanned
environment and are used as “digital twins”. They are a collection of unstructured,
unsorted, independent points in three-dimensional space with an arbitrary number of attributes attached to each point [16]. In contrast to 3D city models [4], 3D
point clouds provide a “raw” view of the captured data and can be used for further
processing.
Depending on the capturing technique, 3D point clouds often do not contain
color information (see 2.1). For improved visualization in a more familiar way, color
information can be gained from panoramic photos captured in parallel to the 3D
point cloud creation. They can also be used for detailed analyses of, e.g., individual
road signs or similar assets. Combining this information with the 3D point cloud
data is a current area of research.
Both, 3D point clouds and panoramic photos, only represent the above-ground
world. For applications such as road construction and archeological surveys, infor-
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mation about the conditions below ground are of great interest. Ground penetrating
radar can be used to gain that information and is the third data source that is to be
integrated into a common data analysis and exploration framework.
We are working on different visualization and analysis techniques which combine
the aforementioned data sources for a better understanding of the environment and
faster data aggregation to create insights [19].

2 Data Sources
2.1 3D Point Clouds
3D point clouds can be captured by photogrammetric approaches, which derive the
points from a series of pictures taken from different angles. A more precise approach
uses laser scanners, resulting in a lot more detailled 3D point clouds. Many of our
use cases are using these laser scanned data sets, where each point after capturing
has only a three-dimensional position and an intensity value, representing to what
extend the laser beam was reflected from the object it hit.
Point clouds can also be distinguished by the perspective from which they have
been captured. Data from airplanes and drones results in aerial data that characteristically has a more or less homogeneous point density and provides data from the
top-down view onto roofs, streets, and vegetation. A different approach to scan the
environment is via mobile mapping [11, 15]. Mobile carrier platforms like cars or
trains are used to capture entire infrastructure networks [13]. The resulting datasets
contain information from ground perspective including vehicles, building façades,
trees, road signs, train signals, and many more [1, 8].
The point clouds we are processing can contain billions of points, resulting in
several terabytes of data, raising the need for efficient spatial data structures and
processing algorithms.

2.2 Panoramic Photos
Due to the physical process of capturing a 3D point cloud with a laser scanner, captured points do have no color information. It is common to take panoramic photos
in parallel, to colorize the point cloud with data from these images in postprocessing. While this doesn’t result in perfectly colored point clouds due to perspective
differences (see Figure 1), it can improve the visual data inspection for some use
cases.
Panoramic photos are usually created from a number of individual photos taken
in different directions which are then merged into a combined photo containing a
full 360°view. Figure 2 shows an examplary panoramic photo projected onto a plane.
In situations where users want to get a detailled view of a certain area, panoramic
photos can be used for a fast insight. Applications need to integrate panoramic photos
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Figure 1: Visualization of a colored 3D point cloud with visible color mapping
issues on the ground behind the red-bordered sign

Figure 2: Panoramic photo projected onto plane

in a supporting way, allowing for easy access to the region of the closest image at a
certain point of interest.

2.3 Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR)
Ground penetrating radar (GPR) has been used for below-ground analyses for several decades. Ground penetrating radar scanners can measure material properties
several meters below ground, creating insights about the non-visible foundation of
roads and pathways [3]. A typical visualization of a ground penetrating radar data
B-scan is shown in Figure 3. Ground penetrating radar scanners can also easily be
mounted onto scanning vehicles, adding an additional data source for the region
not accessible by LiDAR scanning [12].
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Figure 3: Visualization of a ground penetrating radar data B-scan

3 Data combination
3.1 3D Point Cloud and Panoramic Photos
3.1.1 Visualization
Panoramic photos are often placed into a spatial context by visualizing their locations
on a map, like in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Rectangular section from a spheric projection of a panoramic photo
(right) placed next to a map showing its location (left)

In a similar way, we are currently integrating panoramic photos directly into 3D
point clouds. Areas of interest are blending between these two data sources, transitioning from one photo to the next in a capturing series and the respective movement
within the point cloud.
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3.1.2 Analysis
The panoramic images can be used for a more detailed analysis of objects if the
geometric information is not sufficient, e.g., to identify road signs. The position of a
sign can be analyzed in the 3D point cloud data and its type can be found by applying
image recognition on the respective area in a suitable panoramic photo.
Additionally, 3D point clouds colored by the use of panoramic photos can be
better analyzed in some situations, because the color for each point can be used as
an additional input attribute for different metrics and analysis steps.

3.2 3D Point Cloud and GPR
3.2.1 Visualization
Giannopoulos describes how ground penetrating radar data can be visualized [7]. In
addition to two-dimensional profiles, he shows an example for a three-dimensional
visualization by rendering the three principal planes of a cuboid which is holding
the data. Usually, two-dimensional ground penetrating radar profiles are shown
individually, but multiple scans can be placed next to each other to create spatial
feeling for the data [6].
We developed a GPR data visualization inside the 3D point cloud environment by
projecting GPR data B-scans onto the captured GPS trajectory of the tracking vehicle.
Because the visibility of inner B-scans is limited, the user can hide individual B-scans
for a clear view onto the others.
For a better spatial impression, a textured cuboid-like structure is rendered onto
the GPS trajectory, as shown in Figure 5. This structure covers the amount of space
scanned by the GPR sensors. To fill the area in between the B-scans, their values
are interpolated. A 3D-texturing approach guarantees the possibility of slicing the
cuboid – both vertically and horizontally – as well as moving it along the trajectory.

Figure 5: Cuboid rendered onto the GPS trajectory (left). Vertical and horizontal
slicing can be used to explore data inside the cuboid (right).
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We decided to raise the GPR data cuboid above the surface instead of rendering it
in its accurate position below ground for better visibility and usability. To keep the
spatial context, the corresponding points from the 3D point cloud located above the
cuboid are translated alongside and highlighted for a better contrast to the remaining
points (Figure 6).

Figure 6: Points under the cuboid are elevated above it and highlighted. A magic
lens shows the cuboid’s surface below the points.

Furthermore, a magic lens approach has been implemented, which hides the points
around the cursor and enables a direct view onto the cuboid’s surface. The visualization can be switched to instead only show the points above the cuboid around the
cursor, for focusing on the GPR data, while keeping once more the spatial context.
When presenting the prototypical implementation to experts in the field of GPR
evaluation and city infrastructure planning, they approved of the visualization and
stated it would greatly improve current workflows. We re currently working on
additional analyses to highlight, e.g., anomalies in the data (see 3.2.2).
3.2.2 Analysis
The combination of above-ground 3D point clouds and below-ground 2D radar scans
enables a more extensive analysis of road environments by using two combined
sources instead of evaluating each on their own. A common use case for ground
penetrating radar data inspection is to find certain areas with increased chance of
developing pot-holes [9]. By adding road surface information from the 3D point
cloud, false positives like manholes can easily be distinguished from other anomalies
in the road’s subsoil. Use cases are widely spread: The data can, e.g., be used in postearthquake situations for ground analysis [14] as well as for general road surface
modelling [10].
Benedetto et al. give an overview of how ground penetrating radar can be used
for road inspections [2]. They discuss in detail which processing techniques can
be used to analyze the pavement condition. Evans et al. summarize the abilities of
ground penetrating radar for general pavement investigations [5]. Saarenketo and
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Scullion explicitly list the localization of sinkholes and crack growth monitoring in
their report about ground penetrating radar applications on roads and highways
[17]. They further describe possible soil and road structure evaluations and required
data interpretation techniques [18].
The described threshold and amplification manipulation assist during visually
identifying anomalies in the GPR data. An extended automated analysis could help
to find anomalous regions in the data by highlighting them for the user during
inspection, which might further ease to find locations of interest.
Another possible improvement is an automated object detection within the 3D
point cloud data that would enable the detection of manholes, so anomalies located
closely to them could already be respectively tagged in the visualization. Other
typical objects which can be filtered and tagged in a similar way are streetcar tracks
and curbstones.

4 Conclusions and Future Work
GPR scans can be visualized together with 3D point cloud data for road inspection
and the combination offers added value to typical users. A combined visualization
in the same viewing space enables comparison between both data sources for easier
evaluation. Anomalies in the GPR data can be compared with the 3D point cloud
to detect irregularities visible from above ground. Manhole covers and gullies can
easily be identified within the 3D point cloud and their location can be taken into
account when evaluating anomalies from the GPR data.
Cropping the ground penetrating radar B-scans to a certain area of interest in
length and height allows users to focus on details in a small area and avoids occluding
too much context information. Individual ground penetrating radar B-scans can be
enabled or disabled for the visualization to further decrease visual clutter of currently
unneeded data, especially with regard to ground penetrating radar B-scans scanned
with different frequencies.
An implementation of level of detail approaches for the GPR data might improve
handling even larger data sets.
Visualizing the ground penetrating radar B-scans slightly raised above ground,
also raising the ground points from the 3D point cloud in close proximity with them,
enables a less occluded view onto the ground penetrating radar B-scans. By hiding
those elevated points in a small region around the cursor, the top plane of the ground
penetrating radar cuboid can still be inspected.
Also, the visualization of ground penetrating radar B-scans from different scans
in areas of intersections and for roads with multiple scanning runs holds potential
for further development.
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